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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
IT’S TRUE: YOU REALLY CAN DO THIS YOURSELF!

B

Efore we even get started, let me assure you that managing and repairing your own online
reputation is absolutely something you can do yourself.

In fact, in many ways you can do it yourself better than hiring an outside firm. They are going to
need lots of information about you for various profiles, Social Media and monitoring. And after all,
who knows you better than you?
Despite all the breathless ads on the web offering to do it for you, talking about how sophisticated
they are, and how awful the Internet can be, meanwhile asking you to let them handle your issues
from A-Z, and with fees ranging into the thousands of dollars per month , the reality is that
everybody uses some version of the same techniques. It’s true that these firms have some
sophisticated automation to do what they do, and that is worth something if you’ve got wads of
money…

BUT YOU CAN DO MANY OF THE SAME THINGS BY YOURSELF FOR
FREE OR NEXT TO FREE….AND PROBABLY DO THEM BETTER.
Not convinced? Even the user manual in Google Webmaster Tools advises that you need not hire a
reputation firm if you’ll follow Google’s easy steps. (Fortunately, these steps have already been
incorporated into this workbook.)
I won’t kid you. It will take some time and patience to do it yourself, but going with the big boys
will take a lot of your time, too. You’ll have to explain your issues to them, provide bios and text,
explain which of a hundred different names in a monitoring service is the one, real you, etc. Doing
it yourself cuts through the middleman step. After all, to say it again, who knows more about
you than you?
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DOING IT YOURSELF WILL ALSO SAVE YOU MONEY. TONS OF IT.
You can do everything in this book – even the extravagant stuff -- for less than a few hundred
dollars (and the vast majority of it you can do for free) versus paying many thousands of dollars to a
reputation management company. We’ll show you how to make three different kinds of websites
for free. A free blog. How to monitor your online presence for free. To analyze and pick keywords,
for free. And so much more.
Don’t get me wrong. If you are in way over your head, or you’re a huge corporation, or you have a
truly major crisis and need to respond instantly, working with one of the bigger, reputable
companies would certainly be helpful and justified. Some even offer just consultation services,
which is better than buying a full package.
If you need to hire a firm, be diligent in asking them questions, and get references. You certainly
don’t want to make a bad situation worse. I’d suggest hiring someone like reputation.com in a
heartbeat. They are comprehensive in that they can provide everything you need. Importantly,
they are honest and reputable. There are dozens of other fine companies out there as well.
But for 95% of you, be assured that you are on the right track in using the tools in this workbook.
You’ll understand the process better and you’ll get to see the results of your work come to fruition.

Google also warns that hiring a firm that creates the equivalent of search or keyword
spam could get your site penalized, banned, or even removed from search results
entirely! Don’t mess with Google.

So….let’s get started:

WHAT IS ONLINE REPUTATION MANAGEMENT? (ORM)
Online Reputation Management (sometimes known as Internet Reputation Management) includes
all of the following aspects of managing one’s online (on the web) reputation and image. I will be
talking much more in-depth about each of these in this workbook:


Proactively managing and protecting your reputation before there is a problem



Building walls and accumulating what I call “online real estate” to keep the “bad”
news out
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Creating, defining, and enhancing your online “brand”



Creating your own website(s)



Creating and maintaining a blog



Search Engine Optimization (SEO)



On-going management of your reputation and monitoring for changes



Managing an existing online negative issue



And of course, online reputation repair

Whether you simply want to enhance your current presence on the web (Internet management), or
whether you have a problem that you quickly need to deal with (reputation repair), you can do it
yourself with the easy steps in this e-workbook. As for us, we’ll avoid most of the jargon,
eliminate any programming you’d have to do, and try to make your journey through this
workbook an interesting and informative one with steps that are easy to follow and
implement. Plus you’ll get some useful tips along the way.

YES! YOU CAN REPAIR IT BY YOURSELF, TOO
This is important to know right now, from the very beginning. Unless your reputation problem is
very severe, everything you need to do to repair the online issues that affect your reputation are all
steps you can take yourself. Don’t be intimidated by ads from large companies wanting to charge
thousands of dollars to provide reputation help. There are major corporations that will pay
$100,000 a month, but I presume they are not you.
There are no magic formulas that reputation management companies follow that will
automatically solve reputation problems. Google itself says (in its Webmaster Tools):
“Don’t feel obligated to purchase a search engine optimization services. Some companies claim
to “guarantee” high ranking for your site in Google’s search results. While a few legitimate
consulting firms can improve your site’s flow and content, others employ deceptive tactics in
an attempt to fool search engines. Be careful; if your domain is affiliated with one of these
deceptive tactics, it could be banned entirely from our index.”
Everyone does pretty much the same things (the big guys just have a bunch of proprietry programs
they have written to make it easier and more automated for them, and they use the finest – and
expensive – monitoring tools ).
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THE WORLD WIDE WEB – AN AMAZING TOOL
The Internet, also known as the “web” (or “World Wide Web,” which is where that little snippet of
code “www” as part of your websites comes from) is a stunning and amazingly valuable tool. Just a
few years ago we all used classified ads, the Yellow Pages, and other traditional media to try and
reach customers and to do research. Those who marketed their products through, say the Yellow
Pages, paid princely sums to broadcast to the widest possible audience hoping to find just a few
clients from a small set of potential customers. Today with the web, we can laser-focus marketing
our services, products, or ourselves at minimal cost through websites by using fine-tuned search
keywords and keyphrases.
Search engines increasingly are the only resource we need to find businesses, products, people,
information, how-to guides, explanations, dictionaries, and much, much more. It only makes sense
because with a quick search (which most of the time is a Google search) you can find precisely and
instantly what you need. If you need help with something, from a software problem to a plugged-up
sink, you can Google it as a question (“How do I ___x___?”) and you’ll usually have an immediate
answer.
Using a search engine such as Google we can search for and usually find virtually every piece of
information we need, including visual data such as a maps, photos, or videos from the distant past,
or as current as today.
The results come back to us in sometimes hundreds of pages of results (known as “SERPS” for
Search Engine Results Pages). Please forgive the use of jargon here, but the Search Engine Results
Page -- SERP – is important to remember. We’ll go into SERPS in a moment.

WHAT IS A SEARCH ENGINE?
Simply put, it is a tool that allows you to instantly search
across nearly all existing webpages in your language, in
your country, or through the entire world if you wish.
Search engines like Google, Yahoo, Bing, AOL, Ask, MSN,
Baidu, and others send out automated robots (called
“bots” or “crawlers” or “Spiders”) to attempt to read every
page on the Internet. They then create an index on their
own servers to make it easy to retrieve information in
hundredths of a second. By indexing, the search engine
knows precisely what web pages cover, say, whether it’s a
wild animal’s feeding habits or how to buy an expensive
car – both of them being Jaguars. Not only do they index the
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entire web, but also they keep doing it over and over to further refine their results and to see what
changes and additions have been made to sites. If you have a website, they are watching you!
Each search engine has its own proprietary set of rules – called an algorithm -- for searching,
indexing, and retrieving information to bring you the most relevant and up-to-date results.
The art of Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is to influence the algorithms of search engines
make your site rank as high as possible in searches for your website’s subject, product, and
details. And to make negative information about you or your company rank as low as possible.
A good deal of research and guessing has gone into trying to find exactly what companies like
Google are looking for and how to present it best on your site in the manner that their Spiders
prefer.
In Chapter 10 – Search Engine Optimization – we’ll go into detail about how to create the best
possible webpage that best presents you or your company most alluringly to the Spiders.
We mentioned SERPS above, here’s more info on them. Having one’s website on the first page of
the SERP is everyone’s dream goal, their Holy Grail, especially considering that research shows

But understand this: These various posts, profiles, photos, comments, and everything
about you that others have written or said online about you up until now can be
diminished and moved down in the results pages -- but they can almost never totally go
away. They are still lurking somewhere on the Internet . . . potentially waiting to come
back and haunt you. Hence what this workbook is all about -- the need for reputation
management procedures for protecting you in advance as well as and what to do if
problems arise.

that 79% of searchers never look beyond the first page of results. That is, of course, unless a
page or a mention of you comes up in the first page of results with something bad you’ve done in
the past, or disparaging remarks about you or erroneous information about you, your company, or
your products! We’ll spend a lot of time later on reputation repair should it be needed.
With the advent and proliferation of smart phones the web has become even more ubiquitous. Now
we are easily and constantly within reach of the web 24
hours a day . . . while going to or from school or work, at
work or at home, at your kid’s soccer game, or a restaurant
– virtually anywhere.
Social networks like Facebook keep us in touch with our
friends around the world at any time. LinkedIn provides
our personal information and work history to friends as
well as current and prospective employers. Twitter lets us
instantly tell others what we are doing or thinking.
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With the massive additional content added each day, we are also staying on-line even longer
than before. Recent Nielsen studies show that the average user stays an average of 1.3
minutes on an individual website.
And that 79% of people never look past the first page of a web search. 84% also look at videos,
with an average attention span of 3.8 minutes. It’s very helpful information and we’ll look at
ways to exploit these figures in later chapters.

Google Searches
By the way, we refer to Google searches throughout this e-book. According to the most
recent Nielsen study, 66% of all searches (200 billion per day!) occur on Google.
Microsoft’s Bing search has grown significantly and accounts for some 12%, while Yahoo
search is at 13%. AOL, and Ask.com come in at less than 2.5% or less. A slew of others are at
less than .5%.
Nielsen also reports that 85% of all web traffic goes thru a web search engine. This is really
good news for the “pushing down” strategy we will teach to counter and move bad
information to second or third web pages.

WHAT’S BEING SAID ABOUT YOU?
With so much information available on the web and with
search engines like Google, Yahoo, Bing, AOL, and others
plugging away 24 hours a day, simple searches can turn up a
wealth of information about you or your business.
When it comes to negative information about you or your
business, for example, the dangerous part is that too much of
this may not be consumer-driven such as valid consumer
complaints that you can address. Rather it may be from
disgruntled employees, ex-employees, angry ex-wives or exhusbands, and competitors. Some examples of dangers
include:


That now-embarrassing photo you posted on MySpace or Facebook back in college -- you
thought you’d erased it and you’d never see again



Information on your credit history
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Your name, address, phone number, and your spouse’s and children’s names



Occasionally your Social Security Number



A prior civil fine even though it was later dismissed



A prior arrest, even if it was for something minor, or was not prosecuted



Something ugly you wrote about others in a blog.



Responses you posted on a blog or in a forum



A single vicious complaint that a customer posted on Ripoff Report



Other serious complaints or accusations about your business or about you personally



An uprising of really angry customers



Untrue things posted about you or your company by a disgruntled employee or a
competitor



Ugly rumors posted by an employee or employees who thought they were wrongly
discharged



True or untrue accusations that you are a convicted felon or sex offender



Unjustified patient or client complaints about a doctor, lawyer or other professional



Negative restaurant reviews in the media or on a blog from just one bad experience



Extremely harmful business reviews



Postings by ex-wives, husbands or partners about . . . well you can imagine!

Even if you were to have offending or erroneous items removed today, the item is cached
somewhere in the Internet’s history. It may be waiting there to pop up again when someone is
doing a search on your name or business.

WHY SHOULD I CARE WHAT OTHERS SAY ONLINE?
We recently read about a small business owner who when informed that there were complaints
about his business on the Internet, said that he didn’t really care. He said his customers don’t use
the Internet. He assumed that since his customers didn’t mention the postings, he figured that they
didn’t see them. In fact the opposite is true – the customers who read the complaints were not bold
enough to tell him to his face, and/or they were simply now going to a competitor. You can bet that
the complaints were costing him more lost business than he ever imagined.
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In other instances, those who are seeing the negative, and possibly grossly inaccurate, information
about you are employers looking to hire you, potential business clients, or future partners checking
out your company, suppliers, competitors, and, of course, your family and friends. Most
dangerously, the longer something negative stays on the Internet the more “embedded” it becomes
and the harder to remove it or at least push it down to the second or third webpages so that it isn’t
so readily seen.

HOUSTON, WE HAVE A PROBLEM.
The truth is, unless you can personally get a web site to actually remove an item, you cannot
actually make things go away. First of all, web services like Ripoff Report, blogs, and forums are
protected by federal law. They are not responsible for what people write on their systems. Also,
winning a libel or slander suit is exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, unless you can prove who
wrote it and that they knew it to be false. Filing lawsuits, too, may only serve to make the issue
even more visible on the web.
Occasionally, especially on a person’s personal website, you can explain the situation and ask the
site owner politely to remove the offending information. That does work on occasion and should
always be tried.
In most cases, however, your and my goal is to “push down” the bad information to the second,
third, or fourth page of the particular search results so that it does not pop up first. That
means far, far enough down that no one looks that far down and sees it. Your strategy is to
make the damaging information as hidden as possible.
One additional way to do this is to build a lot of what I call
“Internet real estate” – sort of like in the Monopoly game creating many good and positive listings of your own to
overwhelm the bad stuff. Ideally, this should be done ahead of
time, proactively. Don’t wait until you have a problem. You
want to own a lot of Internet Monopoly-style real estate, and
a couple of houses and hotels before bad news arrives. But if
you can’t or won’t do it ahead of time, then the only choice is
to gently flood the Internet with good information as part of
the “removal” strategy.
Some assume there’s nothing they can do to remove the problem so they don’t seek advice or help.
But using just one example, consider the damage that can be done to someone like a lawyer, doctor
or doctors’ practice group from anonymous complaints or rumors posted on the Internet by
competitors or ex-employees (believe us, we’ve seen it). Such postings can potentially ruin their
professional practice.
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BUT SHOULDN’T I RESPOND TO POSTS ABOUT ME?
That’s the natural inclination. You want to immediately react and try to set the record straight by
answering the post. But actually it is often the absolute worst thing you can do! Of course you
want to correct wrong information…that’s normal. But doing so can just make the issue more
prominent on the Internet. The more you discuss it, the more activity it gets. The search engines
quickly think this must be a big deal, so they start moving it up the search results, making it easier
to find on the web.
You see, when search engines like Google send out Spiders to “crawl the web,” Google’s complicated
search algorithm gives more significant weight to an item’s activity. The more you respond back,
and then the other person responds, you can easily get into a war of words over some single item,
such as a disingenuous complaint or an erroneous rumor. The Spiders love this and Google starts
ranking the discussion higher because of the increased activity it sees (without knowing the
facts).
Worse, your friends, family, customers, and others will generally only read the salacious
information that now starts to appear, but not the details when you try to effectively explain a
falsehood away. They form an immediate negative impression because there was a complaint
rather than reading the extensive give and take to sort it all out.
It’s kind of like when a newspaper prints a grossly inaccurate or mistaken rumor about you on
the front page. The next day it issues a retraction in a sentence or two on an inside page.
Which item gets read the most?
Besides, you may not get in the last word. The person who initiated the bad remark probably has
far more time on their hands than you do.

WHAT ABOUT LEGAL SOLUTIONS?
So what about calling a lawyer? There are definitely times when you may want to consult an
attorney, particularly one familiar with libel and slander, or, better yet, with libel and slander on the
Internet. This can be expensive, and as we’ve already mentioned, this is rarely a solution. But it
never hurts to ask for an opinion. Go to Chapter 14 for more information about this option.

A LOOK AT WHAT’S AHEAD IN THE WORKBOOK
Virtually everything you are going to need for managing your own reputation and building and
protecting “your personal brand” will be covered in this workbook, with lots of easy instructions.
Don’t let the following chapters’ titles or subjects alarm or confuse you. It’s only natural to be
confused at first. My goal is to make this workbook helpful, informative, easy to read and
implement, step by step, and for the most part, fun. We’ll break down the more complicated
subjects so they are easy to understand and act upon.
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At the same time, “the devil is in the details.” Sometimes it can be the small things you do (in your
website settings, for example) that make a big and positive difference, or cause great harm. We’ll
point these out to you, too, as we go along.
Chapter 2 tells how to handle a small problem starting from scratch. You’ll get a great head
start at handling larger problems by reading it first, even if you have a larger problem to
tackle. Read through these basic steps so you’ll better understand the same overall but more
detailed process we’ll discuss later on.

SUMMARY
It’s true that you can do Reputation Management and Repair yourself, for free and perhaps better
that the large Reputation companies. Online Reputation Management (ORM) is everything related
to managing your reputation online. You can enhance your reputation as well as repair things that
have been said about you by being proactive. Doing it yourself involves significantly increasing
positive information about yourself (garnering more Internet “real estate” space). And by “pushing
down” the negative issues from the first two or three pages of Search Engine Results Page (SERP)
search results. 79% of those using search engines do not go beyond the first page of search in what
they are looking for. The art of Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is to make your site rank as high
as possible in searches for your website’s subject, product, and details. And to make negative
information about you or your company rank as low as possible. It is very important to know what
others are saying about you that you might not even be aware of. Using Google Alerts is a good way
to set up a system to monitor mentions of you or your company. Do not respond directly to
offending remarks as it is probably the absolute worst thing you can do. Legal solutions also are
not likely to be the answer.

Return to Top
Return to Top of Chapter 1
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THE INTERNET NEVER FORGETS
Stacy Snyder wanted to become a teacher. The single mother had completed her coursework
and was looking forward to her new career. Then her dream died. University officials told her
that although she had earned all the credits, passed all exams, and completed her training
that she would be denied a teaching certificate because of behavior unbecoming of a
teacher. What behavior she asked? An on-line photo on MySpace showed her in costume
wearing a pirate’s hat and drinking from a plastic cup, which she had captioned “drunken
pirate.”
The university argued that the photo was unprofessional since it might expose students to a
photo of a teacher drinking. Even if she took the photo off MySpace, the damage was done
as her page had been cataloged by search engines and her photo archived by web crawlers.
(Just image search “Stacy Snyder”).

She unsuccessfully sued the University, then appealed and lost again. But the bottom line is
that the Internet remembered what Stacy wanted to have forgotten.
This particular story has been told and retold thousands of times and is also the intro to the
fascinating book “Delete. The Virtue of Forgetting in the Digital Age” by Viktor MayerSchonberger (available from Amazon and from most booksellers). It’s an interesting treatise
on the challenges of an Internet that never forgets, as well as a proposal to add a “forgetting”
element to the Internet.
As the author says: Since the beginning of time, for us humans, forgetting was the
norm and remembering was the exception.
Today, with the technology of the Internet, remembering is the norm and forgetting is
the exception.”
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Chapter 2: A Quick
Reputation Repair Scenario
LET’S GET STARTED WITH AN EXAMPLE SCENARIO
efore we even get started, let’s assure you once again that managing and repairing your own
online reputation is absolutely something you can do yourself. Rest assured that, with the
exception of major, extremely wide-spread lies or rumors or involving major
corporations, with some perseverance and diligence on your part you CAN handle most of your
Internet problems, situations, misinformation, lies, and rumors about you, or your small
company, by following the steps in the workbook.

B

Don’t get me wrong. If you are in way over your head, or have a truly major crisis and need to
respond instantly, working with one of the bigger reputation repair companies would certainly be
well advised. This e-book, after all, is really aimed to help individuals and small to moderate sized
companies. If you just need some consultation, that may be better than buying a full package of
services. If you do need a reputation firm, be diligent in asking them detailed questions, and get
references. The largest of these companies is Reputation.com.
But for 95% of you reading this book, be assured that you are on the right track in using the
tools in this workbook. You’ll understand the process better and you’ll get to see the results of
your work come to fruition. So….let’s get started:

The purpose of this Chapter is to give you an idea of the entire process – a
typical case, if you will – and to show how it’s done. We’ll show each of the
steps, and how they relate to each other.
Then later, in subsequent chapters, we’ll go into detail about each step in the
process. It is best to work through this workbook from beginning to end,
rather than going right to one subject that particularly concerns you.
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JUMPING IN FEET FIRST
Let’s jump right in and take a crash course in Reputation Management. Obviously we’ll talk about
this in much greater detail in the subsequent chapters, but let’s suppose you have virtually no
budget or a very small one, such as an entrepreneur starting a new business about whom
something negative has been posted on-line. Or you may be a college student and it’s the kind of
thing that could well come back to bite you when you look for your first job out of college. But,
hopefully, any potential damage is not spread all over the web…yet. If so, what follows is possibly
all you need.
One of the biggest problems for people just starting out, like entrepreneurs, college students, or
young professionals (or even old professionals for that matter) is that there may not be a website
on-line specifically about them. There may be nothing but a few Social Media sites, such as
Facebook, but information there about them may subtly reveal problems with their social life,
college, or past job experience so that a negative posting really stands out, particularly if it’s new.
They don’t have multiple positive mentions that “push down” the negative information and get
it off the first page of a search on the Internet. They haven’t yet started acquiring their muchneeded defensive “Internet real estate.”
Our goal here, therefore, is to identify any problems quickly and then to gently and slowly (so as not
to raise suspicion of the Spiders) flood the search engines with enough positive hits so that the
negative information is driven off the first page of results. After all, as we’ve seen, Nielsen studies
show that 79% percent of people doing a search never go to the second page of results.
Here’s what I advise that you can easily do for yourself, by yourself, to get started in just a couple of
evenings:

1. GOOGLE YOURSELF!
You’d be stunned to learn how few people have actually taken time to
Google themselves. Go to the Google search box and try your name,
then your name and city, then your name, city and any offending terms or accusations if there are
some. Find out what is really out there and where it is. Do some experimenting. See where you
rank in search engine results relative to any bad news. [1]
You should also Google your competitors to see how you compare. Try a variety of searches and get
a feel for how you stand, and perhaps how much work you are going to have to do to correct any
problems or misconceptions.
Next, go to Google Alerts and sign up for this service. For free, It will look for instances of your
name, your name plus the offending key phrase if there’s a negative mention, or any other key
terms you want it to search for. Set it to email you “as it happens” so that you’ll get an email every
time your name and/or your name plus the negative phrase(s) are mentioned online. This kind of
serarch is not as powerful as paid search services such as Cision and Radian 6, but it is very
powerful and it’s probably all you need.
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You can put in as many modifying phrases as you wish. Also when you are doing searches, Google
will sometimes offer you the option (at the bottom of the search page) to set up an alert.
[1]

Because Google monitors your location and your prior searches, it knows who you are, so it will present your personal
results high up in the page rankings, often in first place. This is not where you really rank. You may be at the two
millionth position (really!) but will look like number one to you alone. We’ll deal with this later, but just be aware that
what you are seeing is an illusion.

2. GET SOCIAL!
You probably already have done this, but go in right now and clean up your MySpace or Facebook
page. Remove anything vulgar, childish, or negative comments about others, and especially any
undesirable photos. (Although they never actually go away, you sure don’t need that on a current
website being crawled every day by a Spider.)
If your social sites are not in your actual name (whew!), then start all new pages with your real
name on seven sites: Facebook, LinkedIn, MySpace, Twitter, Google Profiles, Squidoo, and
Naymz.com (Naymz is a brand management site). BE sure to write down all the usernames and
passwords.
USE YOUR REAL NAME for your account name, such as Facebook.com/JohnDoe. If the name is
already taken, try using a middle initial, or in the worst case JohnDoe123. That’s OK on a social
page (but not on a website). Be sure to fill out the complete profile so that the Spiders know that
JohnDoe123 is really John Doe. Later we’ll talk about keywords you should liberally add to your
profiles for items about you. You can come back and do this at any time.
Signing up for all seven of these social sites shouldn’t take longer than a couple of hours (make
certain that you fill in the profile information about you, too. All of it.).
But don’t do all seven all at once. Instead try to spread this out over at least two or three
nights, or, better yet, over a week. Maybe create just one per night. Search engines don’t want
to think they are being spammed or manipulated; and seven sites in one night doesn’t look very
good since it may appear as if you are trying to fool the search engine Spiders. So make it look
more natural and do it over time, just as you would if you were creating your online identity at your
own pace.
Keep in mind here that your goal is to try and help the Spiders find your sites, and understand
what’s important about you…that you are good person, with a story to tell. Every day Google is
trying to make its search engine act more and more like people would act when they are indexing
you and your site and they are looking to understand your story.
Note – some older readers may have never set up a Social Media site. Shame on you. If not, I
recommend starting with Facebook and LinkedIn. This will give you some feel for the process and
get you started. It only takes a few minutes (well, LinkedIn will take more time if you fill in all the
data, which you definitely should do). Actually the 55+ demographic is the fastest growing sector
for Facebook, as well as making up a large portion of Facebook users.
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You may be surprised how many older people and retirees have Facebook pages to keep up with
past and current acquaintances, childhood friends, and with their grandkids.
As of March 2011, more than half of all Americans over age 12 have a Facebook account and
profile. That’s an astounding number. More than half of all Americans use Facebook! That’s hard
to conceive of. It took nearly 20 years for TV to penetrate half of all American homes, and Facebook
took only seven years.
(NOTE TO BUSINESSES OWNERS: If you are a business and not an individual person, you can still
use Facebook -- by creating a “fan page” instead, and we’ll talk about this in later chapters-- but
LinkedIn and many of the other sites won’t apply to you. So, instead, you can substitute
Facebook, Yellowbot , White Pages , Local.com, Yahoo Local, Yelp and SuperPages as your
seven sites.

3. ORIGINAL CONTENT.
Here it’s time to get creative. First write out a bio on yourself in narrative form. Then write a halfsized version that is more readable. Or you can perhaps use bullet points for the highlights. Now
write out eight to 10 short positive biographical two or three paragraph-sized bios about yourself.
Use just the highlights… they can be similar to each other… but make certain that each one is
slightly different. This part is so crucial!!
When it comes to your bio or other content that you insert into your social sites, be sure that you
don’t ever copy and paste the same text from one site to another. Search engines will severely
penalize you for obviously trying to manipulate them, and will lowerthe rank websites they deem
that are not original. They want to see “original content.” So change each one a little bit. This is
especially true for other links and websites you will create later on..
Let me repeat that: When it comes to your bio or other content that you insert
into the social sites, make absolutely certain that you don’t ever copy and paste
the exact same text from one site to another. This creates duplicative content for
which you will be swiftly penalized by search engines.

Sometimes, in order to create links to their main website and hopefully make their site look more
popular, people create multiple websites that all say the same thing, perhaps using their other
domain names they purchased. This won’t work. Because the Spiders value “original content” so
highly, these duplicate, non-original sites usually are completely ignored by the search engines and
don’t get indexed at all. Google warns programmers in their “Webmaster Tools” that doing so may
get their site penalized by Google. Penalties range from getting moved down in rank to being
removed from search results altogether.
If you suddenly cannot find your site through searching, you’ll know what hit you. Fortunately
there are ways to appeal and ask for a second chance. But it’s best overall to not piss off Google.
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P.S. – Don’t worry if you’re already feeling a little confused or overwhelmed. It’s only natural. Just
keep following the steps here (you’re almost to step 4) and follow the instructions on each Social
Media site. You’ll find that it is faster and easier than you thought it would be. So don’t stop now. It’s
about to get even more interesting.

4. BUY YOUR OWN DOMAIN
It’s easy and you might as well do it right now. Go to
GoDaddy , BlueHost or other sites that sell domain names. I
exclusively use GoDaddy. The slight difference in costs is by
far made up for in excellent service and dependability.
Now search for your name as a “.com” domain (such as “www.JohnDoe.com” or
“www.JohnWDoe.com”) and buy the name! You can usually buy the “.com” version of a name for
$10 - $12 per year. This is extremely valuable “web real estate” if you can get it. You’ll want to own
it forever. Buy it before someone else does! Especially before an opponent does.
If you can’t get it, try an initial, or other variations. Worse case (and “.com” is preferred by far), buy
your exact name as “.net” or “.me”. It’s acceptable and even less expensive. Some of these names
sell for as little as $1.99. But the difference between $2 and $12 per year is immaterial for
something you will probably own throughout your career.
With your website you are going to create your “personal brand” – the story of who you are as an
individual, a soon-to-be professional, or a business owner.
I also tell my clients to go buy their own .com name right away, and then buy their kid’s
names, too. Some day they will thank you for it.
There are hundreds of sites that sell domain names at varying costs (they all buy them from the
same official registrar then re-sell them to you at different profit margins). All that is different is
the amount of quality service they provide. I personally prefer GoDaddy because they make it
really easy and have 24/7 support help only minutes away (no long time being put on hold like
some support sites do, if they have phone service at all). Each .com name from GoDaddy or
Bluehost also comes with a free easy-to-create webpage (called a template) that you just fill in.
You’ll get varying numbers of free email addresses (more than you’d ever use) with each domain
and they offer a variety of great deals on other services as well such as domain privacy, domain
hosting, shopping cart services. Both sites also offer specials from time to time. Once you buy one
domain name, you’ll be getting lots of details about specials on buying more names.
We recommend, however, that you don’t buy the many add-on’s they promote so heavily, at least
not yet. You don’t need most of these add-ons and they cost a lot of money. Bluehost does most of
the same things as GoDaddy and many people swear by them, too. There are at least a hundred
more sites that sell domain names. Network Solutions is also an excellent vendor and was the
original and first company to sell and organize domain names. Pick one you can trust and who will
help you when needed.
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5. CREATE YOU OWN WEBSITE
How you design your personal website depends, of course, on your budget. You can choose one or
all of three different options. I strongly recommend that you do all three of these for the experience
you’ll gain going from each one to the next.

a. Website Tonight© Instant Page (Free):
First, you can create a simple but good looking one- to two-page website for free from
whoever sold you your domain name. These are more like placeholders for when you are
going to later create a larger website (section “c” below), but in reality they serve as fullyfunctioning smaller websites (think of them as a website-lite).
GoDaddy and Bluehost are especially helpful about this and have templates to follow to
make it easy. Some, but not all, of the other sites have something similar. If you bought
five or six domains earlier, you can have five or six mini-websites up and running in
about an hour or two.
GoDaddy’s program is called WebSite Tonight®
InstantPage. You have to turn this feature on after you
buy your domain name (or you can do both at the same
time). Then you “Launch” the program. Once there, you
simply pick a background photo from their many
selections (or upload one of your own if you prefer),
choose a typeface, create a headline, and add some text
and/or photos, plus add a contact form if you wish. You
can create more pages with additional text. Plus, there are
several “widgets” which are mini pre-packaged programs
that do various things, such as link your webpage to
Facebook, for example).
Together all this systemized program is called a Content
Management System, which means you don’t have to come in contact with computer code.
You just use their pre-prepared modules and customize them for your use.
The service is free and it couldn’t be any easier. While these kinds of sites are a great start,
it will probably not be as helpful as you’d like for reputation management and repair
purposes in the long run.
A tip: If you bought several domain names in addition to your personal “brand name,” then
you can use the free services for those sites and include links to your real site where you
want to make the most impact. Or you can just have each of these other sites to “forward”
to your main website, just like call forwarding on your phone. See Chapter 7.
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b. Websites with ads (but which are a free website for you):
There are excellent sites that allow you create a more sophisticated website for free as long
as you let them place advertising on your site. The ads are pretty minimal and it costs you
nothing for a good looking, flexible, and much higher quality website. You don’t have to buy
any domain, but pick a good name if you ever want to convert the site and make it a non-ad
website.
Our favorite site for this is Webs.com. They put their web extension on your name so that it
appears like this: www.johndoe.webs.com. We’ll cover this in detail in the main workbook
website section. Your free site is free forever, but at any time you can convert it over to a
paid page. Then the sometimes pesky ads go away as does the extension on your domain
name (hence the reasons to be careful what name you pick at the beginning). There are
many such sites, just Google “Free web site” and take a look at a few of them. I’ve used
Webs.com for many years and trust them.

c. Create a real, permanent, and professional website:
This is as absolutely critical in the long run and you might s well do it now. Don’t delay
because it sounds more complicated. It’s only a slightly bigger step than the other two.
Especially if you are working on an existing problem, you need to go ahead and do this now.
It’s more work, but more flexible. And very, very powerful in what it can do.
It’s not totally “free” as you have to pay a minor hosting cost but it’s not a significant cost.
And it is far better to go ahead and create a real website now as it gives you greater
flexibility to address your issues and to begin building your “personal brand.” This is the
regular website that you see normally online, and which we’ll be discussing at great length.
Using the domain you purchased, sign up for “Web Hosting” (approximately $5/month and
less if you sign up for more than one year). That puts you domain name up on the web and
provides a storage location for your site files, an almost unlimited number of site pages, a
blog page (with ways to display comments readers make), navigation tabs, easy to edit
website Pages and Posts, and free email addresses (such as John@JohnDoe.com).

d. How to get free web design software:
While you are at GoDaddy buying your name and arranging hosting, be sure that you also
get WordPress as the web design software. (It’s free and is easier to download it all as
one package if you choose that option while you are signing up for “hosting.”) This is
why I recommend GoDaddy, because they can install it all for you together at one time and
they do all the work (you don’t even have to understand how the installation works).
There are, of course, numerous other web management programs such as Joomla, Drupal
and Simple Matters, but I strongly suggest you stick to WordPress.
The GoDaddy site will take care of all the work for you of setting up your site on the web,
creating the necessary files, and downloading WordPress to your new web domain
(JohnDoe.com) in just seconds. It even opens and configures WordPress for you. How
cool is that? If you have a problem, you can get a service rep on the phone in a few
minutes (not hours)… and they’ll gladly walk you through it.
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WordPress is used universally and is far and away the largest such program (it is also a
Content Management Program, meaning that it does the actual programming for you). Plus
it is free, and is exceptionally easy to learn. Yet it is also extremely powerful, has unlimited
themes to create your site in minutes, and has tens of thousands of really cool and useful
“Plugins.” Plugins are kind of like the applications or apps on your smart phone. They’re
little individual programs that perform some function on your website, like creating a signin form for example. Or a shopping cart to sell product, or blogging and archives, or
anything else websites can have. You’ll come to love Plugins. Trust me.

4. CONTENT. CONTENT. CONTENT.
Everyone teaching about websites or blogs says the exact same thing: “Content is King.” They are
right. Putting up a website with minimal text that never changes is virtually useless. After their
second pass, the Spiders will find it is static and will leave it alone.
Have fun learning and experimenting with your new webpage. I promise that it’s pretty darn easy
to add new material; and you don’t need to know any programming code. But you need to have
some excellent content in it: something valuable and interesting to say. So maybe create a bio page
with that longer, original bio you wrote earlier. Or, perhaps, create a separate page about your job
expertise and/or about a favorite personal interest. You can post an article or two that have been
printed about you or re-print other interesting articles (with permission). A great article service is
Mashable , a free subscription service about cool new Social Media and web topics (some of it is a
bit too technical, but some is terrific) that you can reprint on your blog or on your site for free.
Which reminds me, on your on-line bio, be sure to make links to your newly created Social
Media sites like Facebook, LinkedIn, and others.
1. One way to get increased attention of the Spiders, and also your readers, is to number a
list of items like we’re doing here, or highlight key items. This tells your readers (and the
Spiders) that, hey, here’s something important.
2. Re. More Social Media: Begin to create additional pages for yourself at places like
Google+, Identica.com, Digg, Bigsight, Tumblr, Vimeo, peekyou, Askama, Inside
Pages, PeoplePond, and others. There’s no super rush about doing this right now. In fact,
maybe just do one or two a week to spread it out and the Spiders won’t get concerned. P.S.
see how I highlighted the first few words in each paragraph, too? Spiders love this. (NOTE:
On your web page, you should add each link, but use a hyperlink instead of the
“http://www” address. This is called “anchor text” and provides even more legitimacy. See
highlighted note below.)
3. Keep your site “fresh.” Fresh, new content is critical, so try to find something recent to
add at least once a month. Ideally once a week if about right. It must be interesting and, of
course, accurate! Each page you want on your site is called a “Page” in WordPress. (Blog
postings are called “Posts.”) Even a three-page website is fine for now, along with a couple
of Posts. Just try to keep it simple at the start.
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Anchor text is a way of creating a link using a word or two to take the place of the long and
sometimes complicated “http://www” address. Plus, it looks better and gives you a lot of search
engine points. In your word processor or on the web program such as WordPress, simply highlight
the word or word or words you want to use, then click on the “hyperlink” command in your word
processor… in Word it is Insert > Hyperlink or in WordPress it is a small chain symbol meaning
“link.” Type in the long http: link (leave the text line blank and it will use what you already
highlighted), and hit “enter.” The Mashable website is done in this manner in the paragraph
section above by just using the word “Mashable.” Roll your cursor over the word and you’ll see the
hidden link below.

5. START A BLOG.
This is essential, an absolute must, whether you think you need it or
not. As mentioned above, each item added to a blog is called a
“Post,” and Posts are treated by search engines as if each one is also
its own Page! You get tons of “Google Juice” from your blog and from
peoples’ comments to your blog. We’ll discuss it later, but “Google
Juice” is simply anything you do that helps move you up in the
rankings online. All three are free: 1) You can go to Blogger.com,
which is owned by Google and is very, very simple to create and use.
Your blog will carry the name “blogspot” in its URL, but you can
connect it to your domain name for better personalization.
2) You can go to Wordpress.com and create a free stand-alone blog using their software.
3) You can automatically create a free blog page right there on your website by just adding a page
called “Blog.” This is what I would recommend.
Using WordPress, start a blog page on your primary domain’s website by clicking on “add a Page”
and calling it “Blog” or perhaps “News.”
WordPress assumes your home page or “front page” is your blog unless you tell it otherwise.
So go into “Settings > Reading” and tell WordPress Home is a “static page” and that blog or News is
your blog page (where you will be making postings) so that it will be the unique page for that
purpose. Below is an image of where you make that setting.
(In this case the “home” page “Download Instructions” and the blog is called “News”)
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Now every Post you make on the above site will go on the News page. Try to create Posts of maybe
100 - 200 words about a subject that interests you. Or re-post something you read elsewhere. Or
from Mashable. Or from other blogs you have read and want to pass on.
If you are re-printing someone’s work you should give the author credit, but 90% of the time the
author is hoping you will pass it along anyway. (They are probably getting paid per click or per
impression and make money when you widen their circle by passing it on.) If they offer buttons on
their own site to pass it on through Facebook, or DIGG, or to re-Tweet it, then you are in the clear to
use it. Strive for at least one to two entries a month as a minimum. As I said above, weekly entries
are really ideal instead, and not too hard to accomplish if you subscribe to some web sites with
information you can use..
Soon you’ll look forward to doing it and you’ll find lots of subjects as you go about your day. Also
readers will find you and will soon be making their own comments on your blog, and like I said
previously, each blog post is just like another Page for SEO purposes. Also, your personality will
slowly come through as well as you build up more and more blog entries.
What you are doing with all this is called keeping your website “fresh.” As we’ve noted, this is a
key criterion that the search Spiders consider. Soon your Page will be rising further up the list of
search results when others search your name or business, hopefully to the first page of results. In
doing so you are also further “pushing down” any negative information about you to below the first
page of results. That’s our goal in repairing your problems on the Internet.
By creating a blog you are significantly increasing your web “real estate,” building your reputation,
and building a defense against negative comments.
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6. SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION (SEO).
Another reason to use WordPress, as I said earlier, is all of the many Plugins available, most of them
for free. Here’s my favorite and it’s truly a must-have for your
site: the “All-in-one SEO” Plugin Pack. This little program will
automate the entire process of making your site look right in the
web search results. It’ll also make it easier for the Spiders to
find you and for you to tell them what to look for. On the
WordPress Dashboard select “Plugins.” Then select “add new”
and search for “All-in-One SEO Pack.” When you find it, select it
and it will download and install itself instantly for you without
you having to do a thing. Gee, I love WordPress.
Be aware that you may never rise to the top page of results for a subject like
“Internet Reputation,” or “Prince William and Catherine Middleton” or other
major topics (there are more than 166,000 websites for Reputation
Management, alone). But unless you have a famous name, you darn sure
ought to be able to rise to the top page of searches for your own name.

On each Page and each Post when you are in “edit” mode there will now be boxes at the bottom of
the edit page for you to fill in with the title of the Page or Post, a description, and keywords and
other functions. This info will not appear on your visible site. Instead it is internal coding
that is strictly for the Spiders to read.
First (and this is important), on the “Dashboard” go to “Settings” and scroll down to “All-in-One
SEO.” Fill out the boxes there, too. These are for all the information about your overall site itself
(not just Pages or Posts). The title you choose (keep it under about 55 characters) will be the title
that shows up about your site in the actual search engine results page (a/k/a the “SERP,” but let’s
try to stay away from acronyms if possible. SERP is such a strange word).
Likewise, the description here becomes the two or so lines of description on the search results
page below your site name. Keep it short, usually under 150 - 175 words.
Later on we’ll be talking much more in depth about Search Engine Optimization (SEO), the
importance of keywords, links, and other opportunities to increase your exposure and search
engine rankings. And also we’ll tell you how to fill in and maximize the use of the numerous other
boxes in “All-in-One SEO” ( a/k/a AIOSEOP). If fact, SEO is the longest chapter because it is so
important in reputation enhancement. But for now that’s all you need to know.

7. GET YOUR SITE NOTICED.
A site doesn’t do much good if you create it and it just sits there. You need to get it noticed. To get
listed on Google you can go to their site and submit it, but you really don’t need to. Their very
active system of Spiders will usually find your site in less than 24 hours.
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But you do need to submit it to some of the others. One easy way is to go to Submitasite (also
known as Web.com, but the Submitasite takes you right to where you need to go to use their free
SEO tools). Select the “Search Engine Submission” tool, then type in your domain name and it will
automatically submit your website to eight different search engines all at once. That’s a great start.
Check out their other free web tools while you’re there.

8. A WORD ABOUT LINKS. THEY ARE REALLY, REALLY
IMPORTANT!
(OK, it was five words about links, not “one word.”) But they ARE really, really important. In fact,
other than your content and keywords, they are the primary thing
Spiders look for in order to see if others know about you and if you
are in good company. Content, keywords, and links make up the
three-legged stool of an effective web presence. Make sure that
each site you create has links to your other sites. Thus Facebook has
your link to LinkedIn, and vice versa. And all of them should provide
a link to your new website, too, and vice versa. Most if not all Social
Media sites have places to insert links. If you are writing links on
your site, use “anchor text,” which was explained above. It is simply
using a word or two in lieu of a long, difficult http web address.

9. THE MORE IMPORTANT A LINK, THE MORE GOOGLE JUICE
YOU EARN.
Great links from other sites gets you even more “Google Juice.” Google Juice, as you know, is simply
slang for whatever helps improve your page rank. A backlink from The New York Times is thus
hundreds of times better than a link from a small-town newspaper, hence it has much more Google
Juice. In later chapters we’ll tell you how to get better and more effective backlinks. The Spiders
and search engine algorithms especially like links from busy, major websites, and nothing’s busier,
more major, or more important than Facebook and LinkedIn. Besides, on your Facebook page what
looks more “cool” than to show YOUR own website in YOUR name?
If you know people with their own websites, ask them to please throw in a link to you either saying
something nice about www.yourname.com or just putting it in a links page. Here’s the key: don’t
return the favor in kind as a link has no value if it is reciprocal. It has to be the equivalent of them
“recommending” your site by linking to you. You can buy them a bottle of wine or a fruit basket
instead.
Get creative in thinking of places that can casually put in a simple link back to your site.
Here is more information on “Google Juice.”

10. KEEP WORKING IT!
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You can’t just stop. Reputation management and repair requires at least a modest continuous effort
to keep things fresh by adding links and backlinks, and by adding new posts to your blog(s) and to
forums.
Another way to increase attention to your blog page is to invite a friend or two (maybe someone
you just like what they wrote about on their own blog) to be “Guest Commentators” and let them
make an occasional Post. In WordPress you can give them permission at the “Author” level which
lets them write in your blog, but doesn’t let them do anything else unauthorized on your website.
That way they are promoting themselves while helping keep your site fresh for you.
Negative Posts or online comments don’t disappear overnight, but if they are not too severe or too
widespread, the steps above may be all that it takes to combat them. Your long-term success,
however, depends on your being persistent and also creating new content as often as possible.
Make a point to update one of your social sites or your webpage on a regular basis. Make yourself a
calendar so you don’t forget. Post a new blog item each week or two if you can.

SUMMARY
Now that we’ve given you the very basics, remember that many problems may require “intensive
care” to heal them. That’s why I created this e-workbook to help you deal with the toughest
problems without hiring a do-it-for-you firm at considerable expense. With all your new “online
real estate,” in many cases this may be all you need to do to move down some offending message or
Post about you. Most of the techniques that the big companies charge you for will be provided in
this workbook.
Unless you are a major national corporation with serious issues, you most likely can handle or
greatly minimize the problems yourself.
In the next chapters we’ll go into these same steps in much more detail. Also we’ll begin the
process of learning about Online Reputation Management. Basically everything we do (websites,
backlinks, keywords, your blog, SEO, your personal brand, etc.) all are just tools in the process of
building your Internet Reputation. Just like in school, employment, business, or home and family,
it’s important to have a clear, honest, and respectable reputation, and then work hard to keep it.
So when you are ready, plunge on ahead.

Return to Top
Return to Top of Chapter 2
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Chapter 3: Online
Reputation Management
(ORM)
ONLINE REPUTATION MANAGEMENT (ORM)

O

f all the topics we’ll cover in this workbook, it really all boils down to this: Online Reputation
Management. This means to proactively “manage” your reputation so that it appears as
favorably as possible on the Internet in websites, blogs, Posts, and everywhere else.
To accomplish that means you have to be an active participant on the web, doing whatever it takes
to expand and enhance your reputation. You cannot sit idly by and hope nothing bad happens. The
more you do to enhance your reputation, the better you will be able to fight off potential reputation
problems ranging from unfounded complaints, rumors, innuendos, and mistruths, to outright lies
someone has purposely placed there to hurt you or your business.
Items that could potentially attack your reputation come from all directions and sources, including
unhappy customers, former employees, disgruntled current employees, personal enemies,former
business partners, competitors, ex-lovers or spouses, and others. If you or your business has
been on the Internet long enough, someone most likely will be saying something about you that
is not true.

YOUR REPUTATION IS PERHAPS THE MOST VALUABLE THING
YOU OWN
It’s worth repeating: Your reputation is perhaps the most valuable intangible thing you own. It’s
not your possessions, your home or cars, your health, or even your family, which are tangible.
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Instead your reputation is entirely intangible and is the compilation of what other people think
about you as to your overall image, trustworthiness, beliefs, character, honesty, morality,
fairness, and sense of ethics in business and in life in general.
Large businesses often have public relations consultants or departments to handle and manage
their reputation. As an individual or small
business owner, it is up to you to define your
reputation in the manner in which you act and
make everyday decisions.
It’s very easy for someone to accuse you on the
Internet of a wrongdoing, dishonesty, or being
unethical. And, unfortunately, they can do it
anonymously and probably get away with it if
they want to. Instead of telling five to 10 people
about their complaint, for example, they can reach
tens of thousands just as easily (even perhaps
inadvertently!) with but a few keystrokes on their
computer, laptop, iPad, or iPhone.
So it is crucial that in the case when or if it happens to you, you must immediately jump to work to
redeem your good character and reputation.

THIS ADVICE IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT FOR PROFESSIONALS!
Having a good reputation is important for everyone, but this is especially true for professionals like
lawyers, doctors, therapists, and others whose business depends on their character and credibility.
Their very licenses to practice their profession could be at risk even from untrue complaints posted
anonymously on the web.
So it is no wonder that one of the highest orders of business on the Internet is to “manage” your
reputation in advance. This includes enhancing your reputation if needed, and quickly defending or
repairing it if you are attacked.
There once was a time when if a patient or customer was unhappy they would tell you to your face.
You would have a chance to have a dialog with them, listen to their complaint, explain your point of
view, and perhaps even agree to disagree. But you’d both walk away feeling that there was a fair
airing of the issues. You might even apologize or offer to refund their money as a way of keeping
them satisfied and on friendly terms.
Nowadays, the customer probably would not choose to even talk with you about it. No one likes
face-to-face confrontations, and chances are that you’ll never hear from them. Or, more likely, their
complaint will make its way to the Internet instead. It’s easier.
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THREE PARTS OF ORM
There are basically three parts to good Reputation Management, and I deal with all three in this
workbook. They are:

The Building phase – creating a good reputation
This stage involves building a good reputation through the development of a good website,
with proper links and keywords, and optimized to be easily found and seen.

Maintaining a good reputation
This includes an active program to build on your reputation, and to build on your online
presence, increasing your online real estate. Once you have an established reputation, you
want to keep and maintain it and also to GROW it by adding more Social Media, active
blogging, participating in forums, encouraging blogs on your site, etc. It’s not easy work, but
it helps tremendously in making you more secure against attacks.

Dealing with attacks on your reputation
If or when some mark on your reputation comes along, for whatever reasons, then it’s time
to counter it. The ideal method is simply to ask that it be removed if possible. If not then
your primary task will be to “push down” the message as low as possible on search engine
results pages, and to maintain or increase your positive news and results. Now is the time
to perhaps use a press release or other methods to gently flood the Internet with positive
information on you or your company. These and other tactics are discussed below and in
the SEO Chapter.

THE BEST DEFENSE IS A GOOD OFFENSE
That’s why it is called Reputation “Management.” By managing your reputation and growing and
enhancing it online now, before you have a problem or situation, the easier it is to deal with a
problem or fend off an attack. Sometimes an attack never even gets seen if you have done a good
job of building and projecting your information to begin with. We’re not talking here about being
boastful or prideful, but rather making sure you are taking every opportunity to build up your
web presence.
Once you already have sites and mentions about you covering the first page of a Google search it is
unlikely that a negative complaint will even rise to the height of the first page of search results –
essentially the same as invisible.

ACT NOW, NOT LATER
As we’ve alluded to, your personal reputation today also includes your “online” reputation. While
the Internet provides us with mountains of information, it’s also a place where someone can
anonymously hide and sully someone’s character on a blog, forum, or a webpage.
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What you have taken a lifetime to build can be tarnished in just a few minutes online by an
opponent, former employee, or ex-spouse. That’s why I stress so much the need to build up your
wall of Internet reputation defenses in advance and act BEFORE something happens.
That’s why you want to build up a wall of great information and presence – to have a lot of “online
real estate”: your own blog, mentions and Posts in other’s blogs, forum mentions, articles, opinion
pieces, a website or two, links from other credible, perhaps Wikipedia articles, and other web
mentions. We’ll talk about all of this in the next few chapters.
You goal ias that only what you want to appear about you makes up the entire first page of search
results when someone searches your name or the name of your business. Any disparaging,
offending, or incorrect remarks are then moved further down the search results…and most likely it
will be rarely, rarely seen.
Prevention is the best medicine.

MOST CLIENTS, HOWEVER, WAIT
UNTIL IT’S LATE IN THE GAME
Now how many clients, do you suppose, heed this
advice? That’s right -- slim to none. Most everyone
believes or purports to believe that they will NEVER
have an online problem. Yet I see it happen to people
every day. Not necessarily only to someone rich and
famous, but to regular people from all walks of life,
especially ones who owns a business, or participate in
their community.
You lead a peaceful life until “WHAM!” it hits you
out of nowhere. A doctor gets a complaint filed
anonymously with the state licensing board (by a
competitor, it turns out); a lawyer finds rumors on the web only when a client asks him if it’s true; a
boss is told that there is an untrue rumor that he is a convicted sex offender; a hiring manger gets
accused online of discrimination (by someone who didn’t get hired); a school board member is
quoted as saying something that is an outright lie; a girl in class at school gets “cyber bullied” by
some supposed “friends.”
Every one of these people, from all walks of life, could have taken some protective measures (the
higher up, the more you need to do).
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IMPORTANCE OF FREQUENT OR REAL-TIME SEARCH:
Not that long ago all one had to do to be vigilant on the web was to search your own name or
business name on Google once every few weeks or so to see if anything popped up. Today the web
is much more sophisticated, and much larger. (There were an estimate 266 million websites in
the US alone in 2010.) If you don’t have some kind of auto-checking system in place you could get
hurt in a hurry.
This is especially true for companies, but increasingly so for individuals, too. David M. Scott, author
of The New Rules of Marketing and PR, says that “real-time” search is essential for businesses today.
He explains: “Real-time search is only lately starting to get a massive amount of attention as people
begin to realize that the web is turning into a web of conversations. The bad news is that a
company or person could get hurt at any minute by something on the web and that when a
reporter calls, “Huh?!” is not a sufficient answer.”
The good news is that you can follow-up bad or untrue news with you own postings on the web,
ideally in the same way they were posted to begin with.
Here are some ways Scott points out for handling a hurtful situation (we are paraphrasing them):


Fortunately, blog Posts and articles often have a “comments” section where you can attempt
to clear your name quickly, in the very same media in which it was put up on the web.



Good “old fashioned” SEO tactics can be used to optimize you own personal information. In
time, negative results and postings can probably be overcome by driving mentions down
the search pages until they virtually no longer exist.



Depending on the situation, you can try contacting the webmaster or blog owner about
removing incorrect statements if you politely give them good reason to do so.

The best strategy is to “nip things in the bud” before they get too out of control. Also, as I point out
over and over in this workbook, it’s not about just listening to what others are saying, but also
about having a robust presence on the web of your own.
“If your business is not actively involved in the conversation, your reputation is left up to what
other people say,” notes Scott., “Quite literally, you are what you publish.” What others post about
you on Social Media sites IS your reputation. If you don’t post in the Social Media sites you may well
not exist. At the least, the image of you or your company that you want out there may not exist as
you wish.
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A TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF AN UNPREPARED CLIENT:
This example is not all that unusual, but it is instructive about what not
to do:
We recently helped a client who had to lay off some employees when
his business needed to be downsized due to the economy. While the
employees were paid fairly and given plenty of notice, some of them
decided to take out their frustrations via the Internet, first with
comments made on industry forums, then by filing a report with
RipOff Report™ (a notorious site we’ll discuss later), and eventual
creation of a website www.companyname.sucks.com and blog
around which other fired employees could rally and where fired
employees could complain without using their names. They also apparently sent info to the news
media.
By the next night, the owner of the company was “ambushed” outside his home by an unscrupulous
local TV reporter who wanted to know why employees were fired and treated so “unfairly.” The
boss, caught unprepared, declined to be interviewed (not a wise choice on its own, but then that’s
not the subject of our next book). When the reporter didn’t get the interview he wanted, he had the
cameraman film him banging on the gigantic knockers on the huge door of the owner’s palatial
home and saying the owner had hidden inside and wouldn’t come out or go on camera.
The reporter covered the issue as an “investigative story” for nearly a week. By now the reporter
had generated even more new fired employee complaints from filming with an open mike in front
of the business, and reported their sob stories about the job market, along with substantial online
web coverage by the TV station s well. The reporter was looking for a promotion and a week of
investigative journalism looked like just the ticket. Soon the local newspaper and the local
business journal both did stories on the firing issue, still repeating what the reporter said, not the
company’s .
All this naturally caused the search engines to go into
overdrive – TV and print stories, video, a growing
controversy – all made for more active web presence on
several web sites (the fired employee’s site, the blog, the
company’s own site (trying fruitlessly to explain), the TV
station’s site (their featured news story), and other
presences rated higher and higher in the search ranks,
especially when searching the company name and company
president’s name. The Spiders were going wild!
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So what do you do? A legal claim, perhaps justified and possibly successful, would be against
individuals and families that are out of work – not a very good PR position to be in.
We do quite a bit of PR and media relations along with a growing presence in reputation
management, and there were things that could have been done to mitigate the situation. But
the point relating to this chapter, first and foremost the company had no goodwill already built
up online, in advance. No allies to come to the President’s defense. No significant positive
“online real estate.” Mark Twain said that “When you need a friend, it’s to late to make a
friend.” I think that sums up the challenge and the opportunity of getting out in front of
potential bad problems…proactively.
As you can see, an unfortunate event – even if it had been handled better by the company president
– can place a huge black mark on the president individually, as well as the company itself. In this
case, the black mark lingered on and off for weeks and was written up by every newspaper in the
region, and the company name had to be changed to survive.

THERE ARE FOUR ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS TO HANDLING YOUR
ONLINE REPUTATION:
1. Assess and monitor your reputation on a constant basis
That is, be aware of your current reputation, (1) analyze it as it is today and search for
potential vulnerabilities, then set up systems for monitoring your name and/or keywords
such as your company name so you’ll know anytime it gets mentioned online. Free
monitoring sites (Google Alerts and Yahoo Alerts) are easily searchable for web mentions,
keywords, and local news. They can be set up to alert you weekly, daily, or instantaneously
(choose this option) whenever your name or combination of keywords comes up on the
Internet. Twitter Search lets you check Twitter for keywords and your name. Technorati
searches blogs.

In some special cases, paid monitoring may be needed depending on the size of your
operation, or your stature or profession. Services like Radian 6, Cision and
Reputation.com are among the largest and most sophisticated. Also are Online Rep
Management, Internet Reputation Management, Reputation Hawk, Web Reputation
Management, and many, many others who will monitor web entries and automate the
system of checking continuously.
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But for many, a well-designed Google
Alert system is plenty. Mid-year 2011,
in fact, Google added a new section on
your personal Dashboard (you need to
sign in to create a free Google account to
view this) called “Me on the Web.” It has
even better and more flexible ways to monitor your web presence, PLUS information on
how to get erroneous things removed on Google. Set up a number of parameters, such as
yourname+news, or yournaname+the issue and set it to “notify you immediately” if and
when something shows up. You can have as many of these automatic searches as you want.

2. Enhance your reputation as a defensive move
Many individuals and business owners do not understand the importance of a robust web
presence as having anything to do with countering future attacks on the web. Generating
positive articles, contributing to blogs and forums, freshening up your website, authoring
and offering articles to others to Post online, having your own blog, joining numerous Social
Media sites, getting yourself quoted, issuing press releases, and listing your business in local
listings (yellowbot and white pages are two examples among many) are all effective ways
to “grow” your online reputation as well as to position yourself to ward off possible attacks.

What you are doing is building more online real estate –a wide swath of the upper
echelons of the web that ideally will cover the entire first page of search engine
results. This pushes and keeps complaints further down when people search your
name or business. The goal here is simple: to promote sufficient positive online content
about you so that you create a barrier against most kinds of online assault. Sometimes the
best defense is a strong offense.

3.

On-going protection of your reputation
This combines some elements of 1 and 2 above. You
cannot work on reputation management issues once
and then leave them untended. If you have a website
and a blog (which you will need, and we’ll show you
how it can be done at no cost) they have to be fed now
and then with “fresh content” to give the web Spiders
something to eat. (Spiders, you remember, are the
robots that crawl the web, building a massive index of
all new information and postings on the web.
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The best strategy is to put your various online “places” and your blog and website on a
schedule to remind you (or have someone in your organization remind you) to freshen
these listings regularly. By the way, you should do this chore as you own personal chore,
not delegate I, as no one knows you or your problems better than you… this is a very
personal task.

4.

Deal with attacks on your reputation
This is primarily what I think of when talking about “reputation management,” but all the
above go into how to manage a bad situation.
When you find something negative about you or your company on the Internet, immediately
begin searches to find out not only what is being said but on what web locations it is
located. Is it a mention in a blog for example? Or is it on a news site or a webpage (both TV
and newspapers publish their articles and news stories online)? Are there particular
keywords associated with the offensive listing? Can you determine who is responsible? And
what are the best counter-measures, if any, that immediately come to mind and you can act
on quickly?

As explained earlier, our goal here is to identify any problems quickly and then to gently
flood the search engines with enough positive hits so that the negative information is
driven off the first page of results. After all, as we’ve emphasized, Nielsen studies show
the majority of people doing a search never go to the second page of results.

We’ll go into this in more detail later, but -– apart from getting bad stuff removed from the
web altogether -- the most basic strategy is to “push down” the offending material so that it
is effectively eliminated from view on the first or second or third page of search results. Of
course, this is but one of several strategies.
(1)

It goes without saying that no amount of reputation management is going to be
effective for long if you ARE guilty of some accusation, charges, or unethical
behavior. Reputation management is built on the premise that you are being
unfairly manipulated or accused.

THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME ISSUES TO CONSIDER THAT
DIRECTLY AFFECT YOUR REPUTATION:
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SOCIAL MEDIA IS IMPORTANT TO BUILD PROTECTION
LinkedIn, Facebook, a Google Profile, MySpace, Twitter, Plaxo, Yahoo, Yahoo Local, Squidoo, Flickr,
Citisearch, Tumblr, DIGG, BigSight, Mapquest, HubSpot, ClaimID, PeoplePond, Naymz, Yellowbot,
Yellow Pages, White Pages, and Super Pages are all very good ways to help create and enhance your
reputation.

As you can see, you are not likely to run out of Social Media possibilities.

LinkedIn
LinkedIn, the world’s largest professional network, illustrates your successful business
career (or budding career) with a resume-like format. Most importantly, it’s an easy way to
solicit recommendations from those you have worked with now or in the past. When using
LinkedIn, there are two essential elements you need to force yourself to use to be most
effective:
1) You MUST fill out the full profile if you want it to be at all useful. This is the
most comprehensive of profiles of any that I am aware of on the web. It’s essentially an
online resume you can use not only for the Social Media value, but also for providing
your web address to prospective
employers, for example.
Unfortunately, many people don’t add their
web address out of caution. Your web
address is not private any longer, for
anyone who wants to search for it! But how
do you expect other business people to contact you with no web address??
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The more info you use (that you don’t mind people seeing, of course) the better your
profile is as part of your valuable “online real estate.”
2) LinkedIn is an incredible opportunity to seek out recommendations from
others and not feel stupid or embarrassed about doing it. Asking for recommendations
(especially when you are not even looking for a job) can be awkward at best. But while
it might be uncomfortable to ask for a written recommendation in general, saying you
need one sent directly to LinkedIn is easier to ask for… it’s a request that normally is
easily and proudly fulfilled by your associates.

Facebook
Recent online discussions by Matt Cutts, a prominent Google
designer and spokesperson for Google, indicates that Facebook is
now more and more a part of the secretive Google page rank
algorithm. That makes it very important for you. If you are
interested in hearing or reading great questions and answers
about all kinds of Google topics, just “Google” Matt Cutts or look
him up on YouTube. His short videos are excellent, fun,
informative, and done with a sense of humor.
Also, if you are creating a new account on Facebook, make sure it is a “Fan Page” which is
more respectable (and more limited in a good way) than a standard social page. Fan Pages
are relatively new.
By the way, as of March 2011 Facebook has over 500 billion users.
And over half of all Americans over age 12 are Facebook users or have
Facebook profiles.

On the Monopoly Board
P.S. -- If my “online real estate” analogy sounds a bit like
the game Monopoly, it is because it IS like Monopoly. You
want to control as many properties as you can to prevent
the “other guys” from getting a toe-hold and building
houses or hotels of lies and innuendo in your territory.
You, on the other hand, want to acquire as much property
as you can to add to your defenses with houses and hotels.
The good news is that you can do this entirely on your own
with no opponent if you are willing to start early.
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If you don’t start early, you can still outsmart your opponent by flooding the Internet
with multiple websites, informative facts and interesting articles and blog posts and
doing a good job of using keywords, links and Search Engine Optimization.

Be Careful What You Say
On all social sites, please be very careful what you Post and say, what photos you upload,
and what photos others put up about you. There is a real tendency to get carried away
talking about family, friends, your favorite football team, book discussion group, religion or
lack thereof, or membership in a particular Political Party only to find a few years down the
road that you have posted comments you’d rather that people not see. Using a business
“fan page” in Facebook helps greatly in cutting down possibly negative social
commentary. The face a fan page is not structured like a typical personal page helps
prevent inappropriate comments.
It is also not unusual in a search of your name on Google to have your Facebook or LinkedIn
profile to be the first item on the Search Engine Results Page (the SERP, as we’ve noted
earlier). Make these sites important backlinks by having the profile link to your webpage.

Protect your name:
Your name is a valuable commodity and should be protected. If you haven’t already, buy
your own Domain name (i.e. “www.JohnDoe.com”) right now! And also any other versions
of it you can afford. Buying 10 to 15 or so names at $5 to $10 apiece per year ($50 - $150
depending on where you buy them) is relatively cheap reputation insurance for most
people. Several people I know have also bought defensively such as buying
“www.JohnDoeSucks.com/.”
Also, secure your name for every Social Media site available – Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter,
etc. Each site has a way to specify the use of your name as the URL to customize your site
(example www.facebook.com/johndoe).

(2)

We prefer sites like GoDaddy and BlueHost who both charge
around $10 - $12 per “.com” name, but the .org, .net, .info, .me ,
.biz, and other lesser extension names are considerably cheaper,
with some selling for as little as $1.99. Also you can buy .com
names much cheaper from some other sites if you don’t plan to
actually host them there, in the case where you’d rather just warehouse the names for
your protection. (Google the words “domain name sales” and you’ll find there are about
many name sellers.) Be careful though to read the fine print on cheap name prices so
that you are not accidentally signing on for other services, but only buying the names.
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As for me, I prefer to keep all the names with one service so that they are all in one file
and one central dashboard. That makes it easier to remember what I have, which ones I
am referring to our main sites, and most
importantly when to renew them, etc.

Click here for special deals:

or check out

Finding Ways to be “Seen” is Essential on the Web
1. Create a blog
This is crucial. There is absolutely no excuse not to have your own blog. See how easy it is
in Chapter 5. You’ll read how to keep it current with your own comments, interesting
articles you’ve written or lists you’ve gotten from others of their Top Ten’s about your area
of interest. Write interesting items for your blog, or a short article from time to time. Or
you can reprint others’ articles and material (with permission) and post it on your blog.
Also be sure to include any industry awards, or other information about you. This is not
about shameless promotion – it is a critical part of building your proactive defense
against possible future online problems.
And one more thing: consider starting a non-business blog and blog about anything that
really interests you. It could be about reputation management, storm-water management,
the Queen of England, Queens, New York, vehicle restoration, Sandra Bullock sightings,
photos of lightning, collectable postcards or stamps, the migration of Monarch butterflies, or
your favorite cities. It could be about anything that truly interests you that you might want
to talk about and have others read about.
Every time you Post to your blog, it is seen by Google as creating a new webpage. That’s a
TON of easy of real estate you cannot let pass you by. It like going from five or six basic
Pages to 40 -60 pages counting in your blog posts.

2. Write an article or two
There are numerous ways to be seen and indexed on the web in a professional-type
manner. One is to write an article about something you are knowledgeable about or feel
strongly about. It can be posted in an appropriate form, in a forum, on a blog, on someone
else’s website, or added to your own blog as well .
3. Press Releases
A similar way to get an article on the web is to write a press release (ideally as part of some
development, announcement or event you can announce). The big press services like
Business Wire charge about $350 to send out a release. Another good paid service is
Vocus.com , but you can get excellent results as well using a service like PRlog (for about
$60 for a release) or PRcom (which is free).
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You’ll actually be surprised how many newspapers and journals from around the country
will pick up a release no matter what you say as long as it is factual, of course! There is a
publication for absolutely every interest. Doing this is important, too, as the actual news
release can be posted on your website. And if it is printed anywhere it will have a link back
to you. Particularly when it is reprinted, it becomes a fabulous “backlink” (as we have
discussed) to your website. This is the kind of legitimate backlink you just can’t buy.

4. YouTube /Video:
It might surprise you to know that having a video on your website gives you a huge jump in
the credibility of your site as well as its page rank. Consider doing a
short intro to your site (you can do a decent talking-head intro with
the camera on your laptop or even your iPad. Or, if you prefer, you
can bury it on your “About” page if you don’t want it on your Home
page. Or find and re-use someone else’s video from their website
(with permission, of course). Do a search on your favorite topics on
YouTube.

5. Create barriers against bad postings about you
The goal is to have so many “nice” listings that you monopolize the eight to 10 items that
make up the first page of results when there’s a search on you or your business. That takes
time and lots of patience, but it’s worth it. Work to
get all of your nice items slowly moved further and
further up. Social sites help with this. Your blog is
great because it counts a lot. Doing all of this over
time helps inoculate you from a typical attack on
your reputation.

6. Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
We won’t go into the “how to” details here as they have their own individual chapter
(Chapter 10) later in this workbook. But many people (in fact, most people) inaccurately
confuse SEO and ORM as if they are one and the same. That’s not true. Search Engine
Optimization is hugely important, but it’s just one of the tools -- a very important tool -- at
your disposal to use in your reputation management strategy.

Think of ORM and SEO this way: SEO helps drive down bad postings and
information about you on the Internet. ORM, on the other hand, helps build
you up and creates barriers to bad information.
It’s not a perfect analogy, but in general SEO works to effectively manipulate
Search Engines, while ORM focuses on your positive image building process.
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7. A Word about white hat versus black hat SEO
SEO techniques can be classified into two broad categories: techniques that search
engines recommend as part of good webpage design, and those techniques search
engines do not approve.
Industry commentators have classified these methods, and the practitioners who employ
them, as either white hat SEO, or black hat SEO. White hats tend to produce results that
take a while to mature but last a long time, whereas black hats anticipate that their sites
may rise quickly but could possibly be banned. It’s a risk they are willing to take.

Black Hat” activities
At all cost avoid the techniques associated with what
are called “Black Hat” tools and “Black Hat SEO.”
Basically Black Hat involves attempts (used at times
even by some otherwise reputable consultants) to try
and “fool” search engines and their Spiders to gain
higher rankings on the Internet. “Keyword stuffing” is
hiding keywords in invisible pages or sub-pages. If it’s
an entire page of invisible keywords, it’s called
“cloaking.” You will get caught. It’s the same with
buying backlinks. Not aware of this opportunity? Just Google “buy links” and see what a
huge market there is in selling backlinks. (Either one of these is easily detected by Google
and other search engines. They will get your site banned entirely from search!) It’s just not
worth the risk. To learn more, read this article from Reputation.com by clicking here on
Black Hat SEO.

White Hat” activities
An SEO technique is considered white hat if it conforms to the search engines' guidelines
and involves no deception. As the search engine guidelines are not written as a series of
rules or commandments, this is an important distinction to note. White hat SEO is not just
about following guidelines, it is about ensuring that the content a search engine indexes and
subsequently ranks is the same content a user will see.
White Hat is also about making friends with the Spiders to help them index and crawl your
website, for example, by providing sitemaps. There are free programs that will do this for
you such as Make a Sitemap.
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White hat advice is generally summed up as creating content for users, not for search
engines, and then making that content easily accessible to the Spiders, rather than
attempting to trick the algorithm. In other words, you are writing for two audiences
simultaneously – Spiders and site visitors -- and trying to do both well.
Search engines may penalize sites they discover using black hat methods, either by reducing their
rankings or eliminating their listings from their databases altogether. Such penalties can be applied
either automatically by the search engines' algorithms, or by a manual site review. One infamous
example was the February 2006 Google removal of both BMW and Ricoh for use of deceptive
practices. Both companies, however, quickly apologized, fixed the offending pages, and were
restored to Google's list. [2] You just don’t try to fool Mother Google!
[2] Source: Wikipedia (SEO, Black Hat, and

White Hat)

If you have questions:
Reputation.com is by far the largest and most reputable of the online reputation management
companies in the industry. It has a wonderful free library of articles on most any subject relating to
reputation management, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ’s), Top Ten’s, and an excellent Glossary.
Click Here for it. I highly recommend it to you anytime you need or want more detailed
information about a particular subject.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Well, I have no doubt scared you and confused you more than enough for one chapter. Don’t
despair! It’s all really very simple when you break it down to its various parts. We’ll start that
process now with Chapter 4.

RECAP: TECHNIQUES FOR REPUTATION REPAIR
Here is a quick recap of effective reputation repair techniques:
1. First see if the item can be removed, especially if it is on a website or forum, by politely
discussing it with the site owner. Use WhoIs to try to find the owner’s name and phone
number. If not, then correspond with the webmaster by email.
2. Proactively create lots of strong, positive reputation links and sites to make new challenges
hard to get onto the first page of results to begin with, holding the negative information as
low as possible in page rank.
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3. Supplement that at the time of an attack by gently flooding the search engines with lots of
new positive information using a variety of web sites, posts on blogs, Posts on forums,
writing articles, and press releases to create as much online real estate as possible.
4. Further supplement that by soliciting links. (Avoid what is considered link-farming which is
is where a group of websites confirm the relevancy of each other’s links in the eyes of the
search Spiders. It is also called “Linkspam.”)
5. Run XML SiteMaps (a WordPress plugin) to submit to Google and other search engines.
6. Consider running a one-time Alexa scan of your website ($149) to see where it can be
better optimized for the best possible crawling by the Spiders and to eliminate broken links,
blockages, and other impediments that might keep it from being fully optimized for search.
7. Consider putting up a “The Truth about John Doe” website (www.Webs.com is ideal for
this, and free) with detailed Q&A fact sheets addressing the issues. The “Truth About” site
will pop up on any search about you along with the offending material, giving you a chance
to defend yourself on the accuser’s turf.
8. If the item is on Wikipedia, have someone other than yourself defend you vigorously
including submitting the article to an AfD (Articles for Deletion) request and vote to delete
the offending site, or shot of that just edit out the offending material.
9. Investigate, if possible, who might have posted this material, such as a disgruntled former
employee, or a competitor. It usually doesn’t take too long to find out, even if it was posted
anonymously. At that point have your attorney approach them (instead of yourself) and
discuss the situation and your desire to have it removed.
10. Discuss the situation with an attorney to see if a “Cease and Desist” order is useful, or a fullfledged lawsuit. But be wary that this could easily backfire by increasing attention to the
matter.

SUMMARY
Your reputation is your most valuable intangible possession. Dangers to your reputation
particularly come from people who smear your name or accuse you of something that is not true.
This is especially important for professionals. The best defense is a good offense – building up
considerable online “real estate” in advance as a barrier to negative comments.
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It’s easy for someone to stain your reputation anonymously, so you have to be vigilant about what
is on the Internet. Three stage of ORM are building a reputation, protecting a reputation and
dealing with attacks. In the case of attacks, act now, not later. Frequent searches of the Internet,
blogs and forums is crucial. Enhancing your reputation is a good defensive move. Having a
presence on numerous social media sites is a good offensive move. As are articles, participating in
forums and even YouTube video. Stay away from “black hat” SEO no matter how tempting.

Return to Top

|Return to Top of Chapter 3
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Chapter 4: How Do I Know
What People Are Saying
About Me?

B

efore you do anything to repair your Internet reputation, you first need to know what is being
said on the Internet about you or your business. This can be easy, or it can be complicated,
depending on how well known you are, how much information is out there about you, and how
deep it goes. Here are some basic steps to get you started:

GOOGLE YOURSELF
First do individual Google searches of your name, variations of your name, your name and town,
your name and your employer, your company name if you are self-employed, and perhaps your
spouse’s name. If you think there is something negative you did recently (or far in the past that
might have come back to haunt you), use keywords for that problem with and without your name.
In other words, Google any issue that might affect you including any possible rumors or falsehoods
you might have heard about. Try all possible combinations.
Hold your breath and see what turns up. If there’s nothing negative on Google, you are probably in
the clear. So breathe a little easier (while staying constantly on alert). Many of the other search
engines use Google as their database, and none are nearly as extensive as Google’s so if it’s not on
Google it probably isn’t somewhere else.
If you have a common name like John Smith, you may be lucky, as personal items about you might
be nearly impossible to find. That’s good.
Google your name plus these negative keywords or phrases at least once a month. It you have time,
do it even more often, particularly if you sense something that could hurt you may be out there.
(Some businesses do it daily. Dell Computers, for example, gets 16,000 hits per day and has a whole
staff to monitor them, plus a sort of Social Media war-room for those responsible for dealing with it
all.)
We honestly can’t understand why someone wouldn’t regularly check to see what might or might
not being said about them behind their back.
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Everyone should Google themselves or their company regularly. It’s
shocking how many people have never done this.

THE PROBLEM WITH GOOGLE SEARCH
Here’s how to do a “ clean search” on the Internet.
When searching for where you stand in rank in Google for a particular keyword, you cannot simply
Google yourself as you might assume you would do. That’s because Google works hard to make its
search results relevant to you, such as using your geographic location to bring you search results
near you. Google also looks at your past searches. So if you have been searching sites where you
are mentioned for a while, these sites will get moved up so that they are seen more frequently.
Unfortunately this can completely throw off the process of finding where you really stand. Your
website is likely to be number one in SERP’s every time you search, and that’s not very likely in the
real world.
You might think you are a highly respectable number in your SERP, when in fact you
are really number 1,665 in actual page rank for a given keyword. Click on the above
link to see how to turn off “Search History Personalization.”

GOOGLE ALERTS
Once you have searched for all mentions involving you, you can set up a Google Alert for each
search name or phrase you made. It’s free. Then Google will watch for these terms every day
and send you an email if something shows up (minute-by-minute “as it happens,” daily, weekly,
or what have you). At the least, just use only your name. But it’s wiser to use your name plus
any keywords and phrases you are worried about.

OTHER SEARCH ENGINES
While Google is probably sufficient for your search (they are, by far, the
largest and most used search engine), you might try similar searches on
Yahoo.com and Bing.com, just to be sure. Each has its own search
algorithms that are different from Google. You can also try Radian6 or
Cision for paid search. Either one will track your keywords over
multiple search engines and alert you when there’s a hit. Both do very sophisticated searches
and monitoring, but are not inexpensive.
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SUBMITTED STORIES AND ARTICLES
For free you can check out Digg.com to run a search if anyone
has submitted stories or is talking about you. Reddit.com does
the same general thing. A quick search of both is worth the
few minutes it takes. Both are free and you can sign up
anonymously. Both are “bookmark sites” where people post
interesting things to read that they have run across. You can
sign up to have them monitor information about you just like
Google Alerts.

SOCIAL SITES
Searchles.com checks only social sites (Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, etc.) for you. It’s free,
too.

BLOGS
Two very good sites will search blogs for your name and keyword. Google blog Search
searches blogs just like a regular search engine. Technorati, however, is the best known of the
blog search sites. Google blog Search does a great job but only does a blog search while
Technorati does a broader search and consequently may bring up way too much information
for common names. You have to watch as sometimes a name like Robert Green also will pick up
another “Robert” and “green space” which is not very useful. I stick to Google for most of my
searches. Try Technorati, however, and see what you think since it also has lots of other
features you might like. For good measure here’s another one for blogs only: SezWho.com.

PAID SEARCH
There are several paid search companies that are probably
overkill unless you have a really bad problem. If that’s the
case, you definitely need to know every instance where any
damage is being done. Radian6 does lots of things. One of
them is a very good monitoring tool that is often used by marketing, advertising, and PR firms
to track mentions of their clients. They have free demos and training but beyond a trial period,
you’ll have to pay. Cision is another one that’s also used by both the media (to look up on-line
people and issues) and PR firms. If you have time, try Radian6’s free demo even though you
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probably don’t need this service unless things have gone really haywire. (If you are in that
situation, move on to the next chapters.)
In general, you need to be flat-out watchful, particularly if you think something bad about you or
your company may hit the Internet in the future. 90% of the time anything new will pop up quickly
on Google in your Google Alerts. So, at the least, type in a variety of possible Google search
combinations and watch for an email alert in your inbox.

SUMMARY
It’s crucial to stay alert to what others may be saying about you online. For starters simply Google
yourself! Also use other search engines occasionally like ALO, Yahoo! And Bing. Set up Google
Alerts to alert you whenever your name comes up in search. For some people paid watch may be
worthwhile.

∭

Return to Top
Return to Top of Chapter 4
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Chapter 5: Your Personal
Brand

M

any of the tips and techniques we’ll be discussing in later chapters (such as creating a
website) are ways to create, enhance, and protect your “personal brand” or your business
brand. We’ll also be talking about your Internet reputation, but your brand is the most
important part of your online reputation that you, yourself, can control.
That’s right; you have a personal brand that is all your own, just
like McDonald’s, Starbucks, or Dell Computers. Your brand that I
am talking about here is what people see about you and learn about
you on the Internet. It’s how you project yourself (on purpose, as
well as inadvertently). Chances are you have already established a
brand over time without meaning to. Unfortunately, since it may
have been unplanned and haphazard, your brand may not be what
you want out on the Internet for everyone to read. If you already
have a Facebook page, are on other Social Media sites, you are projecting a lot about who you are
whether you know it or not.
The Internet has actually made defending your reputation more difficult thanks to information that
you, yourself, may have posted over the years – ranging from party photos and unfortunate
Facebook comments to your political opinions. And let’s not forget comments that have been
posted about you by your friends, family, enemies, former friends, fellow employees, and associates.

YOUR BRAND, PERSONAL OR PROFESSIONAL
Your brand can be particularly troublesome if you are a young adult applying for your first job. HR
directors routinely now consider your resume more like an advertisement. They, instead, check the
Internet to find out about the real you.
Others who may check you out on the Internet include your next date, a loan officer, your
employer, a prospective employer, proposed business partner, or any of many others who may
want to do recognizance about you. What appears on the Internet could determine if you get what
you want, whether it be a new job, financing for a new home, or even just an apartment you like.
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Just as you have a credit score, you also have an imaginary “reputation score” of sorts, too. It
effectively is your “permanent record” online. And it’s there for the whole world to see. (There are
actually companies working on the concept of a reputation score right now.)
Here are just some of the things that could be on the Internet about you:


Your own Facebook or other Social Media comments



Photos you have posted anywhere



Pictures of you that others have posted



Photos in which you are “tagged” by others online



Posts to various interest forums and activist groups



Whether you are passionate about some subject



College organizations you joined, or lack thereof



Professional organizations



Possibly your political leanings



Nasty comments by ex-boyfriends, girlfriends, or spouses



Divorces or civil actions against you



DUI or DWI cases or convictions



Traffic tickets



Interactions with the police



Legal situations and lawsuits



Complaints that have previously been filed against you



Comments from disgruntled friends and ex-friends



Your address and home and business phone numbers



Family names and ages



And lots more. Just about name it and it’s possibly lurking somewhere blogonline.
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NOW IS THE PERFECT TIME TO TAKE CONTROL.
Your goal is to make sure that the information – your brand -- on the Internet is as accurate and
flattering as possible. Just like with companies, individuals need to take extra care to preserve and
protect their own “personal brand.”

HERE’S THE FIRST STEP:
First, sit down with a notepad and give some real thought to who you are, what image you want to
project, and what you care about. Are you a professional businessperson? What industry? Are you
a student getting ready to graduate and look for a job? A real estate agent who specializes in a
certain type of commercial or residential property? A community volunteer in some particular
area? A stay-at-home Mom or a school volunteer? A business owner who has certain steadfast
principals and treats employees in a positive manner? A small business owner with a high degree
of pride in what you do? A highly successful entrepreneur? Someone with high integrity?
Next, write down the positive qualities that best reflect who you are or what you want people to
understand about you. By doing this, you are well on your way to defining and then establishing
your personal brand. This is the material you want to use and reinforce online in everything you do
online -- particularly in Social Media like Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Plaxo, and more.
And, of course, you’ll want to project your brand on your new website(s).
This is not just a bio – this is who you are and what you stand for. It is a professional and
thoughtful description of who you really are.
Your brand might include things like trustworthy, fair, has integrity, treats people with respect,
respected by others, honest, helps others when they are down, does the right thing even when no
one is watching. . . such a list can be endless. It’s very important, so spend some time
brainstorming.
Next, write down a detailed, carefully considered biography that includes several of the most
important words you’ve developed about your personal brand. Then shorten whatever you’ve
written into a less lengthy version. Finally, create several short versions. It would be great to then
write down several short, two or three-line statements about yourself that reflect your personal
brand.
Save all of these statements in a word processing file so you can bring them up when needed and
not have to write everything all over from scratch. Add them judiciously to your website keywords
(see Chapter 14) and save because you can use it over and over when you need to fill out profiles,
website descriptions, etc. Just make sure you change each one slightly.
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Consider this to be a great time to plan your “brand” in all areas of your life,
not just on a webpage or web profile. Think how you can establish a positive,
responsible, trustworthy, respected personal brand. This is an opportunity
of a lifetime that will serve you well forever. Don’t just let your brand
“happen” to you without a plan and without some deep introspective thought
on your part. Then make sure, of course, that your online brand mirrors the
brand you want to be known for in your life itself.
Social Media sites like Facebook are great ways to proactively promote your new brand.
Simply put, in everything you do online you’ll want to be consistent about communicating your
brand. (In fact, that goes for your work on the job, time spent with your family, and everywhere
else in your life, too.) In the PR world this is what I call “message discipline” with my clients and
means that you are consistent always in the message you are trying to convey.
Your brand projects the image of you (intended or not) 24 hours a day, 365 days a year,
around the world. So take control of it. Think carefully about what you want to project and
what you want your brand image to say about you.

You may have noticed that we keep mentioning Facebook as the main
Social Media site. And with good reason:
1) As of March 2011, Facebook passed the astounding mark that half of the
entire U.S. population over age 12 now have a Facebook page. When you think
of how many, many years it took for half the population to get radios, then TV’s,
then computers and now Facebook, they have accomplished it in just a few short
years.
2) Facebook presents a simple and effective place to use your statement of your
brand in the ”Edit Profile” section. Take time to use that space wisely as it will
eventually come up among the very top of any Internet searches about you.

HERE ARE 25 TIPS TO PROTECT AND ENHANCE YOUR
ONLINE PRESENCE:
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1. Protect your brand online by making sure you are being consistent across all platforms –
from your Twitter profile, to postings on Facebook, LinkedIn, Plaxo, Squidoo and other
Social Media sites, and your web site. If you are a business, use the new “Facebook Pages”
instead of a regular profile as they are designed specifically for business.
Remember to not cut and paste the same thing from one site to another. Change each one
up so it will be original text.
2.

Be absolutely sure to fill out all of your Social Media profiles and use similar (but just
slightly different) language that accurately and positively reflects who you are in them.
Each one is an opportunity to project and build your personal or business brand. Also, the
more sites you have that come up in a search about you, the harder it is for someone to post
something negative and have it seen.
The top four sites you MUST use, at a minimum, are Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and
Google Profiles.

3. Use a detailed profile with your actual bio when you work on LinkedIn. It is basically
your professional resume. Above all other Social Media sites use LinkedIn if you are an
individual as this site does not readily fit for a business. It is the authoritative source for
professional information about you. A strong Google profile is also a good business move.
4. Ask some friends to make recommendations about your work on your LinkedIn page.
The best way to do this is to first make a recommendation regarding them on their page,
and then politely ask if they wouldn’t mind returning the favor.
5. Make sure to keep a list of all the social sites and profiles you have created (along with
your username and password) in a notebook or in a Word
file on your computer. If it’s on your computer, it’ll be
easier to make future changes to your profiles or
information. As we’ve discussed, you need to make
regular changes to your Pages (usually by making a Post
about something interesting) to keep your content “fresh.”
That means you need to know where you have Posted,
plus, of course, your username and password. I keep my
list in a bound college composition book so that all
passwords and other pertinent information is in one place
instead of on a bunch of loose papers; and I keep a
chronology of how often I have Posted some story or another in a blog, for each blog I am
involved with. As many have found, it’s a big problem when you have to spend time looking
for your username or password that you have lost or forgotten. A Word file is perhaps even
better because it is easy to update and will never get lost.
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6. Optimize your website for easy searching by the Spiders. Do this by creating an “XML
SiteMap.” You don’t have to do this yourself as there are programs that will do it for you. If
you create your website in WordPress (see the Website chapter, Chapter 7), you can use an
XL SiteMap Plugin to do this for you; the Plugin will place it in the proper spot for the
Spiders to find and index and will submit it to search engines. Or you can go to
www.snapsitemap.com, www.xml-sitemaps.com or www.makeasitemap.com to have
them do it for you.
Make your site content relatively short and easy to read. The easier it is to read the
more likely people will read it. Your profiles and other text should be short and wellwritten.
7. Be sure your site content is of the highest possible quality. “Content is King” on the
Internet. Make sure there are no typos or improper grammar. Have a friend copyedit it for
you if need be. My rule of thumb is that good text is not written, it is “re-written.” Write it
out a second time, or even a third time, and try to be more concise with each draft.
8. Join as many online forums as you can that are in your areas of highest interest. Don’t
join just for the sake of it, but instead because you have a shared interest. If you collect
vintage maps, for example, find a forum about that and share in the discussion. Occasionally
contribute your opinions or comments to these forums with short, well-considered Posts.
Over time you can get more involved, but don’t at first just “burst on the scene” telling
people how important you are or how much you know about the subject. If you do that, you
won’t be regarded very favorably by others who have been Posting for years!
9. Contribute photos or things you’ve read or written to online groups, such as on Google
groups.
10. Seek out e-zines about subjects you are interested in, and perhaps occasionally submit an
article. Most if not all e-zines are always on the lookout for new materials. Here’s a
directory of e-zines to find one or more of interest to you.
11. Sign up for RSS (Real Simple Syndication) for those blogs you are interested in. RSS is a
way to have all new blog postings sent to your reader site so that you can skim them at your
leisure. Google Reader is a very easy RSS site to receive your Posts. Click on
the little orange RSS symbol on most every blog site and direct the RSS feed
to your Google Reader . P.S. – First go to the Google Reader link above (or
other reader site) and establish a free account where the RSS information
will be sent.
12. Add a blog to your website if you don’t have your own freestanding blog. Having your
own blog is crucial in terms of establishing who you are and your interests over the long
haul. The best way is to create the blog on your webpage. How to create a blog will be
discussed in this workbook along with creating a website. (Chapter 8)
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13. Subscribe to an interesting site where you can send or tweet interesting items to others,
or Post them on your blog. For the small tech, advertising or PR business owner, Mashable
is really good ezine for information about the web and Social Media. They’ll send you great
tips several times a week by email. I pick one or two a month and re-send them to my
friends and clients. From the Mashable Page, simply click on the small Facebook symbol to
send it out on your business Facebook Page, with brief comments from you. Or click on the
re-tweet button to send it out as a tweet. You can find the same thing for you business by
finding the right ezine.
14. Spend some time analyzing your keywords to make sure you have the best possible
keywords for your personal or professional website. There are numerous analytic sites on
the Internet. Google Adwords is great for this at GoogleAdwords Keywords Tool (even if
you never buy an ad). There’s also the free Wordstream keywords tool. For more options
just Google “keyword tool,” or “keyword analytics” or something similar and pick a site.
15. If you created a site using WordPress (our strong recommendation), be sure to enable
the “All-in-one SEO” Plugin that gives you a place to insert your keywords into your site.
See the SEO Chapter for more information on this. This may well be the single most
important thing you do on your webpage. It’s so important that I spend an entire chapter
(Chapter 11) on just this one program.
16. An extremely easy way to keep up with your Social Media is www.socialurl.com. You
enter your Social Media names and it will show them all on a small screen. Then you can
click on what you want to see. You can also Post a message on most all of them at one time.
I, however, don’t recommend that based on the concept of not using the exact same
language. Instead, you can click on each one and add a slightly altered version of the same
thing.
17. Seek backlinks from other websites to yours. A “backlink” is a link that another site has
to YOUR site. Backlinks are highly rated in search engine algorithms as they are an
indication of the popularity of your site. They are exceptionally more valuable if they are
not reciprocal (in other words if they link to you but you don’t link back). Google sees a
two-way link as self-aggrandizing collusion rather than an honest recommendation of your
site.
18. Consider putting your website links in your personal email “signature.” Simply add
them on the “signature” option in your email program. Or, if you wish, here are two handy,
free sites to automate it for you and create good looking signatures: WiseStamp or
MyLiveSignature
19. Sign up for a Social Media “bookmarking” page. These are sites that allow you to follow
your personal or business interests across many Social Media sites using “bookmarks”
(keywords) that you set up. That way you have all your information in one easy-to-use
place. Some of the most popular ones are: Digg, StumbleUpon, and Reddit.
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20. Who has time to read all the Posts on Facebook and all your other sites? No one! So sign
up for free at Nutshell and get just a summary of all your site Posts at once, at a convenient
time such as once or twice a day. You tell it when and how often. For example, I get all
those Facebook Posts and tweets summarized in a list every day at 4:00 pm so I can skim
them in just three or four minutes, at most! If you see one you want to read in detail, just
click on it and it expands into the full Post. You can even enter your Facebook response
from there instead of actually going to Facebook.
21. Check out the new Google Plus platform. It allows you to create
circles of your friends and then share new information with just that
particular circle. That way you do not bother friends who might not
be interested. You’ll notice the Google Plus link on more and more
websites as you do searches.
22. Submit original articles you have written to blogs in your interest area that accept
articles. With an article you can sign your name as author and include your website link.
These are among the main items that are highly rated by the search Spiders. Articles, as
long as they are accurate and well-written, make you look professional and authoritative.
23. Add a video to your website, such as, perhaps, a brief welcoming message. Nearly all
laptops (and all iPads) come with a built-in camera and software. Experiment with lighting
and the distance that you should be from the camera until you get a pleasing combination.
Have some soft frontal lighting and make sure you are not accidentally backlit and look like
a silhouette. Then record and re-record your message until you get it the way you want it.
Depending on the content of your video (such as discussing some interesting topic or
something unique you have done), you can easily submit it to YouTube and then link back to
your webpage. Software will allow you to make a more professional looking video, but a
“home-made” version is just fine and comes across as very straightforward and honest.
24. Start a newsletter -- probably a quarterly newsletter is more than enough, or twice a year.
Use your existing contacts list as your target audience and give them an easy, automatic way
to opt out if they are not interested. Keep it short and concisely written. Constant Contact
is a paid newsletter service that automates the process of writing a newsletter, keeps online
archives you can link to, organizes your email lists and opt-outs, and more. It’s inexpensive
and worth it for how easy it makes creating a professional newsletter. MailChimp is
another one that many people recommend. MyEmma is another really good newsletter
program.
25. Learn Twitter. I understand you don’t yet see the relevance of it, or
who in the world would want to “follow” you on Twitter. But just
start and see magic begin to happen. Signup to follow other people
you know (you’ll be shocked when you search and see that your
attorney or CPA, or others are on Twitter). Follow them and they will
start to follow you -- and then the whole thing expands together.
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Lastly, remember that protecting your brand is a long-term proposition, not a one-time thing.
You will need to provide new “fresh” content as often as possible to keep your content at the top of
the search pages. In the next chapter we’ll talk about how to control your image by creating your
own website. So read on!

SUMMARY
You have a personal brand that is all your own – a part of your Internet reputation. It is worth
protecting and enhancing and is your “permanent record” of online activity. Now is the time to
clean up old information and make plans for influencing what you would like to have seen about
you online. Start with a comprehensive look about what you want your image to be online, and
begin to fulfill that using Social Media sites and your website and blog. See the 25 Ways to Protect
and Enhance your personal brand included in this Chapter.

Return to Top
Return to Top of Chapter 5
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Chapter 6: Buying a
Domain Name

A

RE YOU THE MASTER OF YOUR DOMAIN?

(With thanks to Jerry Seinfeld).

If not, then you need to need to buy your name, or as close to it as possible. If it is at all
possible purchase your name “.com.” In recent years a wide number of other extensions
(other than “.com”) have come available because of the need for more available domain names.
While you might substitute “.net” or even “.biz” or “.org” or “info” or even “.me” if you have to, the
most desirable by far is still “.com.”
The selection of your correct domain name is one of the most important choices you will make, so
choose carefully. And be sure to also check your spelling before you check out. More than one
person has accidentally bought a misspelled domain name.
Also people who buy a business name might buy 10 or 20 other similar names and “re-direct” them
to their main name so if someone mistypes they still get where you want them to go. You can do
that too if you want. I bought about 20 similar or related names about reputation repair, do-ityourself, reputation management, Internet repair workbooks, etc. And each one has a simple (free)
one page website on it that refers the reader to my primary page (www.reputation-fix.com).

Domain names are easy to buy, and they are
very inexpensive.
A typical “.com” name goes for between $8 and $12 (per year)
to own exclusively . . . forever. I have purchased some with
“.net” for as low as $1.39. But $8 to $12 for your personal
domain is inexpensive by any measure. If you pay less for a
great name, something is usually wrong. There are hundreds
of places on the web where you can buy a domain name. When I Googled “buy domain name,” I got
over 1,600 such sites.
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We’re sure many of these are fine companies, but I have a few favorites: www.godaddy.com ,
www.bluehost.com , www.register.com, www.networksolutions.com ,
www.domainname.com and www.domain.com. If you Google “buy domain name” the first few
pages of search results generally give you the most reputable companies to buy from.
I hate to belabor the point over and over, but GoDaddy is by far the largest domain provider with
21% of the business) but I recommend that for purely personal reasons. They are friendly, helpful,
and offer a wide variety of options – some free and some for additional cost. In general you don’t
need these paid extras so be careful not to buy something you don’t need or want! For now just buy
your target domain name. GoDaddy also does an excellent job of hosting your website and making
it easy to do so and they have fast, friendly 24/7 phone support.
All of the legitimate companies are basically charging for the name registration fee plus a small
profit for their efforts in handling the official registration detail through the Domain Name System
(DNS). Some even sell them at or below cost as a way to get your business, but these types of
companies likely require you to host your webpage on their site only. Or place advertising on your
site which is highly undesirable for most business purposes.
Instead, buy from a major reputable dealer at a fair price. While you may indeed want to host with
them too, a reputable company will allow you to take your domain name and host with other firms
if you prefer. They will even help you with the process of doing so.
“Hosting” is simply where you put your domain (with some Internet company) to handle the
creation of your webpage. All the major domain sales sites make this extremely easy to do,
especially for beginners. And without having to know any pesky computer coding or complicated
downloading into specific files. You’ll also need software to create your website; and they will
handle all of this for you, too.

It’s time to buy a domain. And your target domain is your own name:
When you go to a domain sales site, they all have a search box. Just type in your name and select
the extension “.com” and see if it is taken. If it is, there are other options. Just try another version
or a variety of combinations such as:
JohnDoe.com
(preferred)
JohnWDoe.com
JonathanDoe.com
JonathanWDoe.com
john-doe.com
jonathan-w-doe.com
John.Doe.com
John.W.Doe.com
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(Capitals are not used in the domain itself -– it is all lowercase -- but you can put them in wherever
you promote your domain for ease of use and recognition. For example you can use “johndoe” and
“JohnDoe” interchangeably.)
Valid characters are a-z and 0-9 plus “–“ as long as it is not the first character, and as a separator for
text portions of a name.

Get as close as you possibly can to your name
Don’t be tempted to add numbers such as “johndoe123.com here because the site suggests it as an
alternative. You want a search of your name to bring up your website. Your real name,
JohnDon.com , will do that. JohnDoe123 won’t. . Instead, go to “.net” or “.biz” or “.me” or ”.info” if
you must, in order to get your name. Those are fine as long as you get your ideal name.
Many new domain extensions have been added in recent years besides .com , .net, .edu, and .gov,
such as .aero, .biz, .info, .jobs, .mobi, .museum, .me, .name, .pro, .tel, .travel, and .xxx to name a few.
Not to mention hundreds of country names like .ca for Canada. Some of them must be for specific
businesses, such as .aero reserved for the air-transport industry only. So stick with the basics.
“.me” is becoming popular for names because the site is about YOU. And for businesses “.biz” is
acceptable as well. But again, try to get a .com if at all possible.

When you have made your selection, read it carefully for typos, then select “buy” and pay for
your selection with a credit card or through PayPal. Most reputable sites will start offering you
lots of options to buy, such as domain privacy, but resist temptation. Do be sure to select autorenewal option, however, and you might go ahead and pay for two years right now instead of one.
It’s best to use a credit card so it can be charged each year at the time of renewal with no hassles.
You get a discount and you don’t run as much danger of losing your hard-won name. More than
150,000 names expire each and every day due to non-payment of renewals. Don’t let that happen
to you.
Many of the other options that they will offer you like “specials” and “extras” all sound great but you
don’t need them yet. However checking this little box for auto-renewal will give you peace of mind.
Congratulations, you now own your single most valuable piece of real estate that no
one else will ever have – your own personal domain name.
If you can afford it, I strongly suggest you buy the next best names, too, just so someone else doesn’t
do so as a way to attack your reputation. For example, buy JohnDoe.com and well as JohnDoe.net.
Some people recommend you also buy JohnDoeSucks.com, but I think that is overkill. If someone
wants a name close to yours they’ll find one.
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You will need to enter your ownership information, address, phone, email, etc. which are important
for future use in proving you own the name and officially registering your ownership. If you are
particularly paranoid, you can buy what is called domain privacy which takes off your name and
puts it in a third party name so you are not identified to the public, making the name of the owner
anonymous. I see little advantage in that. After all, you are already using your own name in your
domain. Duh! Do be sure to keep all the paperwork that comes back to you from the seller, with all
the arcane information about your various file servers and DNS, etc. You’ll need to give that
information to a website programmer if you decide to build some other non-WordPress type of
site., or to access your programming files.
As noted above, when you buy the name, always sign up for “automatic renewal.” If you forget to
renew your name it will automatically go back up for sale which would be a disaster after all the
work you put into obtaining your ideal domain name AND the creation of your own website with
that name.
By the way, if you are a company, do exactly the same thing as above. Buy your company name with
a “.com” extension if available, or use “.net” or “.biz” if necessary.

Cybersquatting
Cybersquatting (also known as domain squatting), is the illegal act of registering, trafficking in, or
using a domain name with bad faith intending to profit from the goodwill of a trademark belonging
to someone else. The cybersquatter buys the name as close to the trademark name (think
Exxon.com for example) or as close to it as possible as to be essentially indistinguishable (think
Exon.com), then offers to sell the domain to the person or company who owns a trademark at a
highly inflated price. This is illegal.

Namejacking
A similar illegal process is called Namejacking which is to buy a famous person’s name (or a
professional person’s name such as a doctor or other professional) and offer to sell it to them at an
exorbitant price. There are procedures by the name registrar to prevent this, or in the worse cases
the person takes the Namejacker to court. Namejacking can occur with regular people, not just
celebrities, where they buy JohnDoe.org instead of JohnDoe.com example, to siphon off your
business. This is a strong reason to buy your name with other extensions (.net, .info, .me, .biz etc.).
The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) was set up to deal with this
issue and settle disputes whenever possible. Buying your name with the other extensions is very,
very inexpensive in most cases.
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Domain Name Investing
On the other hand domain name investing is a potentially lucrative business if you have some
money, patience, and time. There is actually a thriving business in which people buy up hundreds
or thousands of names mostly relating to business in general (not people’s names unless you have
a famous name) and then resell them to some business that needs or wants it and who are willing
to pay a high price for it. This is not Cybersquatting. Domain name investing can be risky (if no one
ever buys a name you are selling) but potentially lucrative. The best names are four letters or less
that someone will surely need. Here are some recent examples of sales prices:


Sex.com for $13 million in 2010



FB.com for $8.5 million in 2010



Business.com for $7.5 million in 1999



AsSeenOnTv.com for $5.1 million on 2009



Toys.com for $5.1 million in 2009
Source: Wikipedia: Domain Names

Companies that sell domain names offer to advertise and sell your name for a set price, or to hold
an auction (be sure to set a reserve price below which you will not sell).
Over 150,000 names expiring unused every day, many for accidental non-renewals. For further
information and ways to buy expired names go to: http://www.nima.co/ or
http://www.protrada.com. Good general information on the domain re-selling business is
available at http://www.domaining.com/.

Buying a name already in use:
Suppose you find that someone has your most preferred name already. If
you ever want to see who owns a particular name, go to WhoIs and type
in the name. Domain selling websites offer options to contact the owner
for you, on your behalf, to see if they will sell the name for a specific
price. You can also sell one of your less desirable names through
GoDaddy at a fixed price, or through an auction process. Or just contact
the name owner and see if they are using it and might want to sell at a
nominal price. Be polite and tell them why you want it and you might be
able to cut an inexpensive deal.
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Lastly, buy your kid’s names as well.
Before the .com names run out and become less available, I strongly suggest that you buy your
children’s names as well. Eventually they may want it to establish their own personal brand while
looking for job, or just to create a site about themselves. Buy it as a gift to them at some future date
when they are ready.
Next I will get into the process of creating your first website. Don’t get tense….it’s extremely easy to
get started, then you can expand as you learn more.

SUMMARY
Now is the time to buy you own domain name so it can be used in creating your website.
Companies like GoDaddy and Bluehost are excellent choices as they offer personal service and
enhanced offerings. Try to get your regular name with .com (johndoe.com), but any close variation
is fine if you cannot get the exact name (such as using a middle initial) but do not buy JohnDoe123
which is acceptable for emails perhaps but not a domain name. A domain name should run you
from $10 - $12 per year at the more reputable companies but can be had for less. The better
companies, however, offer 24/7 phone service and many additional features when it comes to
hosting your site to create a webpage. If you can afford it, buy your name in .info, .net, .me etc. to
secure your name from use by others. Lastly, consider buying your kid’s .com names if they are
still available, as a legacy for them.

Return to top of book
Return to top of Chapter 6
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Chapter 7: Creating a
Website
CREATING YOUR OWN WEBSITE IS ABSOLUTELY
CRUCIAL.
FIVE REASONS FOR CREATING A WEBSITE AS YOUR PRIMARY
HEADQUARTERS ON THE INTERNET
1) It is your anchor to which so many other things will link, including your blog. Having a
website already up and running (and hopefully growing) is crucial for fending off
potential negative attacks in advance.
2) Your own website is the primary place for you to disseminate positive news and
background material about yourself to help build a positive, proactive reputation on
the Internet. It is where you keep your “personal brand.”
3) A website creates a forum to discuss and refute an attack if needed.

4) It is critical to have a strong website to help with “pushing down” negative comments
so they are not on the top of the list when someone searches on your name or
business.

5) Having a website is the headquarters for your growing empire of online real estate.
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YES YOU CAN -- DEVELOP THREE DIFFERENT WEBSITES FOR FREE
WITH NO PROGRAMMING KNOWLEDGE WHATSOEVER
When I talk about creating a website many people can’t imagine that they can do one, much less
three different types as I suggest. And two of the completely for free! Not to worry.

WE’LL WALK YOU THROUGH THE STEPS
Below are the steps needed to create a credible, flexible and professional-looking website - the first
two without a purchased domain name, and the third one using your own domain name you
purchased earlier in the previous chapter for which you will need to pay a small hosting fee.
Importantly, it will have the ability and room to “grow” as needed over time.

THREE TYPES OF WEBSITES
We’re going to show you three methods for creating websites, from (I) the easiest, fastest nocost method, to (II) a significantly better and yet still no-cost method, and then (III) a low cost fullblown “normal” website like you see every day, using your own domain name and all the bells and
whistles, all for just the minimal cost of the “hosting” fee.
This last method costs very little but is fully-functional in every way and virtually limitless thanks
to a very easy interface program called WordPress, with hundreds of automated functions that we’ll
show you how to download and use.

So I suggest that you create all three kinds of
websites, starting right now. You’ll use the
experience from the first site to create the second
one, and so on to the third site.
Having three websites (regardless of the method)
greatly increases your web presence and enlarges
your online real estate. That will strengthen your
presence to offensively ward off attacks.
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CREATE THREE WEBSITES?! ARE YOU KIDDING ME??
OK, I hear you but don’t tune me out yet. This is far easier than you are probably imagining right
now. All three involve the use of ready-to-go templates that you can select, and then put your text
into them to make the job really easy. Most important, they use technology that lets you enter the
material and photos etc. without ever having to know a thing about programming or coding. I hope
that makes you feel better (it does for us). So press on and don’t turn back now. This is going to be
fun and enlightening. You’ll leave this chapter as a veritable expert in creating websites.

MAKING IT EASY
There are several online websites that automate the process of your building a perfectly acceptable
free website. These provide easy first steps to take before you tackle your main and more involved
website. Since you want to stake out as much online territory as you can, there is good reason to
take advantage of these free offerings.

1. (IF YOU PURCHASED OTHER DOMAIN NAMES…)
Back in the previous chapter I discussed purchasing your domain, and purchasing other similar
domains so that others don’t purchase them, as a defensive move. Hopefully you followed my
advice and purchased several other domains to increase your online presence. If not, you should go
back now and buy another name or two.
In addition to www.JohnDoe.com for example, you could have also purchased www.Johndoe.net
or maybe www.john-doe.us or www.johndoe.me or other variations of your name. If it’s your
business website, you might have purchased several names similar to your business or using your
business’s keywords. We’ll go into detail about creating your main, number one, true website
below. But for starters give these freebies a try.
In my case I have about 20 additional domain names such as internet-reputations.com,
onlinereputationshop, webreputationcenter, reputationwizard.com, reputation-fix.com,
reputationfix.com, reputationonlinefix.com, reputation-workbook.com as well as .net, .info, .biz, .me,
etc. for some of them. All-in-all, buying web domain names is relatively inexpensive.
If you have purchased any secondary names, you have two options:
a) One, you can automatically re-direct a secondary webpage to transfer (or “forward”)
visitors to your main webpage. In other words, if they click on www.john-williamsdoe.com (assuming you own that domain name) they will instead get your main
www.johndoe.com website instead. Automatically and seamlessly. It’s just like call
forwarding your phone. I don’t necessarily recommend this for all your extra domains
because you aren’t getting much bang for the buck by forwarding instead of creating free
mini-webpages. But if this is what you want, here’s how to do it:
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Log on to GoDaddy.com and go to “My Accounts” which will give you a list of your
domains. Click on one of your secondary domain names. All the information on this domain
will pop up along with a little bar across the top that gives various actions you can take.
Click on the “Forward” button (shown below in the orange highlighted box) and type in
the name of the website (www.johndoe.com) that you’d like to forward it to, and it’s done.

It may take a few minutes to a few hours to take effect, but usually it happens instantaneously.
b) Or, instead, you can create an actual mini-webpage where you can insert some text
and also tell people how to get to your main page. This lets you sneak in some of your
brand-enhancing keywords one more time — increasing again your all-important online
presence.
To do this, log into your account, select ”My Account” as above and then select “My
Products.” Click on “Website Tonight™ - Instant Page.” A list of all your domain names
will pop up.
You will need to turn on this feature for each domain. It’s free and even if you don’t
plan to use it right now, go ahead and at least turn it on as a live feature. So for each one,
click on “Instant Page” and then click “On.”
When you are ready to create a webpage, go back again and click on “Launch” to bring up
the domains and to start creating! Pick one. It is very intuitive and easy so you don’t really
need detailed directions from me. Just follow the explanations.
What to do: First choose a background photo among many they offer (or upload your
own), then select a general page layout (you can change it later so just pick any of them),
then choose a typeface, and a color scheme. You’ll have to experiment a bit to get a good
color scheme that works with your photo background.
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Select “headline text” to write what you want on your front page. Use a font that is simple
and bold and “manly” like Veranda and not one the many “girly” typefaces they have
included. (Warning I’m completely teasing here! No need to write and chastise us. It’s a joke.
But they do have some not-very-business-like fonts). Now write your headline.
You can also select any “widgets” you want to use. If you don’t know about widgets, it’s a
term you’ll see relating to the creation of websites and simply means little programs (like
apps on your smart phone) that create things for your webpage that you might want to use.
Some of the widgets they offer are a “contact” page for readers to fill out, links to Facebook,
Twitter, Flickr and YouTube, and also one that lets you write several paragraphs of text as a
second page. You can also decide whether to add a list of small icons for your Social Media,
and an RSS feed, etc. Use all, none, or just pick one or two.
That’s a whole lot of flexibility for a free website. Play with the options for a while to get used to
how they work and keep checking how your webpage looks (use the down arrow to see the full
webpage at any time).
What I’d recommend on your secondary websites is that your headline text say something like
“Welcome to www.John-William-Doe.com. We’ve Moved. Please follow us to our new site at
http://www.JohnDoe.com.” Using the full URL (with “http://” makes the link “click-able” in this
program. Unfortunately you cannot use anchor text here. Not real pretty and neat, but it works just
fine. Then write some text about you or your business that utilizes your keywords in a natural way
and promotes your message about your brand.

Two Site Examples:


Here’s an example of one of my pages that is a direct forwarding (you type in
“myreputationfix” but you get “reputationworkbook”): Click on: myreputationfix.com.



And here’s one with a one-page website from WebsiteTonight. Click on:
internetreputationcenter.com

Other Sites that sell Domains
As we’ve mentioned, GoDaddy.com is not the only place you can buy a domain and receive a free
one-page website. There are others, but not many that are truly free. You’ll find that most offer a
“free website” but in the fine print it is only on a 30-day or 60-day trial basis. Here are some other
domain purchase locations:


www.bluehost.com



www.godaddy.com
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www.homestead.com

●

www.networksolutions.com



www.simplesite.com



www.own-free-website.com
Go Daddy and Bluehost are my recommended picks. Network Solutions is the original
seller of domain names and has adapted well to the new more-competitive environment.
It’s also a good choice.

Go Daddy and Bluehost cost a little more for domain names, but they make up for it with free
services like WebSiteTonight, easy hosting, WordPress, a dashboard to follow your domain names,
tools like domain forwarding, and 24/7 free customer service. For my money, I’ll still stick with
GoDaddy.

2. CREATING A PROFESSIONAL, MULTI-PAGE WEBSITE FOR FREE
There are also several companies who let you create a full-blown free website for yourself, your
business, your organization, club or even your political campaign. One is called Webs.com and I
use it a lot for quick, free, already hosted websites. To keep the website free for you, they run small
ads on the webpage, and they have a sub-domain name, such on (.webs) that appears after your
domain name: www.johndoe.webs.com.
You can keep the site for free forever, or you can pay a small hosting fee and the ads go away as
does the “.webs.” I highly recommend Webs.com as a place to build this kind of website. What a
great way to have a fully functioning FREE webpage that you can convert to the paid version at any
time, or not at all!
These sites take a little more time to learn, because they have so much more to offer. But it’s still
easy if you follow their instructions. When you get to a temporary stopping point, save your work
often by using the “Publish” button which is the equivalent to the “Save” button in Word or Excel,
etc.
You can have multiple pages on your website, and you name each page whatever you want (Home,
Articles, Product, Background, Bio, Services, Links, blog, etc.). You can move them around to change
their order and upload a limited number of your own photos and graphics, too. It will take more
experimenting than the WebsiteTonight program, but you can create a really cool, professionallooking multi-page website and have it up and running in just one evening.
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Do be careful when selecting your free name. When and if you decide to
convert to a paid site, the “web’s” portion of the name will go away and
your chosen name will become the website name. If you already have a
website in that name (www.JohnDoe.com) there will be a conflict. You
might choose a similar but slightly different name for these websites just in
case. If you never plan to convert to a paid site, then go ahead with your
name as it will give you lots of “presence” on the web.

The control panel on the free sites also has analytics so you can see if anyone is looking at your site
and what pages are being viewed the most. Of course you’re going to need to promote the site
(maybe talking about it on Facebook and on your blog) in order for anyone to know it exists.
If you upgrade to the level that is paid (not free), you’ll get a wide array of additional tools to do
Search Engine Optimization such as adding keywords in the header of the site. Also you can have as
many different webpages under one account as you want. I have a couple of clients that had
significant issues relating to complaints posted by disgruntled employees or competitors. To
combat this, I used Webs.com to create various websites called something like www.the-truthabout-john-doe.com with a fact sheet answering the allegations with a Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQ) page.

YOUR HONEST-TO-GOODNESS “REAL” WEBSITE
Not that the previous sites are not “real” websites, but where we’re going now is to create a “true”
website that you’ll use as your main personal or business website. We’ll use WordPress, a
substantial, flexible, easy, yet exceptionally powerful set of programming tools – without you
having to know a thing about programming!
This will take longer than the other two kinds of websites; and you may want to spend a couple of
days on it here and there, tweaking and learning new tricks, or posting blog materials. You’ll never
run out of things to learn on your webpage. It’s just a matter of how MUCH you want to learn.
Again, we‘re using the GoDaddy example:
When you purchase your domain, you have the option to have the domain “hosted” -- which simply
means having a place on the Internet for your website to go live. The costs are minimal (give or
take $5 a month) and you do need to host your website somewhere if you are going to use it and
have it seen. You can transfer it to another hosting company if you want, but leaving it on GoDaddy
is so much easier. Then you have everything in one place, making it easy to orchestrate all your
domains and such.
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So sign up for hosting when you buy your number one domain (or buy
hosting later), and here’s the important part. Select the option to
download WordPress as your programming tool.
It’s not only free but it will download and install itself for you. How great
is that? Set up a user name and password and write them down in the
password log you are keeping (you are keeping a log, right?).

DO SOME PLANNING FIRST:
To create a website that best serves your needs, you should do some planning before you actually
start. Ask yourself some questions. What Pages do I want? What will each of them say? Do I want
photos or a video to liven it up? What about a place for people to sign up, and do I want them to?
Do I want to create a blog and an archive of my previous blogs? If so, will I want a place for people
to comment on my blogs? What about a biography or background about me? Do I want a “links”
Page?
You can have numerous Pages, or just start out with two or three and add more Pages later. Any of
the specialized Pages or options (such as a “sign-in Page”) can be created automatically with
Plugins or widgets that automate their creation. You don’t need to know any programming at all.
Whether or not you know it yet, you will definitely want to have a blog. Trust me on this. It will
allow you not only to communicate your thoughts to your readers, but also to let them add
comments from time to time creating a two-way communication. And remember, blogs are an easy
way to keep your Page “fresh” and interesting to the search Spiders.

HERE ARE STEP-BY-STEP DIRECTIONS FOR CREATING A
WORDPRESS WEBSITE
The sign-in location Page is usually called www.johndoe.com/wp-admin and is where you log in
as an administrator with your username (the default username is “admin”) and your password.
This opens your “Dashboard” that has all your tools to create your site. You can create other
usernames and passwords if you wish for other blog authors – such as guest editors. You can
restrict them only to writing blogs and not editing or changing the rest of your site.
At first, you’ll need a pre-designed theme and the default theme on WordPress is called “Twenty
Eleven.” You can look at hundreds of other themes on their website or many that others have
created. While they all look entirely different from each other, many thousands of websites use the
default Twenty Eleven theme. I suggest you start with that. You can change the theme later if you
want.
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Some important nomenclature that we have discussed before: Website pages are called “Pages” on
the dashboard and you simply “Add a Page” to create one. Give it a name and enter text, an image
or what-have-you. Be sure to create a Page called “Blog.” Entries made to a blog are called “Posts.”
Create a first Post that says something like “Welcome to my blog.” Under “Settings > Reading” you
will have to tell WordPress that the “Blog” Page is where to insert your blog Posts. And readers can
comment on your Posts in what are called (strangely enough) “Comments.”

Getting Started:
You can click on any Page or Post and choose to view, edit, or delete it. After you’ve finished your
edits be sure to click on the green “PUBLISH” button on the right side of the edit Page. That saves
your edits. It’s a good idea to hit the button a couple of times to save your work so that if you mess
something up you can go back to the last saved version. Or you can create it as a “Draft” to come
back to later. You can change and edit your Pages at any time, then re-publish. You have choices of
looking at a preview of your Page before you “publish it;” or after it is published you can “View
Page” to see how it looks in finished form.

HERE ARE THE VARIOUS SECTIONS ON YOUR DASHBOARD
Dashboard
Post
Media
Links
Pages
Comments

(Some basic settings, updates, Webpage stats)
(Add new Posts, all Posts, categories, etc. Posts appear on the blog Page.)
(Such as uploaded photos or video)
(Create a library of links for use in articles.)
(Add or edit Pages.)
(Feedback people leave about your Posts. When you receive a comment it comes
to you by email to ask if you want to turn on, off, or approve it before publishing.)
Appearance
(Themes, Widgets, Menus, Background, Header, Editor program)
Plugins
(Add Plugins.)
Users
(Set up any other authorized site administrators, contributors, subscribers.)
Tools
(Some basic maintenance functions)
Settings
(Your webpage settings, or settings on any Page or Plugins)

WIDGETS
Widgets: As mentioned earlier, under the “Appearance” tab, where you will see a widget section
with lots of modules. These include a “sign-in” module, an archive of your blog Posts, an index of
web Pages, a calendar, etc. Simply click on any widget and drag it to where you want it to appear
(in the footer, on the right side, etc.). There are three “footer” areas at the bottom of the webpage in
the “Twenty Eleven” template.
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SETTINGS
Settings: The “Settings” tab gives you many options about how you want things to work or to
appear on the overall site itself. Plugins are found here and you can search for additional Plugins.
There are many thousands of these available; and 90% or more of them are free. Most of the
Plugins install themselves, but a few need to be set up as to how they will operate. You do that
here.
Below is how a partial WordPress “Dashboard” looks:

Partial view of Dashboard

PLUGINS
Plugins: The most powerful section is the “Plugins” tab. There are a few already under the tab, but
the real power is in going to “add New” Plugins. There you can search for what you want. Don’t
worry, you don’t need to know a thing about programming to set up a Plugin. When you find what
you want to try, click on it and WordPress will download it and install it for you. One click and it’s
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immediately placed into your current Plugin list. You will find that a few of them need you to make
selections about their settings. That’s done simply enough under the “Settings” tab.

HERE ARE SOME PLUGINS THAT I THINK ARE ESSENTIAL:
All-in-One SEO Pack. This free Plugin creates a set of boxes below each Page or Post that
you edit. They allow you to enter your keywords, a short Page title, a Page description, and
more. It’s everything you need for excellent Search Engine Optimization. There are a
number of powerful options to the SEO Plugin – far more than a typical Plugin. One
drawback is that there is not much documentation about how to fill them out. We’ll give
you an insider’s run-down about the settings for this under the All In One SEO chapter.
Fast Secure Contact Form. This is a better, more flexible form than the one that
automatically comes with WordPress. It also adds that famous CAPTCHA box where you
have to match the letters in a box to complete a form. You can set the CAPTCHA to go from
easy to hard levels.
Akismet. Here’s a wonderful program (“used by millions” it says) that protects your forms
and blogs from spam. No set-up to do here. You can look at the results in the Dashboard
tab. There is also a paid upgrade that is worth the effort and money.
Share This. This gives you that little line of Social Media emblems that allow you to share
the page with Facebook, Twitter, or other programs. You can select numerous ways that it
displays programs and add to or omit various symbols.
WordPress EZ Backup. You’ll find this pretty self-explanatory.
Google XML Sitemaps. I talked about this previously. It’s a good way to create a sitemap
that makes it easy for search Spiders from all search engines to find their way around your
site.

Just like apps on your smartphone, there are literally tens of thousands of Plugins available.
You can see why WordPress is by far the most used website program today.
In general WordPress recommends not adding too many Plugins – meaning no more than you
actually will use. The above list is typically considered the basic, must-have list of Plugins.
We’ll admit that both WordPress and most Plugins sometimes don’t have very clear instructions.
But with the number of WordPress users being so vast you can simply do a search for “How To
’X‘on WordPress “ and immediately you’ll find useful, clear, user-written how-to’s.
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With the WordPress set of tools, you can create any website you can imagine. If you want to
really get into complicated designs, however, you might consider hiring a programmer to help you.
Virtually anyone you contact will ask if you are using WordPress and you can proudly say “yes.”
my tip is to find someone you can pay by the hour to do exactly what you need, like creating a really
special page or setting up an online shopping and checkout page for handling monetary
transactions with credit cards and PayPal.
Normally you’d pay $5,000 to $10,000 or even a lot more to have a website designed. But with
these tools we’ve covered, you can design your own site just as effectively. FOR FREE! If need be,
then you can pay someone $20 - $50 an hour for a couple of hours to do some fine-tuning if you
think it’s necessary.
F.Y.I. reputationworkbook is done in WordPress with the Twenty Eleven theme.
Notes:


Regarding the All-In-One SEO Pack on WordPress, because this is so important, I will go
through the instructions for all of the boxes so that you completely understand what most of
them do. It has its own entire chapter right after the SEO chapter in this workbook.



Note that nearly every Plugin is free, but optional donations to the
creator/author of the program are welcome and can be made by credit
card or PayPal. If you like Plugins, a five to 10 dollar gratuity is a nice
thing to do.

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU NOW HAVE THREE NEW
WEBSITES
You now probably have at least three websites including one honest-to-goodness website using
your main domain name. You’re officially on your way to protecting yourself from future problems
or attacks, and have a well-built bastion to defend yourself if needed.
Plus, you can set up as many websites as you want following the above directions. All you
need is a domain, and then arrange hosting). Ask for WordPress for free, please. And have at it!
(P.S.) – one other reason I don’t use the low-cost hosting sites is that we’re not willing to run the
risk of them shutting their doors at some point in the future. Then my site would go down, possibly
along with the backup that the host has. I could transfer it to another host, but what a mess that
would be!
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As I said at the beginning, a great defense is a good offense. You now have the basic tools to
make yourself less vulnerable to those attacking you and your reputation on the Internet. Also, if
you need to get a message out refuting an accusation, you have the perfect forums to do so.
In the following chapters we’ll expand your Internet real estate with a blog. We’ll start working
on Search Engine Optimization to move your sites up to the upper pages of search results so that
when anyone searches for your name or company they can find you. And if you don’t want them to
find you because of some happening in the past, we’ll tell you how to do that, too, in my section on
Internet repair.

SUMMARY
Creating your own website is essential as it is the home base from which you will operate, and to
disseminate positive information about yourself. It gives you a platform to create a blog and to
refute attacks if necessary. It is your primary node for both offense and defense. A quick and easy
free website (webpage really) can be created with the “WebpageTonight” program, creating one for
each of your domains other than the one you plan to use as your primary domain. These simple
pages can then ”point” to your main website (or even be “call forwarded” if you prefer). Next in line
is a ”webs.com” free site, made free by supporting minor advertising. This creates a versatile and
completely acceptable website using a simple but effective content management program (i.e., a
program that does the coding for you). It does not, however, allow for website optimization unless
you change it from the free site to the paid site.
Your real website will be created using your primary domain name and having it “hosted” on the
web by your domain provider or other web hosting service. The easiest way is to have your domain
provider host it and download WordPress as the operating system for creating your site.
WordPress is easy to use, but extremely powerful as well, to make virtually any kind of site you
wish. There is an abundance of documentation and how-to’s available on the Internet. We
recommend using the default theme Twenty Eleven. Instructions are included in this chapter as
well on numerous YouTube video instructional videos. Use plugins and widgets to add functionality,
and above all else download the All-In-One SEO Pack Plugin for adding your keywords and other
SEO task.

∭

Return to Top
Return to Top of Chapter 7
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Chapter 8: Creating a blog
EVERYONE’S TALKING ABOUT BLOGS. WHAT IS A
BLOG? WHAT’S A FORUM? WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
DO I NEED A BLOG? CAN I CREATE ONE MYSELF?
DO I NEED A BLOG?
Yes, you absolutely need a blog! Let me be clear about it: Yes, Yes, and Yes you need a blog! And
yes, you can create one for yourself, for free, in about ten minutes!

WHAT IS A BLOG?
A blog (which is a shortened version of the original term “Web Log”) is
like a stream of information that originates with you Posting
information on your “Blog Page” on your website, and other people
respond to what you have Posted. It is almost always authored by
one person (you), as well as any guest commentators you might invite
to help out. And a blog is almost always open to comments from
other participants who respond to what you posted (otherwise why
even have the blog?)
Blogs are usually maintained by the individual who owns the website (or the webmaster for a
business) who Posts regular entries on issues of interest relating to the website topic. A website on
“Do It Yourself Reputation Repair” would probably Post blog information on topics such as “Ten
ways to deal with libel and slander,” or “Five steps to creating a bullet-proof reputation,” or an
article on recent reputation repair strategies, etc.
Typically YOU are the moderator of the blog and the one who makes Posts. And the software emails
you when a comment is Posted do you can approve or disapprove it for publication.
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SEARCHING FOR BLOG COMMENTS ABOUT YOU
You should check blogs occasionally to see if someone has Posted something about you. Just as you
would check the web using Google Alerts; for blogs you’d use Technorati. If there is a negative
comment and about you or your business please reign in the temptation to respond. Chances are
that you will be drawn into a ”he said - they said” ever-escalating war of words which gets picked
up “big time” by the search Spiders; and now you have just escalated a minor issue into a major
situation. The smart move in a situation like this is to call the blog-site owner, explain the situation
and that it is a misinformed comment, and very politely ask that it be taken off the blog site. If you
can find the owner, they will quite often honor your request. See more about this issue in the Libel
and Slander chapter (Chapter 14).

What technical skills do I need to have?
NONE.
We’ve mentioned WordPress before and if you have the free WordPress
software you simply sign-on and add a new Page, call it “Blog,” tell WordPress
that this is your blog Page (in the Settings tab) and you are off to the races.
Everything about setting up a blog, opening it up for comments, etc. are handled
for you entirely by WordPress. All you need to do is start thinking of things to
Post to your blog. As you get started you’ll be surprised at how many bits and
pieces of interesting information, articles and new facts you will run across to Post.
Entries are generally displayed in reverse-chronological order so that when you open the blog you
get the latest item and can scroll down to see what came before. But you don’t have to worry about
any of this as it is all set up for you with the software you use.

How do Others Participate in My blog?
There are two basic ways for other people to participate in your blog:
1. The most common method is to simply make a comment on the most recent Post. Such as “I
tried those ideas and they didn’t work for me,” or “Wow, those were the best tips I’ve ever
seen on that subject,” or “Here is a short article about the same subject that I thought your
readers might appreciate.” As said above, it is a sort of running conversation between you
as the site owner Posting information, and other readers keying off of the original topic to
provide feedback, appreciation, additional input, or new information.
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2. To leave a comment you usually have to register (which just needs a first name and email
address). It is not unusual that people might give a false email address since they don’t have
to be verified, so they can comment seemingly anonymously.
3. Second, you can bestow on certain individuals a higher authorization to your site that lets
them sign in to write original Posts – which helps relieve you of the burden of writing
everything. Usually these are called “guest commentators” or something similar. Under
“Settings” you upgrade them from being a simple subscriber (“who can only comment on a
Post” to an “author” which gives them limited access to your blog as an “author” to write
blog entries (not just comment on them). Many companies with blogs allow a wide range of
their employees to contribute as authors from their own perspectives within the business
and industry.
Here are the levels within WordPress that you can assign to someone (you are the
Administrator and only you can assign different authorizations to other people)
Administrator
Editor
Author
Contributor
Subscriber

BLOGS ARE ALL ABOUT BEING INTERACTIVE
Blogs are interactive, allowing visitors to leave comments and even messages to each other on the
blog. It is this interactivity that distinguishes a blog from the other parts of your website (the
Pages) which are mostly static. We advise you have a blog for two main reasons:
1.

It creates two-way communication with your readers, your audience. For hundreds of
years all newsletters and ads were really one-way communication: I send something out
that I think you want to read. A blog (and Social Media) changes the entire dynamic into
creating two-way communications. But more importantly….

2. We advise that you should definitely have a blog as a way to keep your website “fresh.” As
mentioned earlier, search engines treat each new blog Post as equal to an additional site
Page! That’s a bargain you cannot pass up, especially for as little effort as a blog entails. If
you are careful with your Posts, it will also let you bring up subjects and ideas that are
important to you and your business.
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You should shoot for making a Post to your blog about once a month to start, and then increasing
that to two or three times a month once you get the hang of it.

THREE DIFFERENT KINDS OF BLOGS:
1.

As a part of your website.

2.

A freestanding blog:

3.

A personal blog on your own special subject:

This is the
logical way to go for 95% of people creating a blog.
It has tremendous advantages to be associated
with your website Quite frankly I can see few if
any reasons not to host your blog on your website,
other than if you want a specialized blog I guess.

Blogger is one of the
more popular sites to use to start your own freestanding blog; and it is very, very easy to
use. Or use WordPress for a freestanding blog using the well-known WordPress format for
your business purposes. You might want to have a hobby-related blog on Blogger– such as
if you are an avid collector or something that has nothing to do with your website subject, in
which case a freestanding blog makes sense.
This can be essentially a
personal diary, such as an adventurer, or astronaut, keeping people up to date on what they
are doing and seeing. See below for more information on all three types of blogs.

To repeat some basics: You create the Blog as part of your website and then you add your own
Posts about the topic of your website. Someone comes along and wants to make a comment.
They register and are then an official subscriber and they can then comment. As a subscriber they
can only make comments but cannot author their own new Posts. You can give people (such as a
guest commentator, for example) author status, and then they, too can create Posts just like you,
saving yourself some time as well as bringing in new, fresh perspectives.
Now, did that short explanation help, or make it all even more confusing?
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TWITTER IS A BLOG, OF SORTS, TOO
In reality, Twitter is essentially a personal blog as it allows Twitterers (is that even a word? Maybe
“Tweeters”? Apparently either one will work) to share thoughts and feelings instantaneously with
friends, family, and business associates. It’s much faster than emailing or writing. A word of
caution here: once your message has been sent and a few seconds go by, you can no longer have a
change of mind and try to erase it or pull it back. Ooops! It’s out there never to be under your
control again. Many a person has sent a Tweet in haste, and then regretted it many times over.

A Familiar blog Example:
As an example, www.reputationworkbook.com is a website which has its own blog
www.reputationworkbook.com/dm_blog in which the author Posts regular items about
reputation management or similar topics. Sometimes other people who read the blog add their
own comments (sometimes truly insightful, and sometimes insanely stupid).

Don’t Forget to Use your Keywords
By the way, don’t forget that you can use the blog Posts as a way to advance your Page rank by
occasionally working in your keywords in the text of your Post, or in the title. Again, another
reason to have you blog hosted on your website.

Ideas for promoting Your blog
In some cases people want to promote their blog to get more responses
and build a following of interested people. You can do that by
promoting your underlying website, or take flyers to the local
computer group meetings or clubs, or make arrangements to give
presentations about your subject area, such as speeches at conventions,
etc. Make sure your business cards have your blog address in addition
to your other information. Or better yet, use a QR code on your
business card that links directly to your blog. Mention your Posts as a
comment on other blogs (not in a braggadocio way, but rather just to be helpful and informative).
P.S. - “QR” code stands for “Quick Response” such as the example to the right.
Also, there are hundreds of website directories such as Technorati (see a list below for a few others).
Some people are content to just maintain their blog without seeing widespread attention. Just
depends on what you want to do.
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WHAT IN THE WIDE WIDE WORLD OF BLOGS?!
There are millions of blogs. In 2011 it is estimated by Wikipedia that there are currently 157
million blogs in existence. Fortunately there are also thousands of directory services that break
blogs down into categories to help you find a blog you want to read. And they will help you get
your blog listed if you want to promote your blog. Give one or more of them a try:
Technorati (probably the best known site for blogs and searching blogs)
Demoz open directory list
Blogarama
Ask.com Find a blog
TopRank blogs
Bloggapia blog Directory
Blog-Collections.com
List of Directories of blog Directories

Don’t be Impatient Regarding Promotion
Most of all take your time and don’t get impatient. It helps to brainstorm some topics so that you
have a list of things to talk about in future Posts on your blog. And work out a list on how you want
to promote your site, and when. Certainly you want to have a number of Posts in the blog before
you start getting listed in blog directories. Then sit back and execute your plan and don’t get
impatient. It takes time for your blog to get noticed. It may start slow but then begins to grown
exponentially.

13 BUSINESS BLOGGING MISTAKES AND THEIR EASY FIXES
Our favorite of the blog sites is HubSpot. They are unquestionably the leading specialists in inbound marketing. They have tons of material with How To’s and directions. You’ll see links to
many of their other free reports in the References and Sources chapter in this workbook. Check out
13 Business blogging Mistakes and Their Easy Fixes by Pamel Seiple.
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POLITICAL AND NEWS BLOGS
There are blogs on any issue or interest you can imagine, ranging from politics to religion. Like
most blogs, most require some kind of registration to participate, but for all intents and purposes
you can remain anonymous using a “handle” name instead of your real name. And that’s where the
trouble comes in. When you can hide behind a fake name, you are more likely to say things you’d
never say in person – often very hurtful, ugly, vicious, and untrue things (passing on an untruth, for
example, that you’ve heard elsewhere with no knowledge if it is accurate or just a rumor).
Huge numbers of blogs are celebrity related such as Perez Hilton’s blog. (Shudder the thought!)
Here is a list of the Technorati Top 100 blog Sites updated daily. The vast majority of the Top 100
are news-related sites. Lots of news media have freestanding blogs where they post current
articles or stories and people respond. An example is the ABC News blog.
More recently, the political role of blogs has become
increasingly mainstream, as political consultants, news
services, and candidates began using them as tools for
outreach and opinion forming, blogging was adopted by
politicians and political candidates to express opinions on war
and other issues. That cemented blogs' role as a news source
to major media news sites, and on-line magazines like The
Huffington Post. To check out their many blogs on a ton of
subjects, go to the Huffington Post blog. Their blog is usually
in the top one or two most-followed blogs in the country, day
in and day out. It’s a quick lesson on how blogs work and the
influence they can have, particularly in the political arena.
Click on the image at right to go to their site.
In the most recent election, candidate Obama took blogging to new heights with a full staff
dedicated strictly to Social Media and blogging. Following the election, the White House blog was
created.

CAUTION: WATCH OUT WHEN BLOGGING
One dangerous consequence of blogging is the possibility of verbal attacks or threats against the
blog owner or other subscribers, sometimes without apparent reason. Because of a particular
instance, a voluntary “Blogger's Code of Conduct” was proposed by a group of bloggers to selfenforce civility on their blogs by being civil themselves and moderating comments on their blogs. I
suggest you follow their guidelines when blogging:
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Take responsibility not just for your own words, but for the comments you allow on your
blog.



Label your tolerance level for abusive comments.



Take the conversation offline, and talk directly, or find an intermediary who can do so.



If you know someone who is behaving badly, tell them so.



Don't say anything online that you wouldn't say in person.

LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
This is discussed in further detail in the Libel and Slander chapter (Chapter 14), but there are legal
considerations to be aware of. First, I am not attorneys and this is not to imply that I am giving legal
advice. But in short, you as the web host are generally protected and would not be held responsible
for libel or slander prosecution for entries made by other individuals on your site. You essentially
are considered the host or “publisher” of the site and you are not the author of the remarks. The
authors (who are often anonymous for this very reason) are the ones subject to potential legal
prosecution in the event of a deliberate and malicious falsehood. Website, blog, and forum hosts
are protected by a federal law called the Communications Decency Act or "CDA", Section 47 U.S.C.
§ 230. However, remember that anything you say on your website or blog (or for that matter
anything you say on other people’s websites or blogs) is subject to prosecution if it is a false
statement that you know to be false, just like any other comment author.

WHAT IS A FORUM?
We are not going to get into any depth here because forums are pretty specialized and not as
relevant to the topic at hand (unless you want this workbook to go to 1,000 pages or more!) such as
software fixes and work-arounds on some specific detailed topic. They are great for finding out
how to use some program feature. Many software distributors who provide their software for free
use “help forums” in lieu of support staff. See an example of a help forum for WordPress.
Blogs are mostly found on a website and are a place for the website owner/author to Post topics of
interest, related to his website topic, and receive a few comments back at most. Contrast a blog to a
forum. A forum is usually a stand-alone discussion board or
message board where for each comment there is often a long
string of follow-up comments (called a “thread”) , with
critiques, suggestions, technical information, and discussion.
Forums are premised on the concept that having open and free
discussion helps work out issues. These kinds of “help forums”
are incredibly helpful and sometimes many people all pitch in
with their knowledge about the topic.
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Sources for some information here is from “Blogs” article in Wikipedia. Retrieved 2011, from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blog `

SUMMARY
There is no way around it – it is absolutely essential that you create a Blog. Call it “Blog” or “News”
or “Updates” or what have you, but you need a place where you can post regular, on-going
information that keeps your site “fresh” rather than static. A static site will eventually be ignored
by the search engines, while a fresh site with new content added regularly will move up in Search
Engine rankings – a key component of SEO. There are sites like Technorati where you can also
search to see if anyone is writing about you in their blogs, and they should be monitored regularly
so that you can respond. But the most important thing is for you to have and maintain a blog –
posting to it monthly at first and eventually to posting at least weekly if possible.
You can create a blog three easy ways: 1) Through Blogger on Google which is a free-standing blog
you can set up in minutes. 2) Through WordPress you can set up a free-standing blog using the
WordPress platform that you already know from your website and only takes a few minutes longer
(either of the above are acceptable); or 3) You can simply add a blog to your website by creating a
page named Blog, or News, or whatever. (Then go to Settings>Reading and make note that this page
is where you will place your posts). This is the ideal location for your blog and is what you should
do since it has the much-added advantage of providing a way to keep your website fresh for you.

Return to Top
Return to Top of Chapter 8
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Chapter 9: Keywords
KEYWORDS AND KEYPHRASES

I

n the last few years, keywords in websites have undergone a significant change.

First, gone are the days when keywords in the header code of a website were the most
important (and sometimes only) part of a search engine’s review of your site and indexing.
Today keywords are seldom used like that at all. Why? For one thing they were
not descriptive enough to distinguish among similar websites with the growth of
the web, and also people either had too many keywords or too few. But more
importantly, there was too much manipulation going on such as “keyword
stuffing” and other kinds activities trying to fool the search engines. Now search
engines are more sophisticated.
Keywords (and their newer cousins, keyphrases and the “longtail” keyword) are as important as
ever, but just jamming them all into the site’s header code is more likely to get you ignored than to
help you. We’ll show you later how to use and place keywords effectively in the SEO and All-In-One
SEO Chapters.
Second, there’s much less use of individual “keywords” today as the keyword concept has
largely been replaced by the use of “keyphrases.” Keyphrases much better describe a site’s
meaning to the search Spiders. As an example, instead of “create” and “Blog” as two individual
keywords used by someone wanting to know how to create a blog (the two words each could mean
all sorts of things separately), the new keyphrase they might use could be “How do I create a blog?”
That’s much more accurate and resembles more closely the way people find what they want or
need on the web today.
A great example I read (and cannot track down again) is the difference between doing a search for
“dog” and “food” as keywords, versus the term “dog food” as a short phrase, the latter being far
more likely to help someone looking for dog food, or someone selling dog food.

Keyphrases
Keyphrases help the customer/user/visitor to convey what information he wants and then to find it
more easily. Unfortunately it makes it a lot harder on you, the site owner, to more accurately
create your own keywords for your site Search Engine Optimization (SEO).
(Note – from here on in this chapter I am going to mostly use the word “keyword” – it is still
the conventional term in use – please understand that it applies to both keywords and
keyphrases, however.)
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Most people doing searches today are using keyphrases even if they don’t know it by that term. In
fact it is reported that 65% of searches today (2011) are made with keyphrases and not keywords.
With the tremendous growth of the web, keywords are no longer sufficient. Using keyphrases
allows you to create more specific site search terms regarding your website so web users can laser
target in on the exact information they need.

The Good and the Bad of Keyphrases
Regarding your personal or business website, the good news is that keyphrases help you zero in on
your very specific audience and potential customers better than keywords which could be clumsy
and ineffective. Keyphrases and keywords are still the single
most important factors in a person/customer/prospect
finding your webpage. Thus today if you have an auto
repair shop, you’ll want to choose keyphrases like “Auto
repair shop in south Nashville.” If you have a jewelry store,
you might elaborate that you don’t just sell Cartier, but use
“Cartier tank watches” as a keyphrase.
The bad news is that being off in your keyphrases may miss
your audience entirely with customers possibly not seeing
your site at all. As you think about your keyphrases, turn
them around as if you were the buyer or the one doing the
search and ask yourself how would YOU search for this or
that item?
Fortunately there are numerous tools available to provide free analytics for a variety of keywords
and keyphrases to help you get just the right mix. Either way, keyphrases are here to stay—and
they are incredibly important to your site – so you might as we learn how to make the best of
them.

Then Why Bother with Keywords or Keyphrases at all?
Although no longer used only in the meta-tag headers like the old days, keywords and keyphrases
are still the most important tools in Search Engine Optimization, and in helping search engines
find and properly index your site. And they are a particularly good “high return” investment
on your time.

Organic Search
However, they need to be a part of what is now called “Organic Search” - that is, to be found in a
“natural” way on your site as part of the text, and not just (only) pushed into a compartmentalized
area for keywords. You need to (judiciously) use them in numerous places throughout your
website, from titles, to text, to blogs, and much, much more.
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While keyphrases are a critical tool in SEO, you have to be extra cautious not to abuse them.
Use them naturally in sentences as you would if you were selling your product or services. Also,
don’t bunch them up and insert a string of keywords. That will be seen by the search engines as
“keyword spamming” – a way to try and manipulate search results -- and you’ll quickly get you and
your site in trouble.

“Interesting sites will increase their recognition on their own. Organic word-of-mouth
buzz is what helps you build you site’s reputation with both users and Google, and it
rarely comes without quality content. . . .Using compelling and useful content will
likely influence your website far more than any other of the factors discussed here
(keywords, etc.) .” -- Google Webmaster Tools

That may be true, but I doubt there is anyone out there that believes that, or who would risk
ignoring keywords.
Instead, most consultants and advisors recommend picking keywords carefully and then using
them throughout your site’s pages in a natural, “organic” way – (we guess that means no
preservatives or antibiotics were used in the making of these keywords) - by working them into
sentences and text of the site.
Google, in its Webmaster Tools, says to simply write concisely about your web topic, without
regard to keywords, and the Spiders will pick up on your meaning without the need for
keywords.

Keyword Density
Several books and websites also talk a lot these days about “keyword density.” It’s debatable about
how important this is, but in general it is suggested that the amount of keywords versus the total
text should not exceed 3 to 5%. In your website text, in other words, don’t let keywords make up
more than 3 to 5% percent of what is written. Nowhere in Google’s Webmaster Tools does it
address keyword density, but it’s probably good practice to keep it limited (toward the lower end)
and not be accused by Google of being “spammy.”

No foolin’ around with Google
Don’t “get spammy” with Google! It probably goes without saying, but don’t go trying to get fancy
with your keywords placement to try and fool Google’s or other search Spiders. You’ll get caught
and penalized. Examples include repeating your keywords numerous times with text that is the
same color as the background (to make the text invisible). Google can see right through that trick
(pun intended). Don’t submit entire duplicate sites to “double up” on the number of keywords.
Don’t duplicate one page of your site and attach it to another site, etc.
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What are the penalties?
Well, no one is entirely sure since some of it is a deep
dark secret, but those who have incurred penalties
say it is well worth the time to follow Google’s
policies or directions – as well as basic god sense -regarding things like not spamming keywords, or
you might incur a penalty that could be disastrous
for your website. There are at least two known
penalties (and probably hundreds of others since the
details of penalties are not openly discussed):


A -30 penalty for the use of spamming the
Spiders and Google. This penalty gets your
website moved down in rankings 30 places and can last for a few weeks to a few years, or
even be permanent.



A -950 penalty for spamming gets you moved to the last place at the bottom of the page on
Google. The way to avoid this includes the following: “black hat” SEO tactics, keyword
stuffing, link farming, buying links, invisible text in your site to promote keywords, or
doorway pages.

Warning: If you can’t find your website anywhere under any search, you may have been
penalized. Under the Webmaster Tools page, however, there apparently are ways to email and
appeal if you have a valid explanation or provide adequate groveling and assurance that it won’t
happen again. Speaking of groveling, it’s somewhat like dealing with Wikipedia (to be discussed
later).

A secret to success….
Instead of risking penalties, think about making things easy for the search Spiders by using
well-thought-out descriptive text . . . and try using your main keywords near the beginning of
sentences. Every Page of your website needs to optimize the use of keywords if and where they
are appropriate. However, and this is important, (We’ve said it before and we’ll say it again)
don’t copy and paste text or keywords from Page to Page. Each Page needs to have its own
unique wording

FOUR-STEP PROCESS TO REFINING KEYWORDS
There’s no magic formula to go about this, but I recommend at least a four-step approach that has
worked well for me:
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1. Make a list
Make a list of all the keywords/phrases that come to mind for your website or your product. Don’t
hold back. At this stage it’s purely brainstorming.

2. Refine that list
OK, now get serious and refine the list down to a more realistic level. Throw out ones that cleanly
don’t work, or are too far afield. Don’t let this be the final list because you are still brainstorming.
Look for keywords and keyphrases that have words that really tell your story. Ideally narrow this
list down to 15 to 20 entries, although let content and not a number be your guide.

3. Use the keyword tools
Probably the best tool ever is the free Google Keyword tool designed originally to help in the
development of keywords for Google ads and AdSense.
P.S. - Search the Internet for the phrase “Keyword Tool” and you’ll get a couple hundred companies
that advertise a free or paid “keyword tool.” But upon inspection, about 99% of these appear to be
using the Google Keyword tool– so why not save time and go right to the source at Google (link
above).
Take your list of keywords and put each of them in the tool, each on a separate line (this is a bit of a
time-consuming process, but worth it). Be sure to check the box that that says “only show ideas
that are closely related to my search.” Then hit the button and look at the results. Below is just the
top page of results from using a few phrases for “Reputation Workbook:”

Note how some of the terms get nothing at all (such as “workbook”)! 
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Ditch those ineffective keywords quickly as they are doing you harm. Others get quite a few hits
and some get too many. (You’d get lost in11 million hits for “how to SEO.”)
The column at right (CPC) is how much in COST PER CLICK you would need to spend in order to get
to the first page rank if you decided to go that route. (This chart only shows on this screen shot the
first of about 10 phrases I gave it to try.)
Below is a list of suggestions from the keyword tool (again only the very top portion of a long list).
It is so long, in fact that it shows 100 suggestions. If you have entered your website (optional), it
will give you a comparison of your site versus typical competitor sites (the green bars).

Now, it’s time to narrow down your search even further. The above charts show how many
searches there were in the last year for the U.S. as a whole and locally, for a given keyword.

4. Refinement
See if you can pick out your top 10 terms or phrases and them enter them again a second time for
further refinement. You’ll find that some you have been using have been virtually inactive, so
eliminate those. Look at the quality score.
A high quality score results in less cost per click if you decide to do Google Ads; but we’re using the
tool strictly for keywords right now. What the tool does for us is to help refine and select
appropriate keywords and phrases. As we’ve mentioned, single keywords are still acceptable, but
generally tend to be overly broad and less helpful unless they strongly apply to you.
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LONGTAIL KEYWORDS
The newest thing in keywords by far is the concept of the “Longtail” – a difficult concept to explain
but a valuable tool to understand.
The short keywords (a word or two such as jewelry and store) on the left are the most popular and
most searched terms. So if you are a jewelry store, for example you’re not going to fare very well in
trying to compete with the tens of thousands of other websites all trying to vie for the same term.

On the other hand, you might select keywords on the long tail end that are longer phrases. You’re
not likely to attract a lot of hits with these, but the hits you get are right on target. Key longtail
phrases include:
How to buy a diamond
Jewelry stores in Houston, Texas
Online Jewelry gifts ideas for Christmas
How to sell my excess gold
The reality is this: as the web has grown so much larger, more sites are competing for high search
rankings using the exact same terms one or two word keywords. If the top 10 sites have a corner
on your desired search term, you could spend years working at getting there and never succeed.
That’s why you ought to be experimenting in at least some longtail keywords for now.

CHOOSING KEYWORDS IS MORE ART THAN SCIENCE
This soon gets to be not only a complicated process, but also it takes some artistry. It is not just
hard cold numbers to find the phrases that are right for you. Check out SEO.COM for more help.
Nowhere have I seen a more comprehensive guide to picking keywords, than the tutorials provided
by SEO.com on their website. Not only are they insightful, but also they are short and to the point.
Rather than adding another 50-75 pages here, we’re going to provide you with links to some of
their free articles. If you need additional help I highly recommend SEO.COM as a provider of SEO
and keyword help and consultation.
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1. http://www.seo.com/blog/understanding-google-adwords-keyword-tool-seo-purposes/
2. http://www.seo.com/blog/measure-online-competition/
3. http://www.seo.com/blog/so-many-keywords-so-little-time/
4. http://www.seo.com/blog/how-to-create-a-huge-keyword-list/

Also, Google provides tutorials on picking keywords. They tend, however, to be pretty dry and
move pretty fast so it’s hard to keep up. Use your cursor on the bottom line below the video (the
one that shows the progress, whatever that is called) to pause the video if you are taking notes,
otherwise unless you are a stenographer you’ll never keep up. Nevertheless they are useful as well:
Google Keywords Tool (multi-part video)
How do I build the Best Keyword List (instructions)
Google Keyword tool (Here’s where you’ll find not only lots of help, but also other tools
and gadgets, and explanations of related keyword topics.)

WHAT DOES THIS HAVE TO DO WITH REPUTATION
MANAGEMENT AND REPAIR?
Everything! First, regarding reputation management, selecting the right keywords helps put you in
proper perspective and helps highlight the positives. Your website reflects positively on you, and
having a full optimized site with all the right meanings, is essential.
Great keywords lead to great Search Engine Optimization which has you moving up the search
rank and gathering more and more “online real estate” to fend off attacks.
Regarding reputation repair, there are number of ways you can use this. If the rumor you want to
control is not too widely known, then use this opportunity to nip it in the bud. Add the offending
keyword (and others associated with it) to you website’s list of keywords. That way when someone
searches the offending rumor, they are more likely to also get your site as well. Consider adding a
page to your website that has a FAQ – simply written FAQ’s (Frequently Asked Questions”) whih are
nothing more than “Questions and Answers” about this issue and how it is wrong, how it got
started, and the truth…
We recommend that you have this page invisible on your regular website so that other people
looking for you who are totally unaware of this issue are not necessarily going to get into it.

]
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One of the best ways to do all of this is to create an entirely different web page (using webs.com for
example) strictly to address the facts and give out that page address. Use it for the detailed
explanation and keep all that off of your regular website pages. Important: use all of the keywords
you can find from the accusatory website so that your “answer” website will rank alongside it if it is
possible.
(One minor issue re a free site like Webs is that you cannot add SEO keywords unless you
switch to an ad-free paid site, not a free site)
You can also do this by creating a different “landing page” on your main website, other than the one
you use every day. 90% of web landing pages are HOME. But you can create a page that deals
strictly with this issue, give it a name such “Facts About” and have it on your page but just not
have the name in the navigation bar. Instead of HOME, About, Product, blog, Facts…. you’d just
have Home, About, Products, blog, and About, with the Facts not showing up in navigation bar. Or
put it into a little watched section like an add-on to a blog. In other words, it is not prominent in
your site and only those who need to know will have the link.

Hidden in your site
Here’s a quick example on my site http://www.reputation.com/about. If I wanted to address an
issue and not make a big to-do about it, I’d make it a Post in the blog with an innocuous name, such
as: Facts About…

Or a whole new free website from “webs.com”
Here’s an example of what is probably the best way to handle it. Simply create a free website as I
discussed earlier in the Website section (re. webs.com). You’d link to it as “The Facts About John
Doe” or some such terminology.

SUMMARY
Keywords (which more and more are becoming “keyphrases” and “Longtail keywords”) are the way
that we categorize our website so that it can be found by those people who are searching for
particular subjects. It is important to do the hard work of developing the ideal keywords, as well as
to update them from time to time. Keyphrases are coming into use more and more because that is
how people search (“How do I do ___x__ in WordPress” for example) rather than just using a word or
two. The web has grown too large to just use a word here and there for search. But the more
specific you make your keyphrase, the smaller a target it is for someone to find (but it they do find
you it is an exact match, which is great). It’s best to use a combination of old-fashioned keywords
and several-word keyphrases. Longer, more specific keyphrases are known as “Longtail
Keywords.” (See graph). You can very effectively use Google’s Keyword Tools (originally created
for planning AdWords keywords) to help refine your keywords and keyphrases. In your SEO and in
the writing of your descriptions and especially your site text, be sure to use your keywords. That’s
how searches of those keywords will find you. But be careful not to overdo it. A keyword density
(keyword-to-text ratio) of 3 – 5% is maximum to steer clear of problems with Google.
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Chapter 10: SEO
SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION (SEO) AND LINK
BUILDING

W

e put these two topics together, rather than as separate chapters, because they are very
much intertwined. You just can’t do one without the other.

Also, the following information is largely based on and borrows information from the free publication
“Google Search Engine Optimization Starter Guide.” Their guide is available here as a pdf file.

Let’s talk first about SEO
Search engine optimization (SEO) is the “process of improving the visibility of a website or a
webpage in search engines via ’natural‘ or un-paid (‘organic’) search results.” In general, the higher
your site or others are ranked on the search results page, and the more frequently the site appears
in the search results list, the more visitors it will receive (SEO can also be achieved through paid
methods, too).
Optimizing a website involves doing two factors well: writing and editing its content to be relevant
to your important keywords and keyphrases and how the Spiders understand them, and being
relevant to your human audiences too. The key is to get a good grasp on your target market and
how they search on the Internet, then you can write to effectively reach and keep them.
In other words, SEO is the process of taking a page created by humans and making it equally
understandable by humans and Spiders. Whew!
Be aware that the acronym "SEOs" also can refer to "search engine optimizers," a term adopted by an
industry of consultants who carry out optimization projects on behalf of their clients. Search engine
optimizers may offer SEO help as a stand-alone service or as a part of a broader marketing
campaign. Because effective SEO may require changes to the HTML source code of a site and site
content, SEO tactics can be incorporated into website development and design. The term "search
engine friendly" may be used to describe a website that has been well designed to be “found” more
easily by its target audience.
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Getting indexed
As we’ve noted before, the leading search engines, such as Google, Bing and Yahoo!, use crawlers or
Spiders to find pages for their algorithmic search results. In the old days (1990’s) you had to
“submit” your site for inclusion in search engines.
Not today. While it does not hurt to submit sites (Google, Yahoo!, and Bing all have submission
forms on their sites), it is unnecessary (especially for Google) since sites today are quickly found on
their own as long as someone out there links to you.
Some search engines, notably Yahoo!, operate a paid submission service that guarantees crawling
your website for either a set fee or a cost per click. While such programs usually guarantee
inclusion in the search engine’s database, they do not necessarily guarantee specific ranking within
the search results.
Two major directories, the Yahoo Directory and the Open Directory Project
(http://www.dmoz.org/) , both require manual submission and human editorial review. Google
offers Google Webmaster Tools, for which an XML Sitemap feed can be created and submitted for
free to ensure that all pages are found, especially pages that aren't discoverable by Spiders
automatically following links.
We’ll go more into Google’s Webmaster Tools section soon as it’s very important.

Increasing traffic
A variety of methods can increase the prominence and visibility of your webpage within the search
results. Cross linking between pages of the same website to provide more links to your most
important pages may improve its visibility.
Writing content that includes frequently
searched keyword phrases (keyphrases) so
that they are relevant to a wide variety of
search queries will tend to increase traffic to
your website. Updating content regularly so as
to keep search engines coming back frequently
also can give additional weight to your site. In
addition, adding relevant keywords to a
webpage's internal coding (meta data), including
the title tag and meta description, will tend to
improve the relevancy of a site's search listings,
thus increasing traffic.
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Relevant links
One thing that will also increase a Page’s rank and visibility is the use of relevant links to and
from other Pages.
“Backlinks”, also known as incoming links, or inbound links, are incoming links that from
another website or web page. In basic link terminology, a backlink is any link received by a
website from another website. Today, they are a significant part of SEO where the number of
backlinks is one indication of the popularity or importance of that website or Page. For example, it
is believed that backlinks are highly prized by Google to determine the PageRank of a webpage.
Generally the more important the source, the higher emphasis is placed on the backlink. This
is called “Google Juice” in the SEO world. The more backlinks and more Google Juice you have,
the better!

According to Google, search engine optimization is often about making
small modifications to parts of your website that when viewed
individually seem incremental, but combined together have a noticeable
impact on your organic search results.

Putting Lipstick on a Pig
While the quote above is Google’s stated theory, I doubt that too many webmasters would agree.
Most new sites need extensive work, and most existing sites need significant changes when it comes
to SEO, keywords, and link building.
What I think they mean is stated by Google later in a much more relevant manner:
“We’d like to say that you should base your optimization decisions first and foremost on
what is best for the visitors of you site. They are the main consumers of your content
and are using search engines to find your work. Focusing too hard on …gaining
rankings in the organic results of search engines may not deliver the desired result.
Search engine optimization is about putting your site’s best foot forward when it comes
to visibility in search engines, but your ultimate consumers are your users, and not
search engines.”
Hear, Hear! That’s a statement I can agree to most heartily. It seems to me that way too much time
and money gets spent solely on SEO to the detriment of the writing on a website. That’s not to say
that SEO is unimportant – it’s incredibly important – but first and foremost your site should be wellwritten and designed for its target audience. It’s hard to put SEO lipstick on a bad website pig!
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Some More SEO Basics
Create unique, accurate Page titles
This sounds a little “wonky” but it is too often overlooked. Some people quite often even leave
them blank. The title tags, however, are going to tell both readers as well as search engines what
the topic of a particular Page is. The “title tag” is shown in the results box for each Page, too, and
each one should be different and customized.
The title tag will usually appear in the first line of results when someone finds your site on the
Internet. (If you don’t add your own title, the search engine will supply one from your text.
Unfortunately, it may not necessarily be what you wanted or intended at all.) Below is a Google
example of a user-supplied title

You might find it helpful, if needed, to see the anatomy of a search engine and the diagram of a
Google search results page to understand what a title tag is and where it goes.
The best practice is to create a title that is ideally suited to your particular Page. Use brief but
descriptive titles. Avoid lengthy titles and avoid stuffing unneeded keywords in your title tags.

No programming needed, I promised!
OK, so you are probably saying about now, “Hey! I thought we weren’t going to have to learn
programming and all that!”
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You don’t need to know any programming. Even if you wanted to, you’d have to get a different
workbook because we’re not going to include it here. After all, I promised! In the next chapter,
however, you’ll learn easy things such as how to insert title tags (called, simply enough, “titles”)
through a program called All-In-One SEO Pack, which will do all this for you. Of course, you will still
have to do the writing.
Knowing about different kinds of titles and data is crucially important to the success of your site
and your reputation management and repair. So even though this may seem a bit technical at first,
please do read this chapter anyway. We’ll make it as un-technical as possible. And in fact, it’s pretty
easy stuff to understand.

Make Use of “Description” Meta Tags
Yeah, I know. “Meta Tags” sounds even more wonky that the prior section. But really it’s not.
“Meta Tags” is simply a set of instructions that are provided by you to tell the Spiders what the
page is about. There are generally two kinds of Meta Tags: Keyword Meta Tags, and
Description Meta Tags.
At one time, search engines used this information solely to decide where your website should be
placed within their database. Now, though search engines use Meta Tags only in part when
calculating your website’s ultimate placement, they’re still very important. Adding descriptive Meta
Tags to each Page is not only good practice; it’s also quite valuable to some search engines in
finding your website. For Google, it gives the search engine a good selection of text to use when it
creates its own “snippet” of text they use in their description.
Be sure to accurately summarize the Page’s content. Use unique descriptions for each Page. Don’t
use generic descriptions or cut and paste the one from the Page before. Don’t fill the description
with only keywords (keyword stuffing).

Improve the Structure of Your URLs
Oops, you say, here I go again into programming. Not really, this is easy stuff. The URL (or Uniform
Resource Locator) of a website or webpage is the stuff you type in on the line to call up a webpage:
www.google.com
www.google.com/webmasters/tools/
www.googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.com/
www.youtube.com/watch?v=COcl6ax38IY
www.video.google.com/videoplay?docid=4526554928294588907
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Short, simple URLs like the two top ones are good. Long un-descriptive URLs with lots of
numbers and other stuff are bad. Not only are they hard for you to use (unless you cut and paste
the URL) but it’s hard for the Spiders as well.
You may not know it, but you can change these long URLs to short simple ones. Easier, friendlier
URL’s are better for everybody.
In WordPress, for example, on each page there is an option to “edit” the URL (right up there at the
top of the page dashboard). If you haven’t done so already, go in and change whatever code might
appear for Home and re-title it “Home” so that it says www.yoursite/home. Likewise, regarding
your blog: www.yourhome/blog
Note: you’ll need to go into general settings first and chose the “custom” title option to be
able to make edits.

Make Your Site Easier to Navigate
There are two ways to accomplish this: First, if you are planning your website from scratch, be sure
to group things in a logical way. For example, if certain Pages are grouped alphabetically, then keep
them that way. Don’t group one set of items alphabetically and another numerically. Have a basic
plan to your website and lay it out on paper in advance. Think about how your visitors would
approach the site and how they can quickly find what they need.
Second, you can and should cheat by giving the search engines a map of your site (called an XML
Sitemap). This makes it easier for search engines to discover all your Pages and your site structure.
There are many things that could be in your site that can be hard to follow, especially drop-down
menus. You can fix this in the form of a free Plugin from WordPress called “XML Sitemap Generator
for WordPress.” The free Plugin will generate a Sitemap whenever you want and automatically
submit it to Google, Yahoo, Bing, Ask, and other search engines. It also will report back to you
whether it was submitted successfully or not.
To summarize, create a naturally flowing hierarchy, and mostly use text for navigation in the URLs.
Avoid creating complex webs of navigation links.

Create a friendly 404 Error Page
Oh, also……why not have a useful and friendly 404 page? What’s that, you say? Surely this has
happened to you many times when you reach a page that no longer exists and it gives you a “404
Error, Site Not Found.” It’s really aggravating! But you can change that wording to anything you
want, ideally something friendlier, or even with some humor.
Perhaps, it’s wording that guides visitors back along a better path. You do this in your General
Settings Page on WordPress. As examples, perhaps you might consider something like:
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“Oops, looks like we made a wrong turn, please return to www.mysite.com and proceed
from there.”



“Oh oh, the dog ate my homework and now this page is missing. Please go back to Page 1
and proceed in a different direction.”



“Our apologies, you’ve reached a missing Page, but something really exciting is coming here
soon. So check back again!”

Offer Quality Content and Services
I know we’ve covered this a dozen times or more in this workbook, but “Content is King” after all,
and we need to pay close attention to the King. “Creating compelling and useful content will
likely influence your website more than any of the
other factors discussed here,” advises Google.
Users know good, interesting, accurate, and helpful
content when they see it. And word gets around.
Think about what words a visitor would use if they
were new to your site, or if they were experts in the
topic. Anticipating these different kinds of users
and accommodating them while writing your
content will produce really positive results.
Offer unique content and subjects if possible, such
as a useful new service, or something interesting
you have discovered in your field of expertise or in
a hobby. Write an original piece of research, or break
a news story. It’s fun while helping users on your website!
Just don’t be boring…

Avoid, Do’s and Don’ts…
AVOID: sloppy writing, misspellings, and grammatical errors. Don’t dump large amounts of text
on a Page without paragraphs, subheadings, or layout separation. Avoid inserting numerous
unnecessary keywords. Don’t deceptively hide duplicate or near duplicate text across your site.
DO: create fresh, unique content. Stay organized in your thoughts and in your website design.
Create text that is written primarily for your site’s visitors, and do not write your text for the search
engines.

Try using Google’s Keyword Tool for more word ideas
Google’s Keyword Tool can be used to find new word combinations and ideas. Put in your existing
terms, one at a time, and see what variations come up. You also can see how popular each term is
relative to the others. Remember, you need to be building keyphrases for what your USERS are
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looking for and how they might phrase things, not how YOU might phrase things.

Links are Crucial to a Good Ranking
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Search engines often use the number of backlinks that a website has as one of the most
important factors for determining that website's search engine ranking, popularity, and
importance. Google's description of their PageRank system, for instance, notes that Google
interprets a link from page A to page B as a vote, by page A, for page B.[2] Knowledge of this method
of search engine rankings has fueled a portion of the SEO industry that uses a program commonly
termed linkspam. Here a company attempts to place as many inbound links as possible to their site
regardless of the context of the originating site.
Websites often employ various SEO techniques to increase the number of backlinks pointing to
their website. Some methods are free for use by everyone whereas some methods like “linkbaiting”
(unapproved “black hat” methods of obtaining links enhancing their relevancy) require quite a bit
of planning and marketing to work.
There are several factors that determine the value of a backlink. Backlinks from authoritative sites
on a given topic are highly valuable. If both sites have content geared toward the keyword topic,
the backlink is considered even more relevant and it is believed that this has a strong influence on
the search engine rankings of the webpage granting the backlink. A backlink represents a favorable
'editorial vote' for the receiving webpage from another granting webpage. Another important
factor is the anchor text of the backlink.
Anchor text (discussed next) is the descriptive labeling of the hyperlink as it appears on a webpage.
Search engine bots (i.e. Spiders, crawlers, etc.) examine the anchor text to evaluate how relevant it
is to the content on a webpage. I can understand that. A simple listing of webpages in some
directory is much different from someone “writing about” your site and including the link within
the text. Anchor text within a relevant, well-respected website is liquid gold Google Juice.

Write Better Anchor Text
Oh, my goodness, not more website jargon! Please!
“Anchor text” is simply the clickable text that users see as a result of a link
being made into text. Through this workbook you have seen links such as
Keyword Tool in the above paragraph. The actual link is:

https://adwords.google.com/o/Targeting/Explorer?__u=1000000000&__c=1000000000&ideaReq
uestType=KEYWORD_IDEAS#search.none
Yikes! “Keyword tool” has such a better sound to it, don’t you think?

Creating them is easy. In Word, you use Insert > Hyperlink and then enter the target link, and the
common name you want to use. Voila! It’s done.
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The better the anchor text, the easier it is for your visitors to use and get around in your site. They
will appreciate it. And it gives you a good shot of Google Juice as well. Studies indicate that
prominent use of anchor text is one of the items that rates highly in rankings.

Avoid, Do’s and Don’ts
Avoid: writing generic text like “Page” or “article” or “CLICK HERE.” Don’t use the URL as the
anchor text except in those rare circumstances when you are trying to show the URL.
DO: chose descriptive text, but try to be short and concise. Format them so they are easy to spot
(in this workbook we use a bold text and a lighter than normal blue color to make them stand out).

Optimize the use of Your Images
Search engines can’t “see” images so you have to help them out if you want the information
included in your website search.
You can provide image-related information by using the “alt” function when you upload or post
your images. You’ve seen the “alt” attribute or box and no doubt ignored it. I certainly have at
times myself. But it only takes a moment to briefly describe what is basically alternate (hence
the name “alt”) text as if someone was seeing the image themselves.
For a variety of reasons people sometimes cannot see the image, such as it is not supported by their
browser, or is treated as a blocked pop-up, or they are using a smart phone that does not bring up
the image. Also, sometimes you use a visual image as a link. Or, of course, they may be visually
impaired.
DO: use brief, descriptive filenames. Always supply alt text when uploading a photo or image. If
you have a lot of images, you can supply the search engines with an Image Sitemap that is similar
to the XLM Sitemap.

Avoid…..
Avoid: using short, un-descriptive names like “gif 1” or “:1.jpg.” Don’t use extremely long filenames.
Also avoid overly long alt text as that would be considered “spammy” and get you in trouble with
search engines.

Promote Your Website in the Right Way
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While most of your links to your site will be gained gradually, over time, as people discover your
site and want to link to it; in reality, you’ll probably want to promote your new site and speed up
the organic process if possible. That is understandable and OK, but like all things, do not take it to
extremes. Going too far, too fast, can actually hurt your site with penalties.
Appropriate ways to promote your site include adding a blog Post about it on other blogs, Posting it
in forums, putting it into your newsletter or the newsletter of a related site, sending out an
electronic press release if it merits that, emailing it to your friends and colleagues, and adding it to
your business cards and stationery. Do give it some time to grow on its own without relentlessly
promoting it.
Also, this is a great time to link it to all of your Social Media pages. As discussed earlier, don’t do
them all in one sitting. Take a few weeks to update every Social Media site by adding the new or
changed website. At a minimum hit the most important ones on which you already have a
presence: Facebook, LinkedIn, Google Profiles, Twitter, etc.

Avoid….
Avoid promoting each new piece of information on your site with your Social Media and other
promotions. Promoting a new website, or a major new product or services is fine, but not every
minor item on it. Do NOT spam your link requests out to all sites in your topic area. Also do NOT
purchase links. Ever! Avoid getting yourself in dubious black hat schemes where they promise, for
a fee, of course, to promote your site to the top pages.

Make Use of Free Google Webmaster Tools
Make crawling and indexing smoother by using Google’s Webmaster Tools. Google wants to make it
easy on you and on themselves, as well, by providing all the information you could possibly want
(except for their secret algorithm) in their Webmaster Tools. Having such tools help webmasters
better control how Google interacts with their site and gets useful information from their site, such
as detailed analytics.
Actually, Google offers three distinct services:


Google Webmaster Tools



Google Analytics, and



Google Website Optimizer

Yahoo! (Yahoo! Site Explorer) and Microsoft (Bing Webmaster Tools) also
offer free services similar to Google’s. Yahoo’s site does a good job of
showing you what sites link to you (backlinks) and who you link to as well.
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However the site is slated to go under reconstruction soon so there is no reliable information about
its future.
Both of these are important to know because you want to avoid links that go both ways (reciprocal
links). Backlinks from prominent, established, high ranking sites are one of the largest sources of
Google Juice there is.
PS – If you feel you just cannot do this alone, there are many legitimate SEO companies who will do
it for you. Here are some tips on hiring an SEO Company:
http://www.google.com/support/webmasters/bin/answer.py?answer=35291

SUMMARY
Search Engine Optimization is perhaps the most important task to undertake once your site has
been created. The site does no good if is not seen, and SEO is the process by which you increase the
site’s visibility and begin its climb up the ladder toward a top page rank. No one really knows what
the closely guarded criteria Google uses in their review of sites, by which they promote a site higher
and higher. (See Also Chapter 12 regarding links which is essential to SEO)
SEO practices involve the fine art of writing your article title and description as how it will appear
in a search results page. And the use of descriptive and keyword meta tags for your site (these are
added through the All-In-One SEO plugin). Providing Google and other search engines with a
sitemap of your site’s pages is also a good idea and can be done by free web programs, or by an XML
Sitemap plugin.
More than anything else, however, is to have true quality content. Write about interesting topics,
and write well. Don’t copy and paste other material. Search engines are looking for new “original
content.”

Return to Top
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Chapter 11: All-In-One SEO
Pack
DECIPHERING THE ALL-IN-ONE SEO PACK
(AIOSEOP)

I

t seems like every site or document that discusses Search Engine Optimization mentions the “Allin-One SEO Pack” (developed by Michael Torbert). It has become the go-to method of adding the
necessary unseen codes for titles, descriptions, keywords, and many other critical settings that help
to optimize your WordPress (and other) website programs. While written for WordPress, there are
a few other variations for other programming languages.
The only problem is, like many other SEO Plugins, Torbert didn’t provide much information about
the settings to use, and what they mean. Other SEO sites that provide advice on AIOSEOP seem to
give somewhat conflicting information or different options. I’ll attempt to straighten that out in
this chapter as best I can. Like you, I am not a programmer who sits around writing code.
Where settings are optional or unsure, I’ll tell you.

Here’s How You Download AIOSEOP:
If you’ve not done so already, on your WordPress Plugins section, click on “Add” and a dialog box
will open for search terms. Simply enter “All-in-One SEO” and it will pop right up. Careful, however,
because there are a few other similarly named Plugins. The official AIOSEOP by Torbert is free. In
fact, there are a ton of other different SEO programs, but All-In-One is far and away the most used
(and most highly thought of) out there. Reportedly more than 5,000,000 copies have been
downloaded.
Click on “download,” then click “activate,” and it’s done. However, you’re not through yet. Unlike
most Plugins, you now need to go in and add text and make decisions on various settings. And you
have to fill in the boxes for every Page and Post you write. This chapter is where we’ll help you do
that.
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Unlike most Plugins, you aren’t through once you’ve installed AIOSEOP.
You still have to go in, turn it on, add text here and there, and make
decisions about settings – hence the reason for this chapter.

VIDEO TUTORIALS
There are some on-line videos about making these settings that are pretty good. Unfortunately, no
one covers it all. So we’ve picked from only those that are the most recent. Below are some
examples to try if you are a visual-oriented person. Some I consider better than others, but there
are different strokes for different folks!
Paul Bars Publishing

www.PaulBars.com

PaulEvenstube

www.paulevenstube.com

Daily Motion

www.dailymotion.com

Open Source Varsity

this is a pdf and a good basic tutorial

WHERE AIOSEOP RESIDES IN YOUR WEBPAGE
There are three places that AIOSEOP does its work and where you’ll need to make settings:
● Settings for your entire website (this is critical)
● Settings for each of your Pages (equally important)
● Settings for each Post you write (i.e., blog entries)

Setting Up Your Main Website
You have decisions to make that will have profound effects on your site. You can influence how
your site is found and, importantly, how it looks to Google and other search engines when they look
for it. Also, you’ll pick a few items that your readers will see.
To set it up, first go to your Dashboard, then to Settings, and then to All-in-One SEO. Click on the
All-in-One title and the AIOSEOP setting options will pop up.
BE SURE to immediately check the box that says Enable, or it is not turned on no matter what you
enter into the boxes or how much work you’ve done on it.
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How AIOSEOP works is that it gives you a set of boxes for adding text, or boxes to check or uncheck.
When you are finished, DO NOT FORGET TO “SAVE” your settings (blue “UPDATE OPTIONS”
button on the bottom left of the Settings page).

Readjusting from Time to Time
You can always go back in and add different language or settings at any time, then just hit “SAVE.”
It is important to edit keywords from time to time as they get more refined and better targeted to
your intended audience. You can also decide if you’d like to try a different Page name or
description to see if that works better. Below is a good starting point for setting up everything
AIOSEOP has to offer:

Overall Website Settings (On Settings Page)
Part One: All-in-One SEO PACK
for your entire site

Go to Dashboard > Settings > All in One and Click on it to
bring up the settings screen.

Plugin Status

Check ENABLE for the AIOSEOP Plugin program to work.

Home Title (60 words or less)

Home Description (150 words or less)

Provide the title for your website. If you leave it off it uses
the site name from the WordPress configuration. This is an
important box as it is the actual title that shows up ABOVE
the URL in the search page results. Keep it short and
descriptive. If you don’t set it up, WordPress will and it will
be technical jargon plus a long string of numbers.

This is what appears immediately BELOW your URL in the
search results page. Enter this then refresh your webpage
and take a look. Think marketing and be descriptive, not
technical. A few keywords are helpful but not too many.
Give the description and the title a lot of thought and maybe
write them out a time or two. Then come back and re-edit
again in a few days or weeks.
Not filling this in and leaving it blank will definitely hurt you
with search engines and also when people are looking for
your site.

Home Keywords (separate your keywords
or keyphrases by commas)

These are the keywords for your site as a whole and help
people find you when they are searching for services like
yours. You can enter as many as you like (it’s unlimited) but
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15 or so seems about right. See discussion in Keywords
Section. Use keyphrases and a Longtail Keyword or two as
well.
Be sure to check the spelling on your title, descriptions and
keywords; don’t use frivolous keywords that won’t aid in
searching; and always put commas between keywords.

Canonical URLs and
Re-write Titles (2 items)

Leave both of these “checked.” They have to do with
eliminating duplicate text, which is a bad thing. Canonicals
could take up pages of discussions, so let’s not go there. Just
know that search engines recommend using this.

Re-write Titles

Disable this. You’ll be writing your own titles below.

Post, Page, Category, Archive and Tag
Format (5 items)

Take out the second half of this code beginning with the |
symbol (called a “pipe”, located above the \ symbol on your
keyboard).
In other words, erase the “| %blog_title%” portion for all five
categories.
You’ll be writing your own titles for your Posts and Pages.
Writing your own titles also lets you get in a keyword or two
in a “natural-looking” manner. There are multiple schools of
thought on this and unless you have a technical reason, just
delete that portion.

Search and Description Formats (2 items)

Leave them both as is (unchecked).

404 Title Format

Our favorite. This is the message the user gets if they hit a
missing Page or error (known as a 404 error). You can leave it
as is, or make up some funny other message, such as “The
dog ate this Page,” or ”Your computer hard drive will selfdestruct in 10 seconds.” Nahh. Be funny, but nice.

Paged Format

Leave as is.

SEO for Custom Post Type; and Custom
Post Types for SEO (2 items)

Leave as is.
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Use categories for META keywords
Use Tags for META keywords
Dynamically Generate Keywords…
(3 items)

Uncheck all three. You will add your keywords manually
anyway.

Make sure all of the no-index boxes are checked. It’s another
way to eliminate duplication. No follow is also especially
important when it comes to blogs and to links….trust me on
this. If you really want to know read about “no follow.”

No index

Auto-generate descriptions

This is not bad to use as it will check to see if you have
entered a description yourself. If not, it will generate one
from the beginning of your article or Post. Go ahead and do
your own description, but in case you forget it has you
covered. Check this box.

Capitalize Category Titles

You can check Capitalization if you want, but no one seems to
know why. It doesn’t improve search results. But if you want,
check this box.

Exclude pages

Check this only if you have a major reason to do so.
Otherwise, leave it blank

Additional Post, Page and Home Headers

You might occasionally need these from time to time. They
insert words, titles, codes, etc. into the actual website coding.
If you want to use Google Analytics, or Norton Safe Web (and
you should!) they will ask you to insert a string of code into
your site’s header to identify your site and ownership. Unless
you know html coding very well, it’s far easier to paste the
code here in the header box and let AIOSEOP do its magic.

Log important events (for tracking errors)

You probably won’t need it but why not check it? You never
know.
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Donation

Yes, you should give a donation if you like the Plugin, to help
the author keep bread on his table. And maybe he’ll be
inspired to write a manual explaining the whole thing better.
Who knows? (Now if all 5,000,000 people who have
downloaded AIOSEOP donated just $1 each, then Torbert has
a lot of bread on his table. Personally, I sent him $20 for all
his work.)

Settings for Pages and Posts
Be sure to set titles, descriptions, and keywords for every Page. Each Page should have different
keywords that reflect what the Page is about. DO NOT copy and paste your first set of keywords
into the rest of the Pages.
To make this easier on you, when you click on “All Pages” or “All Posts” you’ll now see each Page (or
Post) with the title, description, and keywords out to the right in columns. You can then use this
resource to change or move keywords to make them more customized, or to see how you’re doing
with making your titles original. It’s a great tool and is part of AIOSEOP.

Because Pages and Post settings
are nearly identical, I cover them
both in this one table

Open any Page or Post for editing and scroll down. The new
AIOSEOP settings boxes will have been added there.

To get started, open a Page, or Post in
edit mode

Scroll down to All-in-One SEO Pack.

Page Title (60 words)

This is the short title of your Page. It shows up as the title
when you go to that Page’s or Post’s URL on the web. It can
be a “call to action” or a bold description.
Keep it short, but throw in a keyword or two if you can make
it part of the title in a natural-sounding way. But do not stuff
the whole thing with keywords or you WILL be penalized.
Keep it under 60 words.
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Page Description (150 words)

Keywords (10 – 20)

Title Attribute

This should describe your Page accurately. A few keywords
here won’t hurt, if part of the text, but don’t over-do it or
you’ll be sorry. Keep it under 150 words. Especially try to get
a keyword or two right near the beginning of the description.
But again, do not try to stuff this with keywords.

These are the keywords for this one Page alone. They are
not the keywords for the overall site. Use as many as you like
but about 15 or so is probably ideal. Google no longer gives
as much weight to keywords located here as it used to do, but
some search engines still do, and, plus it’s good practice for
developing keywords you’ll use elsewhere in your website
text.

This is the “link” title text that you see when you hover your
cursor over a link. Not critical, but it’s good practice to use
this.

Menu Label

This is the label that will be used for this Page when it comes
to the list of Pages internally in your site. About as clear as
mud, huh? If you do not fill it in, WordPress will generate a
title (like “Home”). You can go either way on this one.
Probably better to leave it alone.

Disable on this Page/Post

After all the work you’ve done filling in the above, don’t
check this box. Uncheck it and leave it unchecked!

(To publish your setting)

Go back to the top of the Page and use the blue “UPDATE”
button.

NOTE: The information above was compiled from many different sources (a lot of who conflict with each other).
My sincere appreciation goes out to a special few among many: Especially Jack Leblond: www.jackleblond.com,
Brian Flores’ guest post on www.kikolani.com, www.opensourcevarsity.com and
www.blog.Web6.com.www.blog.Web6.com
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SUMMARY
All-In-One SEO is the most popular WordPress plugin with some 5 million having been downloaded
to date. It automates your Search Engine Optimization settings for you, although the program has
settings that need attention and titles, descriptions and keywords need to be inserted. Because it’s
a bit cumbersome to work through these various boxes and settings, Chapter 8 provides an itemby-item dialog about how to use each one It is critically important that these items all be utilized
properly for this program to have any effect, but it is well worth the trouble and not too difficult if
you use these guidelines.

∭
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Chapter 12: Links and
Backlinks
T

hroughout this workbook we’ve been talking about the importance of using links, especially
backlinks, to increase the rating of your website on the Internet. I thought it might be helpful,
now, to gather some of these spread-out comments and instructions together in one place.
Besides keywords and Spider-attracting content, links are the third leg on the stool of what you
can do to improve your site.
While all links are good (inbound and outbound), what I am really focusing on are backlinks.
Backlinks are those “inbound” links pointing to your site from another site. Also, and this is
important, they must be one-way (in other words no reciprocal links where I trade you one of mine
for yours).
Search engines often use the number of legitimate backlinks that a website has as one of the most
important factors to determine that website's ranking, popularity and importance. Google's
description of their PageRank system, for instance, notes that Google interprets a link from page A
to page B as a “vote” by page A for page B. The Spiders love to see this as they show real
popularity -- that other sites are actually recommending your site.

THERE ARE THREE KEY QUALITIES TO BACKLINKS THAT MAKE THEM
VALUABLE:
1. They use anchor text in making the link. The referring website cannot just give a URL
address. Instead, it needs to be a text link as part of a sentence or part of a natural construct within
their site. An anchor link to your site is golden. A non-anchor link (just the bare URL) is not
worthless, but darn near close to it.
Excellent:
Bad:

“One of the best Do-It-Yourself sites I’ve read is ReputationWorkbook.”
“See also: http://www.reputationworkbook.com”
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2. They cannot be reciprocal. In other words, you cannot say “you give me a great anchor link
and I’ll do the same for you in return.” That’s because Google and others are looking to see that
these are real links based on real recommendations, and not just a shell game between two sites.
They can even track it down if you were to get a third party not directly involved to make it a less
direct link: “I trade you, you trade him, he trades me.”
3. Lastly, the quality of the site that is linking to you makes a huge difference. A link from a
reputable national source is better than one from a local source. Links from popular sites and busy
forums, etc. are very valuable. You can do some very limited linkfarming (that is, asking others to
give you a link), but don’t go overboard. Seeing a bunch of links show up at one time is suspicious
to the Spiders.
Great backlinks are essential, as mentioned previously, because they earn you more Google Juice.
(The term applies regardless of the search engine -- Google, Yahoo, AOL, Bing… –- it’s just a handy
term everyone uses for page rank or how well your site ranks in search engines.)
In terms of popularity, a backlink from The New York Times, the Library of Congress, Huffington
Post, Wikipedia [1] etc., is worth many times more than a link from your
hometown newspaper, as such prestigious links carry more tasty “juice” for the
Spiders.
Links from your Social Media are also important since they are such popular
sites. These include Facebook, LinkedIn, Google Profile, Google Plus Twitter,
Squidoo, Naymz, etc. Just take care NOT to give a reference back – a pretty
darn hard thing to avoid!
[1]

Most articles will tell you that Wikipedia links do not work as backlinks because they have a “no follow” attribute to
them. That may be true for some people but I have three links from Wikipedia that are just fine. We’re just saying…

DON’T BUY LINKS!
Another reminder – do not succumb to the siren’s song of buying backlinks. Hundreds of sites will
offer to sell you from five to even 1,000 backlinks. These usually turn out to be links of so-called
directories that list hundreds of backlinks in a long directory list. First, they will do you no good as
the Spiders are not that stupid (duh!). Second, you are highly likely to get penalized by the search
engines for using these dubious black hat means to increase your site rankings.
Take a minute and Google the term “buy backlinks” or “sell backlinks,” just to see the offers. They
promise that they are good links, or are selling just three to five quality links. They are tempting –very, very tempting -- but just don’t go there. This is “black hat” SEO, pure and simple.
The equivalent of “keyword stuffing” is called “linkspam.” Linkspam, however, is much worse.
Keyword stuffing can come from over-exuberance by a new web creator whereas linkspam is a
deliberate act against the un-written rules of search engines. Linkspam most definitely will be
penalized.
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HOW DO I KNOW IF I HAVE BACKLINKS?
There are several ways to find backlinks that refer to your
site, but none of them are 100% accurate. You should find
most of the backlinks, however. Just don’t assume that
because a backlink is known to exist, pointing to your
site, that it carries weight. Let me repeat that – just
because you see a backlink in your search doesn’t mean it
is giving you any Google Juice. Only Google knows that.
1.

Google’s webmaster console now lets you see
your backlinks. They, however, are a little hard to
find. You’ll have to dig around a bit and get to
understand the console. Also it is widely known that
Google’s backlinks are often out of date (probably on purpose).

2. siteexplorer.search.yahoo.com has a very easy system to verify your site and see
backlinks. On a particular site, at least in my case, it showed two links from Wikipedia while
the other two programs did not. This site is probably the best of the from what I have
observed or others have said.
3. www.bing.com/toolbox/webmaster/ shows backlinks as well
4. There are also numerous paid and unpaid services. Some of the sites that sell backlinks will
have a “backlink checker” for free. These work well but beware that often they will try hard
to sell you backlinks. I use www.backlinkwatch.com and carefully avoid the temptation
to buy backlinks while checking my sites for free. It sure is tempting, however, as hard as it
is to get new backlinks on your own.
To obtain backlinks, I resort to an occasional email to friends, hopefully with above average
websites, and explain what an anchor text backlink is and that I’d sure appreciate one from them. I
explain why I cannot return the favor in kind right now, but will be glad to do some OTHER favors
in the future among friends.

SUMMARY
One factor that is fairly well understood is having non-reciprocal links to your site from others
increases your “Google Juice” and heightens your pagerank. These are links to your site from other
sites (called backlinks, or inbound links) for which you are not returning the favor with a link of
your own to them. Non-reciprocal links are considered an indication of popularity, whereas
reciprocal links are just considered an even trade and have no merit.
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One more thing: it is essential that each such link to your site be done with “anchor text.” Anchor
text is the use of a word or two that are the hyperlink to your website or a webpage. A plain URL
(“www.johndoe.com”) is worthless as a link, as opposed to “John Doe” link. Read this section of this
chapter as it is appears minor when in fact it is an essential point!

Return to Top
Return to Top of Chapter 12
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Chapter 13: Wikipedia
BEWARE OF WIKIPEDIA.
BEWARE OF WIKIPEDIA.

W

ikipedia is not only a wonderful concept, and a tremendously useful information tool, but
also a dangerous one . . . so much so I felt it needed repeating. (It’s kind of like Mahi Mahi ,
the fish so good they named it twice.)
So why am I writing about it here? Because it is also a
tremendous backlink for your website if you can get it, giving you
extremely high credibility with search engine Spiders. Although
it may seem like it would be easy to get a link to your website in
Wikipedia, it is actually extremely difficult (despite what some
reputation services intimate). Which I guess is why it is so highly
prized as a link. Also, despite that, Wikipedia is a handy resource
to use. Lastly, we’ve had some really bad experiences at times
and want to report on that. In other words this is our chance to
get back.

Wikipedia is an incredible place to look up encyclopedic
information (there are approximately 19 million “articles” in 270
languages so far) on most every subject under the sun, as well as about quite a few people, living or
dead. Keeping in mind that all of the articles in Wikipedia are written by volunteer “editors” like
you and me, and that the entire process is 100% self-policed; it is truly an amazing feat and a
marvel. (It is also a struggling non-profit).
Wikipedia has no one “in charge,” and there is no editorial board to review articles for accuracy and
truth. Anyone who makes even one single edit to any article officially becomes an “editor” whether
he or she has made one edit or 10’s of thousands. That means, as an “editor,” you have equal weight
as everyone else in giving your opinion on any subject (whether, unfortunately, you are an expert
on the subject or not). There are many fiefdoms within Wikipedia and people who think they
ought to be in charge and that they speak for the others.
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Even the rules that govern Wikipedia are fluid and are written and edited by editors on an on-going
basis. There is no official handbook about Wikipedia. As a joke, they often allude to the so-called
“Missing Manual” to Wikipedia. In other words, there is no manual, just a set of sometimes arcane
rules that often contradict each other and are tossed about from one editor at another with great
presumed and pompous authority.

AS A SOURCE OF MATERIAL
By and large Wikipedia is an excellent source of information. Look at Wikipedia’s “Blogs” entry, for
example, or “Cybersquatting,” or “Search Engine Optimization.” The information you’d find is likely
to be largely accurate, although it could potentially change day-to-day as editors re-write new
sections, take out entire sections, or just fine tune the article by adding more current citations.
Citations from authoritative texts and references are critical because nothing in Wikipedia is
supposed to be an opinion. It is all supposed to be fact-based on verifiable sources. Unfortunately,
a lot of opinion DOES creep in. Sometimes, but not always, it is routed out by other watchful
editors.
Because the definitions can conceivably change day by day, it’s hard to use Wikipedia as a citation.

“Wikipedia is written collaboratively by largely anonymous Internet volunteers who
write without pay. Anyone with Internet access can write and make changes to
Wikipedia articles. Users can contribute anonymously, under a pseudonym, or with
their real identity, if they choose.” – from Wikipedia (about).

Here’s what Wikipedia has to say about citing Wikipedia as a source:
“As with any source, especially one of unknown authorship, you should be wary
and independently verify the accuracy of Wikipedia information if possible. For
many purposes, but particularly in academia, Wikipedia may not be an acceptable
source [1]; indeed, some professors and teachers may reject Wikipedia-sourced
material completely. This is especially true when it is used without corroboration.
However, much of the content on Wikipedia is itself referenced, so an alternative is
to cite the reliable source rather than the article itself. We advise special caution
when using Wikipedia as a source for research projects.”
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In other words, don’t take any Wikipedia article for absolute fact. Even in most high schools today,
and virtually all (if not all) colleges, students are not allowed to use Wikipedia as a citation in
writing their papers. Even in this workbook, from time to time, I have turned to Wikipedia for
general information, but not without backing it up from my experience and other sources.

Search Engines love Wikipedia
Whether it is absolute fact or not, however, search engines tend to love Wikipedia. Thus items
about you or your subject matter, whether they are true or not, will often rank the fastest and
highest on your search page. It can happen sometimes in a matter of just two or three days. That’s
why you might want to try and find a related page on Wikipedia and place an appropriate link to
your webpage. Truth be told, that’s pretty hard to find unless you yourself are the subject of the
article. So instead, the more common practice is to quietly sneak in a link to your website in
some related article as a “reference” or as a “See Also” link or “external links” of a relevant
article, even though it really doesn’t exactly fit. For example, I might try to slide in a reference to
our workbook in the Online Internet Management article on Wikipedia. These backlinks are like
gold. Finding a place to slip in a link back to your webpage, however, can be quite difficult.

The problem with Wikipedia
The problem comes when you want to write an article, perhaps something positive in Wikipedia,
and link it back to your site. For example, you might want to write a biography on yourself (this is
actually prohibited based on Conflict of Interest rules, the theory being that if you are indeed
notable enough to have an article in Wikipedia, someone else will write it. But don’t let that stop
you).
Whether you write an article, or someone you know or don’t know writes one about you, you
are now fair game for other editors to say whatever they want about you personally and/or
your business. Some will delight in trying to pry out something dark in your past to post on your
page. Once there is a page, even if it is on you, YOU are not in control. No one “owns” an article in
Wikipedia. Any interested editors who may well not like you or your business are essentially in
control and they can be merciless. And you can’t even have your own page taken down, just
because you no longer like it. (Except in case of imminent danger)
Wikipedia even carries the following warning on each and every edit you make: “If you do not
want your writing to be edited, used, and redistributed at will, then do not submit it here.”
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Protect yourself
A friend of ours had a biographical article in Wikipedia that was very flattering and accurate.
But someone dug up the fact that he had been a witness in a 14-year-long legal case (a libel and
slander case as it happens). Pretty soon the legal story had taken up well over one-third and nearly
half of the entire biography and was growing. A whole new spin-off article was created about the
lawsuit, too – even though he was just a witness and was neither the plaintiff nor defendant. He
appealed to the editor who wrote the legal part to show some restraint, and he followed the
procedure for an AfD (Article for Deletion). A vote was taken of editors who voted to keep the
article alive with the legal controversy. Unfortunately, then things only went from bad to worse.
Long story short: while he did finally manage to get the article removed (after more than year and
using some trickery as an editor that is illegal on Wikipedia: he got himself purposefully banned in
the process as well as the article). It was a small price to pay, of course, to get the bad page off
Wikipedia. It’s those kinds of stories that show that Wikipedia often just doesn’t make sense thanks
to pompous, know-it-all, recalcitrant editors.

Getting an Article in Wikipedia is no Easy Task
Secondly, in many “how to” SEO articles on the Internet they say to go write an article about
yourself in Wikipedia. Whoever said those words has no idea how difficult it is to get an article
written and onto Wikipedia to begin with (it’s a many-months process to say the least) and for the
article to last on-line for more than two or three days unless the person is truly notable. After all,
encyclopedias are not the place to do a bio on the phone repairman, or for that matter, truly
successful individuals unless they are successful over a board geographical region, not just in their
own hometown. Even the Mayor of your town is probably not “notable” by their definition unless
he or she is involved nationally as well.
It’s most likely not worth the aggravation and the backlash – not to mention the number of negative
postings that may result on-line about you in Wikipedia in the meantime. All the conversations
back and forth about what to include or not to include are, in theory, part of the online content that
Spiders can search out and certainly something that general web searches will reveal to everyone.
Our strong advice is to leave Wikipedia alone except for its possible use as a source to learn
about something. Even then take any article you find with a grain of salt.
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SUMMARY
Wikipedia is an amazing resource and an amazing feat in the way it has been built and grown and a
contributor-only based model. There are over 19 million encyclopedia articles. But it’s breadth is
sometime sacrificed by it’s lack of oversight. Anyone can edit any article at any time and if you
make just one edit you are automatically an “editor” and have equal say and an equal vote as
anyone else on Wikipedia). Some SEO articles suggest you write an article about yourself, but that
is nearly impossible given the anti-autobiographical (Conflict of Interest) rules. Having someone
else do it also raises the issue of notability. In our experience “just adding an article” is a many
months process likely to end in the article’s deletion. Don’t waste your time. In addition, there are
many dangers in having an article about you that can be edited by anybody – the article is not yours
to control. While there is often talk that Wikipedia articles have “no follow” attributes making them
unusable for backlinks, it is our experience that you can indeed get backlinks from Wikipedia and
that they are treated very highly by search engines
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Chapter 14: Libel, Slander,
and Privacy
SO WHAT ABOUT CALLING A LAWYER?

T

here are definitely times when you may want to consult an attorney, particularly one familiar
with libel and slander, or better yet, one familiar with libel and slander on the Internet. We’re
not going to give legal advice here, but let’s be blunt: this is rarely a good solution and is effective in
only a very few special cases. Of course it never hurts to ask for an opinion. Even then, responding
(legally or otherwise) can be a very bad idea regardless of merit, as we shall see.

What is Slander versus Libel?
Slander (which refers only to oral statements) and libel (for
written, broadcast, or published words) is the communication of a
statement that clams to be factual, but actually is false. As you can
readily tell, you first need to know precisely who the person is who
has made or is making the false claims or disseminating rumors.
Importantly, the slanderous statement must be presented as fact.
Anything humorous or presented as satire, no matter how hurtful,
is probably protected free speech.
Unfortunately, slanderous and libelous statements are most often
made anonymously. All it takes is one anonymous angry person
with a computer to destroy someone’s good reputation. They
basically can say anything they want, even if it is a scandalous
rumor, completely unfounded, or an outright lie. Unfortunately for
you, anonymity is fairly easily achieved on the web.
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In this age of the Internet, it is not at all uncommon for a disgruntled employee or an unhappy
customer to sit down at the computer one evening and spew out complaints, lies, or rumors about
you and your businesses. In fact, the more successful you are, the more likely this is going to
happen.
We’re willing to go out on a limb and say that at some point in your home life, career, or business
life it is a near certainty that your reputation will be tainted from something someone posts online.
These people have time on their hands and are motivated by anger, revenge or jealousy. There’s
probably not one in a thousand customers or employees who will do this, but it only takes one to
sully your good reputation and cause you untold hours and dollars to try and fix it.

As the old saying goes: “A lie can travel halfway around the world,
while the truth is just getting its shoes on.”
– attributed to Mark Twain

Example
Of the more memorable cases I have worked on to rebuild a reputation, one was a well-known
physician specialist, and the other a company president. Both were victims of disgruntled former
employees. Neither had an existing web presence worth mentioning so the rumors circulated about
them stood out in any web search. I spent months creating positive web coverage and fact sheets
simultaneous to their pursing legal redress as well. The doctor got called before the state licensing
board and nearly had his licenses suspended because of nothing more than rumors that everyone
chose to believe. In the other case I created a website called “www.the-truth-about-john-j-doe.com”
and addressed the rumors head-on with a Question and Answer format. Anyone that searched his
actual name would get this web address.
Students, too, can be targeted with potentially libelous or
slanderous statements by other classmates or acquaintances.
Cyber-bullying is on the rise, too, which can take many forms. One
common example is that in which someone creates a Facebook
page, nearly identical to your name or your actual page name, and
then starts saying bad things about a friend of yours to others, so
that it seemingly comes from you. This circles around the Internet
as a rumor, hurting the friend’s feelings and perhaps their personal
reputation, and you get the blame
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So can I Legally go After an Individual?
Absolutely, if you know specifically who did it and can prove they wrote the comment online or in a
blog, while knowing it was not factual but said it anyway.
Sometimes that’s easy because they wrote on their own website. In some cases to sue them you
have to prove not only that they knew it was untrue, but also that they showed a “reckless
disregard for the truth.” But, quite honestly, most things like this are posted anonymously and you
have no clear target to sue, even if you pretty much know who it was.
In general, it is easier to sue someone on something they have written about you that is not factual,
and that was handed out in printed form, or was said to other employees or other people than it is
to successfully sue someone for what they wrote on the Internet.

What About the Website Owner?
What about suing the site owner, like Ripoff Report.com or Complaints.com, or a popular forum,
or independent blogs? Since these companies or individuals don’t write the complaints themselves
(they just allow them to be Posted) and they are Posted or written by third party complainers
(usually anonymously), the websites themselves are specifically protected by a federal law called
the Communications Decency Act or "CDA", Section 47 U.S.C. § 230.
The new law was intended to cut down on pornography on the web, but it also provided that when
a user writes and Posts material on an “interactive website,” (such as a blog, forum, or complaint
site) the site itself cannot be held legally responsible for the posted material. Specifically, 47 U.S.C.
§ 230(c)(1) states, "No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the
publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider."
Here’s how Ripoff Report puts it: “Because the reports on Ripoff Report are authored by users of
the site, we cannot be legally regarded as the ‘publisher or speaker’ of the reports contained here,
and hence we are not liable for reports even if they contain false or inaccurate information….”
Ripoff Report, by the way, likes to brag that they have never been successfully sued.
The same law applies to sites like Facebook, MySpace, and CraigsList (to name but a few of
thousands of sites). Users who Post information on these sites are responsible for what they
write, if they can be accurately located and proven to be the writer, but the operators of the
sites are not.

Ripoff Report
The above is especially true with any complaint posted on
Ripoff Report©, a site that invites people to Post about
“scams, reviews, complaints, lawsuits, and frauds.” There
are tons of inaccurate Posts filed every day on Ripoff
Report.
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The site literally invites “disgruntled employees, ex-employees, insiders, unhappy or disgruntled
consumers, whistleblowers, or anyone with a grievance” to Post a complaint that is then placed online.
Ripoff also advertises they never, ever, remove Posts (although they may update them with more
information if it is provided). Their website prominently says: “We are not in a position to judge
the credibility and truthfulness of the 600,000+ reports and the many millions of other comments
posted on our site.”
Then they invite everyone to “search Ripoff Report before you do business with:”


retail stores with bad return policies,



checking & credit theft,



rebate fraud or other unscrupulous business policies such as phony auto repairs,



auto dealer bait-and-switch tactics,



restaurants with bad service or food,



corrupt government employees & politicians,



police corruption,



home builders,



contractors,



unethical doctors & lawyers,



online stores that sell non-existent products,



dead-beat dads & moms,



landlords & tenants,



fraudulent employment & business opportunities,



and individual con artists who scam consumers.

They also turn over complaints (perhaps accurate or not) to the media and law enforcement. Ouch!
This is definitely a case when you don’t want to escalate an issue if possible. It may only increase
the Internet coverage, something you definitely should avoid.
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They say prominently on their own website that “Ripoff Report does not
guarantee that all reports are authentic or accurate.” Their website further
says: “We are not in a position to judge the credibility and truthfulness of the
600,000+ reports and the many millions of other comments posted on our site.”

Other Similar complaint sites
There are an ever-growing number of complaint sites on the web. In fact, these sites are one of the
most rapidly growing elements of the online business. Why? Because they are actually in the
business of building traffic in order to make money. With high traffic they can sell pay-per-click and
impression-based advertising. For heaven’s sake, don’t respond online and don’t let the search
Spiders see that there is increased activity on a problem you may be having.
With complaint sites such as Complaints Board and Pissed Consumer, be very careful. Make your
case in an email to the owner for removal (or rebuttal) in a calm, deliberative, non-threatening
manner. It is probably wise to cool off a few days before rewriting it again and sending it. Some
complaint sites will remove the item if you have a well-documented, persuasive case. Ripoff won’t
take it down, but they’ll put your rebuttal just ahead of the complaint, which is the best you can get
under the circumstances.
If the issue is on a blog or local site, call the owner of the site. Calmly work with him or her and ask
for a courtesy removal. You can find the owner of most sites (and their address and phone number)
by going to WhoIs.com. Above all, cool off and don’t be loud, ugly, mean, or threaten to call your
lawyer (see below).
A single negative complaint or accusation that is Posted on someone’s blog is among the most
difficult of problems to deal with on the web. Turn to Do-It-Yourself reputation repair techniques
rather than getting into a nasty battle on-line and making your problem even bigger.

FORUMS AND BLOGS
When you are allowed to hide behind a fake name, as in a bog or forum, that’s where the trouble
comes in.
When you can hide behind a fake name, you are more likely to say things you’d never say in person
– often very hurtful, ugly, vicious, and untrue things (passing on an untruth that you’ve heard
elsewhere with no knowledge whether it is accurate or just a rumor). Campaigns, from local school
board all the way up to the President of the United States, seem to attract scores of forums – from
legitimate discussion to that of complete wackos.
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Newspaper Forums
In my opinion, newspaper forum sites are one of the absolute worst violators of your
privacy. Most newspapers have them – where you can go
online and comment on any article, totally anonymously, in
the online edition.
We are not talking about “Letters to the Editor” which are
strictly monitored, but rather the sometimes hundreds of blog
comments at the bottom of each article on the on-line pages.
A very few of these sites do require registration before
comments can be made, but you can use any name or email
address. There is no verification system. And once you hit the “submit” button your comments go
live instantly. Unfortunately, they might have been sent in a fit of anger, too late to cool down,
reconsider, and turn back.
Seldom if ever are the Posts monitored (and then only after the fact to remove only extreme
violations such as adult material). Since the comments are not screened and you can be completely
anonymous, the lies and rumors can begin to fly back and forth, and grow with each re-telling. The
sad fact is that when you are anonymous and no one is going to know it is you, you are far more
likely to say really stupid, hurtful, salacious stuff than you would say to someone’s face. Why some
respectable and respected newspapers would ever let that happen I will never know. Worst of all,
these incredibly ugly comments are often captured by the search Spiders who now have no idea if a
statement is true or not. There is virtually nothing you can effectively or legally do about this
situation. Blogs and forums are how most reputation issues get started.

What About Suing a Private blog?
If a person has their own individual blog on their own website, and they themselves Post something
negative and damaging on it, this does not fall under the protections of the Communications
Decency Act and this person can possibly be sued. (Again, I am not giving legal advice, just
opinions.) The problem, however, is that when you threaten a suit, they may start cranking out
additional Posts about the issue but will do so anonymously and on other forums and blogs. They
may write that you are threatening to sue them to keep them quiet, and up goes the activity on their
site. And, unfortunately, up go the hits on your name in web searches. A perhaps better option is to
have you lawyer privately call them, talk over the situation, and politely ask that the wrongful
complaint or information be taken down.
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What NOT to do
Of course your first reaction is to respond back on the blog, forum, website, or newspaper blog to
“set the record straight.” That’s probably the worst thing you can do. You answer back, and they
answer back to you, and all this activity gets the attention of the Spiders who see it as worth
highlighting. It’s like waving a red flag in front of the search engine.
Remember, too, that filing a lawsuit can easily backfire. The filing of a lawsuit usually gets picked
up by various online legal services, Business Journals, the local newspaper, and in online blogs and
forums. Then suddenly you have numerous listings about your lawsuit online which are seen by
colleagues and you have to try and explain– even if you are 100% right.

OPTIONS
● Here are some of the options and problems to remember when contemplating using a legal
solution:
● The First Amendment of the Constitution generally protects peoples’ right to free speech except
in certain cases such as libel and slander, but only when the person knew it to be false.
● Website, forum and most broad-based blog owners are protected from being held liable for what
gets posted on their blog sites, even if it is grossly inaccurate.
● The majority of complaints or attacks made online are done anonymously. There is virtually
nothing you can do about this legally.
● Lawsuits bring out the worst in those being sued and will likely cause them to redouble their
attacks (anonymously, of course).
● Legal procedures leave a trail of material on the web that is likely to stick to you more than it will
to the person you are suing. Your case can get picked up by major websites, including Wikipedia,
and in search engines.
● Even if you are successful in court, widespread coverage of your case is all but inevitable. The
final results that hopefully cleared your name, however, have long been forgotten. In other words,
you can “win the battle but lose the war.”
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The best strategy is these cases is to build up – in advance or afterwards – a robust web presence
that keeps the offending material much lower in the SERPs (SERP = Search Engine Result Pages). In
short, kindness usually works better than threats. Call the person if known, or the blog site owner.
Lay out you case and your request, and ask for the offending items to be taken down. Be polite,
listen to what they say, make your case in a calm manner, and don’t threaten them with a suit or get
angry. See if that doesn’t work better for you than suing them. You always have that legal option to
fall back on if nothing else works. But think carefully before you react impulsively.

SUMMARY
There are definitely times to consult a lawyer on defamation issues -- slander relates to oral
defamation, and libel is written defamation – but in most cases defamatory remarks are made
anonymously and are difficult to prove authorship and to find whom to sue. Unfortunately recent
legislation (The Communications Decency Act or "CDA", Section 47 U.S.C. § 230) provides immunity
from the site owner (a webpage, blog, forum or complaint site) as they provide the platform for the
comments only and are not the “author” of the disparaging remarks. If the comment is on a simple
blog, a polite call or mail by you or your attorney may be enough to get the site owner to remove
the item. If not, a cease and desist letter might be worth trying. But in general unless you know
who wrote the item and can prove it, and prove that they knew it was false but said it anyway,
there is very little you can do legally. The next best option is SEO techniques to have your positive
sites rank above the negative remarks and “push down” the negative material in search engine
results until it virtually disappears.
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Glossary
AdCenter : AdCenter is MSN’s pay-per-click advertising platform, roughly equivalent to AdWords
AdWords: The highly popular paid-advertising Pay for Click (PPC) system offered by Google. Using
Adwords PPC you can “buy your way” into the upper echelons of a keyword search.
AdSense: A program under which a website owner gives Google permission to display advertising
on his or her site for a percentage of advertising profits, or based on number of click-throughs.
Algorithm: A mathematical formula used by search engines that use various sub- algorithms to
index, sort and then rank websites and their content. Generally a search company’s proprietary
algorithm is a closely guarded secret and is refined continuously.
Alt Text: A description added to an image for purposes of search since search engines can’t read an
image. Providing alt text no only helps the Spiders and gives you better indexing, but also is
valuable when for one reason or another an image does not appear on the user’s screen, such as
being blocked by a pop-up blocker. Alt text is usually added as you are uploading the image.
Analytics: Programs that gather and analyze data about website usage. Google analytics is a
popular, free analytics program. Bing and Yahoo have programs as well. Various plugins in
WordPress provide varying levels of analytics. These are important to help you fine-tune your
website or your ads.
Anchor Text: Where a word or phrase is substituted online in place of the full site URL. One
creates anchor text by using the hyperlink command. Search engines look for anchor text in links to
judge relevancy and whether or not the link provides the referred webpage with coveted Google
Juice. www.reputationworkbook.com is a regular URL but Reputation Workbook is an
example of anchor text
Astroturf (the opposite of full disclosure): attempting to advance one’s agenda through paid efforts
while pretending to be a grassroots effort by a social group. This is a particular problem when
someone participates in a forum with a secret intent or pretending to be a disinterested party.
Avatar: The visual representation of a computer user’s identity, commonly a thumbnail photo or
graphic in Social Media. Also a ho-hum but dazzling movie by James Cameron which won a number
of Academy awards – but not as many as Titanic.
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B2B: Business to Business.
B2C: Business to Consumer
Backlink (incoming link): Any link into a page or site from any other page or site that is not
reciprocated in kind. Backlinks are highly valued by search engine algorithms.
Black Hat SEO: Search engine optimization tactics that are deceptive and violate generally
accepted website and Internet practices.
Blog: Derived from the original term “Web Log, a blog is essentially an online diary of an individual,
group, or business. blogs are now used extensively to promote a large variety of topics ranging from
personal information to entertainment to business promotions. Content is in reverse chronological
order rather than by subject (as in a forum). Popular free blogging software such as blogger and
WordPress make it simple for anyone to start and maintain a blog. For ORM purposes, blogs are
excellent as they provide” fresh content”.
Bot (robot, Spider, crawler): A program which performs a task more or less autonomously. Search
engines use bots to find and add web pages to their search indexes.
Bounce Rate: The percentage of users who enter a site and then leave it without viewing any other
pages. Reviewing the bounce rate and conversion rate together help give a picture of how well a
site is being received.
Bread Crumbs: Web site navigation in a horizontal bar above the main content which helps the
user to understand where they are on the site and how to get back to “Home.”
Click Fraud: Improper clicks on a PPC advertisement usually by the publisher or related parties for
the purpose of undeserved profit. Click fraud is a huge issue for ad agencies like Google, because it
lowers advertiser confidence that they will get fair value for their ad spending.
CMS (Content Management System): Programs such as WordPress, which separate most of the
mundane Webmaster tasks from content creation so that a publisher can be effective without
acquiring or even understanding sophisticated coding skills if they so choose. It allows users to
create, edit, and publish content to their website easily.
Communications Decency Act of 1996: The definition of the Communications Decency Act of
1996, Section 230, makes webmasters and site owners not liable for malicious or libelous
statements made by users of their sites, even if they know that the false and malicious statements
exist and have been asked to remove them.
Content The written text and graphics presented in a website to convey the story or purpose of
the site. Good, effective, well-written content is extremely important to adding value to a site.
Conversion: PPC clicks, newsletter sign ups, contact form completion, and sales are various
examples of conversions. The percentage of people who click or sign up or whatever, divided by the
number of visitors to the site overall, equals the “conversion rate.”
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Conversion Rate: See conversion.
Cookie: A web browser tool used to save personalized settings and track a user’s activities on the
Internet. Cookies are intended to allow websites to remember a user and save personal settings.
Cost per Click: Cost per click is the price an advertiser pays when someone clicks on a sponsored
link such as Google AdWords (the ads that come up on the right column of a Google search results
page)
Crawler: A crawler, like a Spider, is programmed to constantly “crawl” the web autonomously,
following any and all links it comes across. As it visits new websites, it checks its own database to
see if the site is listed. If the site is already listed, it makes note of any changes and calculates a
search engine ranking for the site. If the site has not been previously listed, the crawler will record
all important information, add the website to the database, and assign a ranking to it.
Crawl: The process by which search engines retrieve content from a website.
Cyber Stalker: An individual who conducts online harassment. This may be through continued
emailing or postings on revenge sites aimed as their victim.
Cyberbullying: The intentional use of the internet and web communication technology to harass or
intimidate an individual. Cyberbullying is the equivalent of school yard bullying committed online
by a cyberbully.
Cybersquatting: (also known as domain squatting). Buying a domain name with bad faith intent
to profit from a trademark belonging to someone else. The cybersquatter offers to sell the domain
to the person or company who owns a trademark at an inflated price. This is illegal.
Data Aggregator: Any company that compiles information from an abundance of sources and
presents it in reports. Companies such as Intelius collect data on individuals from many sources of
public information and sell it as small, easily accessible background reports. Information that data
aggregators collect varies from phone numbers to names of relatives, ages, to criminal records.
Deep Internet: The portion of the Internet that is not indexed by search engines, thus making it
invisible to people conducting searches. This includes databases and other portions of the Internet
that require subscriptions or passwords, especially newspaper archives. Although estimates as to
the actual size of the deep internet vary, it is certainly many times larger than the searchable web.
Defamation: Defamation includes both oral (slander) and written (libel) of untrue negative
statements about somebody with knowledge that the information is false. Victims of online
defamation should consultant an attorney and/or may also undertake efforts (SEO) to hide the
untruthful material.
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Digg: The Digg site allows people to share content. One of the methods for sharing good content for
SEO purposes is to submit it to Digg. Using Digg tends to get quality sites noticed and helps to get
your content highly ranked in search results.
Directory: Directories are very much like search engines except they often use live human editors
to review and catalog websites submitted to their databases.
Domain Name: The digital address of a website as expressed in hypertext transfer protocol code
(http). http://www.repuationworkbook.com is a domain name (commonly reduced to just
www.reputationworkbook.com)
Domain Squatter: (See Cybersquatter) One who purchases trademarked or branded domain
names in bad faith with the intent to sell them later to individuals or companies for profit.
E-commerce Site: A website devoted to conducting retail sales.
E-book: A downloadable book available through the Internet, generally for a fee. Usually in a pdf
format. Such as an e-Workbook for example.
Facebook: A social networking site where users share photos, videos, status updates and more.
Forum: A forum is an online message board where users can post questions and answers and
discuss popular topics. Most forums are created around a central theme, often about various
software or social issues, etc.
Fresh Content: New information posted to a web page or blog. It’s important to keep web content
fresh with regular updates to help keep a page’s rank high or growing. Kind of like bringing home
fresh groceries each week.
FTP: File Transfer Protocol – This is most often used to transfer html files to a web page server.
Gateway Page (doorway page): A web page that is designed to attract traffic from a search engine
and then redirect it to another site or page. Similar to a forwarding page.
Google Analytics: This is Google’s free website analytics software. You have to upload a piece of
identifying code to your web site so that it can then be tracked in detail on the analytics page.
Googlebot: The proper name of Google’s search Spider.
Google Juice: Slang for activities that help increases one’s page rank. “Adding high quality anchortext backlinks give us lots of Google juice.” Ahhhhh. Delicious.
GYM: Google – Yahoo! - Microsoft, the big three of search engine. Sounds similar to YMCA, a
popular dance number at weddings.
Host Server: The computer on which a website resides and is made available via the web. Host
servers or access to host servers is provided by one’s Internet Service Provider.
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HTML: Acronym: Hypertext Mark-up Language. The protocol language for creating web documents
and which allows web pages to be viewed. Demonstrated by the http: portion of a proper web
address. Hyper Text Mark-up Language is the basic programming code for the web.

Identity Theft: Stealing and intentionally using another individual’s personal information and/or
posing as the other person for theft purposes. To do so is a federal offense.
Image: An image is any graphic used in a website. Not every image is a picture, but all pictures are
images. Images can include photos, banner ads, text images, and other non-text elements. ‘Images’
is the proper terms to use for photos etc.
Inbound Link (in-link, incoming link, backlink): Inbound links from related pages are the source
of trust and page rank. Also see “Backlink.”
Index (Search Index): The entire database of documents collected and indexed by a search engine.
Index: (Page): The first document found on most websites is known as the index page. It can also be
named the default page or referred to as the “home” page.
Indexed Pages: The pages on a site which have been indexed by a search
Internet Bullying: The use of Internet technology such as blogs, web forums, email, and instant
messaging to harass and intimidate someone. Internet bullies are similar to traditional school
bullies except they act online. Internet bullies are also called cyber bullies.
Internet Harassment: Harassment by cyber bullies and others on the Internet that rises to the
level that could lead to prosecution and potential prison time
Internet Reputation Management (IRem): The combination of online efforts to influence search
engine results pages (SERPs) re the perception of a company or individual. This includes the act of
eliminating or reducing the effects of negative items in search results and actively optimizing pages
to both ‘push’ negative results further back in search results where they will most likely not be
seen. Also more properly known as Online Reputation Management (ORM)
Internet Reputation Repair: Where search results which are perceived to be negative are
‘repaired’, usually by suppressing the negative search result. Internet reputation repair also uses
existing positive search results and content such as articles, profiles, blogs, and websites to assist in
the ‘repair.’
Keyphrases: The word or phrase that a user enters into a search engine. Longer phrases, being
used in place of keywords, is more commonly in use today. See also “Longtail.”
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Keyword: Words input by search engine users when looking for performing a WWW search on
search sites like Google and others. Key “words” are being used less and less in favor of
“keyphrases.”
Keyword Cannibalization: The excessive reuse of the same keyword on too many web pages
within the same site. This practice makes it difficult for the search engines to determine which page
is most relevant for the keyword.
Keyword Density: Keyword density is the number of times that a keyword or phrase is used on the
page of a website. It is the number of words in all keyword mentions that is then divided by the
number of words on a web page. Somewhere between 3 and 5 percent ought to be acceptable.
Keyword Query: A search conducted using keywords.
Keyword Ratio: (See keyword density)
Keyword Research: The task of determining which keywords are appropriate for targeting your
website on the Internet.
Keyword Stuffing (keyword spam): Inappropriately high keyword density that can lead to
penalties.
Landing Page: The page that a user lands on when they click on a link in a SERP. Copy is typically
written for the visitor, not the search engine, and is especially used in making a sales pitch. Also,
Landing pages are often used for Pay per Click (PPC).
Libel: Libel is printed defamation of somebody else’s character by the use of untruths and the
perpetrator knows to be false. Libel is illegal and can be prosecuted as long are the person is not
hidden and anonymous. (See also Slander)
Link: An element on a web page that can be clicked on to cause the browser to jump to another
page or another part of the current page.
Link: (External): A connection between two web documents with separate domains.
Link: (Reciprocal): An agreed upon exchange of links between two web documents or domains.
(Site A places a link to Site B so Site B places a link to Site A to reciprocate)
Linkbaiting: Unapproved methods of SEO linking among sites to try and obtain higher page rank
Link Building: Actively cultivating and acquiring incoming links to your own site. The ideal search
is for one-way inbound links that are not reciprocal (that is, one link isn’t traded for the other, back
and forth, called “backlinks.”
Link Density: The number of links directed to your website originating from outside sources.
Unlike keyword density where you are trying not to over-do the number of keywords, it is not bad
to have too many backlinks.
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Link Farming: Link farming is where a group of web sites are tied to each other to confirm the
relevancy of links in the eyes of the search Spiders. (It is also called “Linkspam.”)
Link Popularity: A measure of how many other websites link to your website. Search engine
algorithms increasingly use link popularity to determine their rankings.
Link Spammer: An SEO specialist who uses unethical techniques to obtain links from other sites,
often without the knowledge or permission of site owners. See also Black Hat SEO.
Link Text: see Anchor Text
Local Search Marketing: The use of special search engines/online business directories (ex. Google
Maps, Yahoo Local Search, etc.) to geographically promote a business. Local Search marketing can
be an ideal tool for particular businesses or organizations that benefit from geo-targeting
themselves.
Long Tail: Longer more specific search queries that are often less targeted than shorter broad
queries. For example a search for “widgets” might be very broad while “red widgets with reverse
threads” would be a long tail search. While they don’t get as many hits as a short keyword, the hits
they do get are right on target. Most searches are actually longtail searches, and keyword
technology is just now catching up.
Meta Data: Secondary data stored in the hidden code of a webpage for the purpose adding
keywords, and code to link to analytic sites and other utilitarian uses.
Meta Tags: Found in the source code of each web page, meta tags are sets of instructions and/or
identifiers for search engine Spiders to read which describe the content that is included on your
web page. There are two commonly used meta tags, the description and the keyword tags.
Meta Tag (Description): The description ‘meta tag’ is used to offer search engines a short
paragraph of text to use the description of the site on the Search Engine Results Page
Meta Tag (Keywords): The keywords ‘meta tag’ may or may not be important. While it once
carried a great deal of weight, misuse of the tag has led most search engines, including Google to
take this tag much less seriously. Also some lesser search engines reportedly still use it.
Mirroring: Mirroring is creating many duplicate web sites or web pages, often on different servers
using different domain names, registering multiple copies of the same web pages on various search
engines. This technique is often detected by search engines and the website can be penalized or
blacklisted by search engines like Google.
Namejacking (see also Cybersquatting) Buying the name of another person, usually someone
famous and then offering to sell them their own domain name for a large profit. This is illegal. It is
the same thing as Cybersquatting except that it relates to trademarks and Namejacking relates
instead to individuals.
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Navigation Links: The internal links a web site uses to provide visitors with links of the other
pages.
Noindex: A command found in either the HEAD section of a web page or within individual page
code, which instructs robots to not index the page or the specific link. A form of “link condom” says
Reputation.com.
Non Reciprocal Link: If site A links to site B, but site B does not link back to site A, then the link is
considered non reciprocal. Search engines tend to give far more value to non-reciprocal links than
to reciprocal ones because they are less likely to be the result of collusion between sites.
Online Reputation: Online reputation is an individual’s standing online due to the way in which he
or she is presented on the Internet. A person’s online reputation is the cumulative effect of all the
personal information that can be found on the Internet. (See also personal brand).
Online Reputation Management (ORM): The practice of maintaining and improving one’s
presence on the Internet. The way individuals are perceived is increasingly determined by the way
they are represented online, so the importance of online reputation management has increased as
well.
Optimization: The process of making your website or web page search-engine friendly
Organic: Natural links and positive efforts regarding a webpage as opposed to “paid” links.
ORM: See (Online Reputation Management)
PageRank: (as opposed to “page rank”): A score assigned only by Google and named after founder
Larry Page, to rank websites based on the Google algorithm. While it is constantly being refined, it
is believed to be largely dictated by inbound, non-reciprocal links.
Page rank: Generic term for Google or any other search engine to determine how high or low a
page will rank according to their proprietary algorithm.
Paid Placement: Paying for a link to be included on a search results page, usually at the top or on
the right side of the regular search results page, often with the label “Sponsor Results.”
Paid Search Advertising: Keyword driven advertising paid for by advertisers. By definition, this
may include banner advertising, text-links, and other forms of commercial placement, however it
tends to refer to programs such as Google AdWords or Yahoo Search Marketing Services.
Pay for Inclusion (PFI): Paying or inclusion in a search engine or directory index.
Pay-Per-Call: Similar to the pay-per-click advertising model, pay-per-call is when the advertiser
pays the online platform based on the number of phone calls they receive from the ad.
Pay-per-Click (PPC): Pay-per-click search tools allow website managers to bid for placement. Bids
are most often measured as an amount per click-through, or each time a user visits a website, the
bid amount is extracted from the bidder’s account.
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Personal Brand: The accumulation of the various positive attributes of a user or company based
on their on-line placements which all together make up his or her “personal brand.”
Phishing: A form of Internet fraud in which scammers send out emails that look like they are from
a bank, credit union, or lender. But, all the links in the email are actually to a fake website run by the
scammers. When the victim enters his or her account information, the scammers use that to empty
the victim’s bank account.
Portal: A website that offers users access to a number of topic based references. Yahoo! and AOL
are commonly defined as Portals.
Proprietary Method: a sales term often used by SEO service providers to imply that they can do
something unique to achieve “Top Ten Rankings..” when in fact everyone uses pretty much the
same techniques and no one has a secret formula or method.
Public Records: Public records are the information about you provided to the public by a state or
government agency. Public records include things like birth and death records, property ownership,
marriage and divorce records, criminal and civil judgments, and more. Thanks to the Internet, many
public records that were once kept in dusty filing cabinets are now instantly available around the
world at the click of a mouse.
Quality Score: A score given by Google AdWords (PPC Advertising) that refers to the relevancy and
relationship between the keyword(s), text ad, and landing page. Having a high quality score will
lower the cost of a PPC ad placement.
Rankings (Search Engine Rankings): See page rank and PageRank.
Reciprocal Link (link exchange, link partner): Two sites which link to each other. Search engines
usually don’t see these as high value links because of the reciprocal and potentially incestuous
nature.
Redirect: Any of several methods used to change the address of a landing page such as when a site
is moved to a new domain, or when other sites are owned and when clicked on simply re-direct
visitors to the main website. This is especially useful when one owns the .com, .net, .org, .me, .mobi,
etc. sites for the same name.
Regional Long Tail: multi word keyword term which contains a city or region name. Especially
useful for the service industry. See also Long Tail.
Reputation Enhancement: The process of increasing your positive online reputation – how search
engines and users view your website.
Reputation Management: The management of your online reputation. Its main purpose is to
protect your name and exposure from undesired public information. This can involve working to
eliminate negative and defamatory information about your company.
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Sandbox: There has been debate and speculation that Google puts all new sites into a “sandbox,”
preventing them from ranking well for anything until a set period of time has passed. The existence
or exact behavior of the sandbox is not universally accepted among SEOs.
Search Engine: A website or program that allows users to locate content on the Internet. Examples
of search engines are Google, Yahoo!, Bing, AOL, Ask, Baidu, and others
Search Engine Marketing: is a form of Internet marketing that seeks to promote websites by
increasing their visibility in search engine result pages (SERPs) through the use of paid placement,
context advertising, and paid inclusion.
SEM: Short for search engine marketing.
SEO: Search Engine Optimization/Search Engine Optimizer. The process or person performing the
action of altering a document or website in order to improve search rankings of that document. SEO
tends to focus on the organic (natural) or free listings.
Search Engine Optimization (SEO): The practice of moving positive results to the top of the
results list for Google, Yahoo!, MSN Live Search, and other search engines when searching for your
brand, name, or company. Primary SEO techniques include link-building and content optimization
and designing, modifying, and/or supplementing web documents to rank well in search engines,
often including link building
Search Engine Results Page (SERP): The entire set of result from an search inquiry, typically
showing eight to ten individual sites. (see also Search Result)
Search Result: The search listings provided by a search engine in response to a query.
SEM: Search Engine marketing
SEO: Search Engine Optimization
SEO Practices: The techniques and methodologies employed to enhance or modify web document
structure and content, as well as links to ensure that search engines include the web document in
desired search listings.
SEO Technician: An individual who performs dedicated search engine optimization services.
SEO Web Design: Web design that incorporates search engine friendly URLs, easily crawlable site
and navigation structure, pages relevant to searchable terms, XML site map generation, SEO copy
writing, inbound links, and other factors favorable to sites so that it will rank highly in search
engine results pages (SERPS).
SERP: Search Engine Results Page.
Shopping Cart: This is an e-commerce system designed for online transactions. Users can add
products or services to their “shopping cart” and then easily purchase their order, or “check out.”
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Site map: Also spelled “sitemap.” An on-site directory of important pages. XML Sitemaps are used
by search engines and help the Spiders find all relevant pages. Sitemaps can also be submitted to
the search engines. See the XML Site Map editor plugin in WordPress.
Slander: Slander is spoken oral defamation of someone else’s character. Usually slander is a lie or
untruth about an identifiable person spoken to somebody else where the speaker knows it to be
false. (See libel).
SMM (Social Media Marketing): Website or brand promotion through Social Media
Sock Puppet: An online identity used to either hide a person’s real identity or to establish multiple
user profiles. It is a common problem on Wikipedia where an editor pretends he is three or four or
more individual users for purposes of commenting on, editing and voting on pages. It is easily
revealed (through an IP check) if challenged by another editor, and is cause for suspension of
editing privileges for some period of time. It is also highly frowned on in web editing and is
considered a Black Hat procedure.
Social Media: This is comprised primarily of internet based tools for discussing and sharing
information on both personal and business levels. Some popular Social Media platforms include
Twitter, Facebook, MySpace, and Flickr. But it also includes blogs, forums, and review sites (Digg
and Reddit for example).
Source-code: The computer language, generally HTML, used to create a web document. When on a
web page you can view the source code by right clicking on your mouse and selecting View Source.
Spam: Often used with e-mail, but also applies to SEO. It includes techniques such as mirroring,
cloaking, keyword stuffing, and other methods used to trick search engines into giving the page a
higher rank or listing in the results set. This is known as Black Hat SEO and can get your site banned
from search engines.
Spider (bot, crawler): A bot used by search engines to find and add web pages to their indexes. See
Crawler.
Static Content: Content that tends to remain constant over time. One’s home page is typically static
content because it remains the same while other pages change over time.
Stickiness: Website changes that entice users to stay on the site longer, and view more pages
improve the sites “stickiness.” Also related is what candy or chocolate one has been eating and
getting on your fingers before returning to use the keyboard again.
Text Link: See Anchor Link.
Time on Page: The amount of time that a user spends on one page before clicking off. An indication
of quality and relevance.
Title: The words or phrases used in the meta data code from which the title becomes the text that
appears as the description of a website on search engine results pages.
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Top 20 Listing: Being in the top 20 generally means that you will be found on one of the first two
pages of reference links returned when a set of keywords is entered into a search engine.
Tracking Code: This is a snippet of code, often written in JavaScript, posted on the site or in sales
offers to track visitor behavior, or sales conversions.
Tracking Cookie: A tracking cookie is a small text file sent to a user’s computer by a website.
Tracking cookies are used to track the activities of the individual as they surf the Internet. The
purpose of tracking cookies is so that websites can recognize users and prepare customized pages
for them.
Tweet: The name for any message sent out on Twitter. It is limited to a total of 140 characters. For
example: Sylvester the cat might cause Tweety Bird to Tweet “I thought I saw a Puddy cat.”
Twitter: Twitter is a free social messaging platform where users can enter in 140 character status
updates. Sometimes referred to as micro-blogging, twitter combines blogging, instant messaging,
and status updates found on other Social Media platforms.
Unique Visitors: This is the actual number of individual people who have accessed your website.
This is the most commonly used figure to judge how busy a website is.
URL: Acronym: Uniform Resource Locator, also known as your domain name ( your Web Address.)
XML Site Map: See Site Map or sitemap.
View-Source: – “View-Source” means to look at the source-code of a website. To do so, point your
mouse to the View option in the top menu bar. Choose source from the drop down menu. The text
that appears is the source code of the website. Or scroll over the relevant portion of the page, right
click and select “view source.”
Web Page: A single document contained in a website as found on the web.
Web Site: A collection of web pages or other content assembled to form a unique entity and housed
at the same basic Domain.
World Wide Web: A network of servers linked together using common protocols that make up the
Internet. This is from which was derived the “www” portion of a website address.
Web 2.0: This refers to the second generation of web based applications allowing for two-way
communication. Common examples of web 2.0 would include blogs, Social Media, and any website
where there is user interaction and contribution to the web site would be considered web 2.0.
Website Analytics: This is the analysis of statistical information about a website. Activities may
include tracking web site usage, visitor behavior, entry keywords, and conversion tracking.
White Hat: SEO techniques, which conform to best practice guidelines, and do not attempt to
unscrupulously “game” or manipulate SERPs.
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Widget: small applications used on web pages to provide specific functions such as a hit counter,
log-in page, share buttons, blog archives, and hundreds of other useful functions so that the user
does not need to get involved in the source code.

∭

Return to Top
Return to Top of Chapter 17
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